
 

 

ABSTRACT 

HASAN, MAHMUD. Study of Decentralized Cloud Manufacturing Platforms Powered by 

Blockchains and Deep Learning. (Under the direction of Dr. Binil Starly). 

 

With the advent of Cloud Manufacturing (CM) services and the adoption of Cyber-Physical 

Systems (CPS) in manufacturing, paradigms exhibiting highly interconnected systems of 

physical assets and Virtualized Manufacturing Machines (VMM) are now commonplace. 

Contemporary CPS enabled Cloud Manufacturing-as-a-Service (CMaaS) platforms now 

promise customers instant access to large capacity of a network of manufacturing nodes. 

However, widespread adoption of CM platforms among clients including both manufacturing 

service providers and end users, is mainly inhibited due to the immense technological and 

intellectual overhead that is imposed by such systems. The promise of real-time, mass 

customizability for product design and manufacturing on such platforms falls short in many 

ways. The large amount of historical manufacturing and production data of the design stages 

in the form of CAD/CAM information are generally not exposed to clients and remain siloed. 

The wealth of information that can be extracted from this data has immense potentials in 

drastically improving the efficiency and increase client adoption. In order to break the barrier 

of technological and intellectual overhead for neophyte clients, “smart” CM platforms should 

provide the ability to search, retrieve and reuse CAD knowledgebase of 3D engineering models 

for rapid customization and personalization. However, the absence of efficient search and 

retrieval algorithms that can accurately traverse the wealth of CAD data assets inhibits the 

process of manufacturing democratization. The work in this document reports the design, 

implementation, and validation of Deep Neural Nets (DNN) based architectures that have been 

used to efficiently classify and retrieve 3D engineering models from within large repositories. 

This study demonstrates that with the application of appropriate image processing and data 



 

` 

 

augmentation techniques in computer vision, highly efficient DNN architectures can be trained 

to classify complex engineering models. This document also reports how the text and voice 

modality of data can be exploited to train DNN architectures on textual descriptions to allow 

for rapid search and discovery of engineering parts in CM platforms. Incompatible middleware 

architectures arising from disparate software, technological expertise, and infrastructure stacks 

of different stakeholders in CM platforms contributes to low efficiency and bad client 

experience. In the next stage, the work in this document reports the design, implementation 

and validation of middleware software architectures which aim to directly connect users with 

manufacturing service providers while improving transparency, data integrity, data provenance 

and retaining data ownership. In the latter half of this work, investigations have been made into 

assessing how the power of distributed ledgers through Blockchain technology can be 

harnessed to address data security and privacy issues in digital manufacturing threads of CM 

platforms. Appropriate models for manufacturing assets and client interaction on decentralized 

manufacturing systems are proposed to benefit users and corresponding manufacturing service 

providers (e.g., job shops) through retaining data ownership and control over how much data 

is shared across the distributed ledger. Finally, a novel hybrid blockchain architecture for CM 

platforms is proposed, that is powered by communication protocols and blockchain oracles 

which allow the transfer and immutable storage of large manufacturing data streams onto 

global BigchainDB nodes. Through the design and validation of software architectures and 

blockchain ‘Oracles’ it is reported how restrictive blockchain platforms like the Ethereum and 

decentralized big data storage platforms like the BigchainDB can be ensembled to design 

efficient, decentralized CM platforms with high data throughput and large client adoption. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1. Background 

The manufacturing sector in the U.S is the largest in the world and has been known to 

cater to the production of more than 18% of the world’s goods and products that dwarfs the 

total economic output of Canada and Mexico combined. This sector has always been an 

essential factor in the Gross Domestic Product (GDP) of the U.S economy. Contributing to 

around 2.3 trillion dollars in 2018, the Bureau of Economic Analysis [1] states that 

manufacturing had a significant share of around 11% of the U.S economic output in the same 

year. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, manufacturing jobs pay 12% more than other 

jobs. However, more than 80% of U.S manufacturers face a scarcity of skilled workforce who 

could otherwise contribute to the economy in monumental scales. The contribution of 

manufacturing to the U.S GDP has also declined over the past few decades. In 1970, the net 

GDP contribution of the U.S manufacturing sector was double of what it was in 2018. 

However, with increasing proliferation of digitalization, connectivity and information 

sharing, there has been recent rises in the otherwise declining trend of the U.S manufacturing 

sector. It is the era of Industry 4.0 [2] with research and development in the fields of computer 

science, information systems and manufacturing contributing towards a shift in terms of 

information driven exchange of data and information across a product manufacturing lifecycle. 

Increased communication established through better connectivity by the internet and improved 

computational resources provided by computers have led to fast and better decision-making 

capabilities within manufacturing organizations which have embraced the boons of the digital 

revolution. Countries like China have been able to take advantage of this evolving scene and 
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has exploited this to their advantage.  China now stands as a vibrant manufacturing economy 

contributing to around 17% of the world’s products.  

Increasing trends towards digitalization, sensor fusion and data acquisition rates in 

smart manufacturing [3], and the presence of highly inter-connected infrastructures enabled by 

the internet have allowed manufacturing machines on shop floors to rapidly respond to 

consumer demands. The evolution of cloud computing [4] remains a precursor to many of the 

revolutionary inventions in the field of smart manufacturing. The National Institute of 

Standards and Technology (NIST) [5] defined cloud computing as ‘‘a model for enabling 

ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly 

provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction’’. 

The idea of democratization of manufacturing to ramp up production and to bolster the 

economy has consequently led to an effort of making manufacturing ubiquitous. Under such a 

paradigm, infrastructure needs to exist that would allow users to have access to a globally 

accessible, shared pool of manufacturing entities that can be rapidly provisioned. This 

infrastructure has been enabled by improved cloud computing resources and has empowered 

manufacturing machines to have ever increasing computational and decision-making powers 

thereby converting them to Cyber Physical Systems (CPS) [6, 7]. The intricate union of cloud 

computing and CPS has changed manufacturing service providers into Cloud Manufacturing 

(CM) [8] enterprises and subsequently into Cloud Manufacturing-as-a-Service (CMaaS) 

providers [9]. 
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1.2. Research motivation and current limitations 

In erstwhile conventional manufacturing processes, a user would have to physically go 

to several manufacturing service providers with design specifications, initiate request for 

quotes (RFQ) from all those suppliers, painstakingly go through the taxing process of price 

and quality negotiation among the suppliers and eventually agree to engage in business and 

sign a contract before the manufactured part can be received. The aforementioned steps can be 

unpredictively long and hence can adversely affect production cycles by unnecessarily 

lingering manufacturing lead times. CMaaS platforms have arisen as a promising solution to 

this impediment and as a forerunner in the quest of manufacturing democratization. Consumers 

can now at the comfort of their homes, upload design files and manufacturing specifications to 

CMaaS servers and can get instant RFQ replies and eventual manufactured parts within days. 

However, despite such advances, widespread adoption of CMaaS platforms among clients 

including manufacturing service providers and consumers remain low [10]. Preliminary 

investigations into the inability of such platforms in drastically improving manufacturing and 

production capabilities lies in the fact that pervasive CMaaS acceptance is mainly inhibited by 

the immense technological and intellectual overhead that is imposed by such systems. The 

challenges faced by CMaaS systems can be pointed out as follows. 

Poor data discovery and retrieval systems: While the promise of CMaaS pledges to 

revolutionize manufacturing, with a target audience lacking proper training and knowledge of 

how to interact with such complex platforms remains a major impediment of widespread 

CMaaS recognition. Additionally, the promise of real-time, mass customizability for product 

design and manufacturing on such platforms falls short in many ways. The large amount of 

historical manufacturing and production data of the design stages of products in the form of 
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CAD/CAM information are generally not exposed to clients and remain siloed. The wealth of 

information that can be extracted from this data has immense potentials in drastically 

improving the efficiency and increase CMaaS client adoption. In order to break the barrier of 

technological and intellectual overhead for novice consumers, smart CMaaS platforms should 

provide the ability to discover, retrieve and reuse CAD/CAM knowledgebase of 3D 

engineering models for rapid customization and personalization. However, the absence of 

efficient search and retrieval algorithms that can accurately traverse the wealth of CAD and 

manufacturing data assets inhibits the process of manufacturing democratization.  

Lack of standardized, middleware architectures: Another issue in contemporary 

CMaaS platforms is the lack of standardized software architectures through which different 

stakeholders have to interact. Incompatible middleware stacks arising from disparate software, 

technological expertise, and infrastructure of different entities in such platforms contributes to 

low retention and bad client experience. To maintain and keep such contrasting systems fully 

operational, a great deal of time, money and expertise needs to be invested across different 

domains. This is an overpowering burden that can only be taken control of by large enterprises. 

The idea of CMaaS platforms to thus democratize manufacturing so that every strata of society 

can harness boons of it remains heavily constrained by this limitation. Therefore, for successful 

CMaaS infiltration, there needs to be the design and implementation of standardized software 

middleware architectures that clients can use under “plug-and-play” paradigms to seamlessly 

interact with other clients, manufacturing service providers, manufacturing nodes, financial 

organizations and a plethora of other entities that cover the whole gamut of ubiquitous 

manufacturing. 
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Concerns over security and privacy of proprietary data: The evolution of CMaaS 

platforms have converted manufacturing supply chains into Digital Threads (DT) [11]. The 

DT spans across multiple stakeholders where multimodal data is shared. The collection and 

transfer of digitized data across the digital thread centric manufacturing supply chain has 

opened business and legal concerns. Manufacturing stakeholders have always shied away from 

divulging proprietary data on global CMaaS platforms enabled by internet technology. Internet 

cybersecurity concerns revolving around unlawful malicious intrusions, information fishing, 

malware injections, premeditated data corruption, compromised privacy have always plagued 

sensitive manufacturing enterprises. Therefore, there needs to be systems in place that would 

ensure data security and privacy issues in DTs of CMaaS platforms.   

1.3. Dissertation objectives 

The focus of this dissertation spans across the following three research objectives 

which also delineate the approaches taken to substantiate the research goals.  

 

Research Objective 1: Develop efficient, multi-modal search and retrieval 

algorithms for 3D CAD assets in CMaaS platforms 

In this research objective, the design, implementation, and validation of Deep Neural 

Nets (DNN) based architectures that can efficiently classify and retrieve 3D engineering 

models from within large CMaaS backend repositories are proposed. The use of a minified 

VGGNet (MinVGGNet) Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) architecture for classification 

and retrieval of 3D engineering CAD models based on 2D input images has been studied. This 

investigation demonstrates that with the application of appropriate image processing 

techniques in computer vision, much shallower CNNs can be trained to classify complex 
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engineering models from much larger datasets, within significantly reduced training times. 

With an improvement in classification accuracy of around 2% when compared to competing 

architectures, MinVGGNet has been shown to exhibit superior performance without the need 

of any engineering metadata. Investigations in this section also report how the text modality of 

data can be exploited to train Recurrent Neural Nets (RNN) based Long Short-Term Memory 

(LSTM) architectures on textual descriptions of engineering parts. The efficacy of such 

architectures in capturing consumer intent through text-based sequences under the paradigm 

of sentiment analysis is demonstrated. Finally, the design and implementation of an inference 

middleware that encapsulates the image and text-based classification and retrieval systems is 

proposed. The studies made towards the fulfillment of this research objective have shown that, 

through the implementation of the middleware in CM platforms, consumers can seamlessly 

interact with and easily search and discover relevant engineering models from the platforms. 

This significantly reduces the technological overhead and makes it more convenient for the 

community to access intended 3D engineering CAD models. This objective is addressed in 

Chapter 2 of this dissertation. 

 

Research Objective 2: Develop efficient, “plug-and-play” middleware software 

architectures and cryptographically secure, decentralized digital threads for CMaaS 

In this research objective, the design, implementation, and validation of middleware 

software architectures which aim to directly connect client users with manufacturing service 

providers while improving transparency, data integrity, data provenance and retaining data 

ownership to its creators are reported. In the first middleware, clients have the ability to directly 

customize and configure parts parametrically, leading to an instant generation of downstream 
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manufacturing process plan codes. In the second middleware, clients can track the data 

provenance generated in a blockchain based decentralized architecture across a manufacturing 

system. The design of digital assets across a blockchain based distributed manufacturing 

system infrastructure controlled by autonomous smart contracts through Ethereum based ERC-

721 non-fungible tokens is proposed to enable communication and collaboration across 

decentralized CMaaS platforms. The performance of the smart contracts was evaluated on 

three different global Ethereum blockchain test networks with the centrality and dispersion 

statistics on their performance provided as a reference benchmark for future smart contract 

implementations. This objective is addressed in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 

 

Research Objective 3: Develop decentralized digital threads that can cater to high 

data throughput scenarios under restrictive constraints of global distributed networks  

The Ethereum blockchain framework fortified by the presence of secure and 

standardized fungible and non-fungible asset models, has emerged as a forerunner in the 

encapsulation of proprietary data in distributed digital threads. However, the restrictive nature 

of the Ethereum ecosystem makes it an inefficient repository of large manufacturing data 

streams. In this research objective, the author reports the design, implementation, and 

validation of middleware software architectures and blockchain ‘Oracles’ that allow Ethereum 

based distributed CMaaS platforms to harness the benefits of the secure asset models of the 

Ethereum ecosystem and the immutable big data storage capabilities of the decentralized 

BigchainDB platform. A novel hybrid blockchain architecture is proposed, that is powered by 

communication protocols and blockchain oracles which allow the transfer and immutable 

storage of large manufacturing data streams onto global BigchainDB run nodes. Additionally, 
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a machine learning based time series inference model is proposed which enables the forecast 

of Ethereum gas price into the future. This allows the CMaaS platform smart contracts to 

judiciously assign gas price limits and hence save on transactions ensuing from transfer or 

creation of assets. The potential computational and financial benefits arising from the 

construction of such a hybrid blockchain architecture is assessed. A suite of machine learning 

based time series forecasting models were trained on historical Ethereum gas price data and 

subsequently were evaluated in terms of RMSE values compared to naïve prediction models. 

An ensemble machine learning model based on Random Forest regressors was found to have 

the lowest RMSE of 70.6 GigaWei as compared to the naïve prediction model of 77.6 GigaWei. 

This objective is addressed in Chapter 4 of this dissertation. 
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Chapter 2: Text and Shape based CAD Shape Retrieval using Convoluted and 

Recurrent Neural Nets 

2.1.  Introduction 

Contemporary manufacturing processes catering to consumer and industrial products 

have undergone massive changes in recent times due to the integration of data driven decision 

making [1]. The continual growth and proliferation of digitalization [2] enabled by highly 

inter-connected systems [3] have acted as impetus to many manufacturing service providers, 

urging them to adopt digital twin [4] technology and cloud manufacturing (CM) [5] based 

enterprises. Additionally, the emergence of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [6, 7] and the 

expansion of cloud computing capabilities [8, 9] have transformed erstwhile CM platforms 

into near real-time, agile manufacturing platforms wherein dynamically scalable, virtualized 

resources can be accessed by the end user over the internet. Such outcomes are also bolstered 

by the high-speed response and low latency communication protocols of the world wide web 

technology [10]. A focal point of research in CM platforms have been primarily concentrated 

around the field of democratization of manufacturing resources and the evolution of product 

design [11, 12]. Such initiatives have been undertaken to ensure the abstruse technology and 

resources associated with manufacturing can also be readily accessed by end users who do not 

necessarily have any formal training in the domains of complex manufacturing technology. 

Additionally, increasing consumer demands are forcing current CM platforms to become 

“smart” CM platforms [13] that allow effective and accurate engineering decision making in 

real time. Consumer requirements are also dictating CM platforms to adopt ubiquitous 

manufacturing [14, 15] protocols that would allow them to design and manufacture products 

irrespective of location and time. Contemporary consumers are increasingly embracing smart 
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CM platforms that allow them access to highly customized, personalized products that they 

can individually alter in the design level to reflect their intent. This, in addition to requiring 

infrastructural changes on CM platforms also mandates the requirement of highly responsive, 

autonomous manufacturing operations [16]. The requirement of higher level of autonomy in 

such platforms ensues from the fact that, to cater to a wider pool of end users, a significant 

proportion of the technological and intellectual overhead ought to be shifted away from the 

user and be taken over by self-governing, intelligent systems [17, 18].  

To allow increasing participation of untrained consumers, the overhead that needs to 

be shifted to make existing CM architectures more user-centered has several modalities that 

needs to be taken into consideration. First, information asymmetry across service providers 

and consumers on these platforms often arise due to the lack of appropriate middleware 

infrastructure [19] that would otherwise allow seamless integration and communication 

between different parties. CM service providers often are discouraged to adopt such 

infrastructural improvements anticipating major architectural changes and financial 

investments [20]. Significant number of recent research advances have attempted to address 

this issue, either in the form of improved modelling of interconnections and data interaction 

mechanisms [21] or through the design and implementation of “plug-and-play” middleware 

infrastructure that provides the least barrier of implementation to CM administrators [22]. 

Pervasive adoption of cloud manufacturing services among end users is also hindered by a 

second factor. The ability of the CM platform to allow the reuse of previous design and 

manufacturing knowledgebase as templates for new designs, contributes to the overall 

efficiency of the smart CM in terms of speed and manufacturing downtime. The reuse of extant 

resources in the form of historical Computer Aided Design (CAD) design data [23] 
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encapsulated within CM servers can expose a wealth of information. Through the appropriate 

implementation of consumer middleware this can allow end users to do rapid customizations 

to existing designs so that their design intent is captured in the shortest possible time and a part 

can be readily sent for fabrication without the consumer having to know intricacies of the 

design and manufacturing process [20]. In typical product design and manufacturing, only 20% 

of parts require completely new design while the remaining 80% comes from direct reuse and 

modification of existing knowledgebase [24]. However, even before a consumer can divulge 

his imagination to come up with highly customized parts, the initial impediment that the 

consumer has to encounter is the inability to appropriately search and retrieve template designs 

from the CM platform that matches his/her design criteria. Consequently, the customizability 

mandated by smart CM platforms also means that they ought to have highly efficient search 

and discovery protocols for existing CAD/CAM data housed within the platforms to allow for 

efficient reusability and accessibility. Existing CM platforms are large stores of CAD model 

data and navigating this repository in an efficient manner is a challenging task. In summary, 

pervasive adoption of CM based manufacturing services is hindered by the technological 

unreadiness of the consumers. To counter this and to increase the user adoption of such 

platforms, in addition to the construction of appropriate middleware stack, there needs to be 

the presence of efficient search and retrieval systems that allow the consumers to explore, 

customize, optimize, and then fabricate parts based on existing templates. Motivated by these 

points, this chapter aims to answer the following research questions: (i) How can CM platforms 

be made more accessible to end users by implementing more efficient search and retrieval 

algorithms (ii) How many different modalities of data can be harnessed for constructing 
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efficient search algorithms and user centered CM and (iii) How to gauge the performance of 

such recommender systems. 

This chapter describes the design and evaluation of system architectures enabled by 

cyber-manufacturing middleware software stack that allows CM platforms rapid and efficient 

search and retrieval of 3D CAD data as manufacturing resources for consumers. The 

contribution of this chapter is to propose efficient search and retrieval algorithms for 

engineering CAD data, by harnessing the power of CNNs [25] and RNNs [26]. The aim is to 

construct and train CNN and RNN architectures that learn patterns from mined engineering 

data of different modalities so that they can eventually be employed for inference and 

recommendation engines [27] to end users. This chapter also demonstrates how different 

modalities of data can be exploited for better search and retrieval, namely in the form of shape, 

textual description, and vocal description of engineering parts. The goal is to achieve this 

through the integration of shape, text and voice-based classification and retrieval mechanisms 

that rely on CNN based image classification and RNN based sequence modelling [28]. The 

purpose of this chapter is to propose an all-encompassing multimodal, text and shape based, 

autonomous CAD classification and retrieval system that has huge potentials in breaking the 

barriers of technological overhead so that CM platforms become truly “smart” and pervasive 

among consumers ranging from expert engineers to novice hobbyists. This chapter is organized 

as follows. In section 2.2, the related works, status quo, and state of the art for shape and text-

based classification and retrieval of engineering CAD data is discussed. In the subsequent part 

of section 2.3, focus is primarily shifted towards the design and implementation of a CNN 

based architecture used to classify 3D mechanical parts common in CM platforms based on 

2D training images. Section 2.4 describes the design and implementation of an RNN based 
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architecture used for retrieval of mechanical parts under the paradigm of sentiment analysis 

[29] of Natural Language Processing (NLP) [30]. Section 2.5 describes the design and 

implementation of an inference middleware in the CM platform that allows all the 

aforementioned DNN based trained inference models to interact with different modalities of 

data and seamlessly provide classification and retrieval recommendations to the end user. In 

section 2.6, the different CNN and RNN architectures and allied sub-systems are evaluated and 

their performance is gauged through appropriate metrics.  

2.2. Related work 

2.2.1. Classification and retrieval based on feature vectors, statistics, topology, and image-

based shape descriptors 

There has been significant amount of research in the past into the domains of CAD 

shape search and retrieval. These investigations can be primarily categorized into feature 

vector based, statistics based, topology based and image-based methods [31]. Suzuki et al. [32] 

explored one of the earliest web-based, feature vector centric retrieval systems for 3D 

polygonal meshes. The authors demonstrated a retrieval system based on the conversion of 3D 

models into polygonal meshes with subsequent distribution of the polygon vertices into user 

defined grid cells. The underlying idea is that the normalized number of polygon vertices in 

the grid cells would produce representative feature vectors which can be used as signatures of 

the 3D shapes. The limitation of this approach is pertinent to scalability issues. With CAD 

shape databases approaching ranges of petabytes today, normalizing millions of polygon 

vertices into fine grained grid cells is undoubtedly a computationally intensive process. Zhang 

and Chen [33] have studied the use of salient 3D shape features like volume to surface area 
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ratio, Fourier transform coefficients and moment invariants [34] to create feature descriptors 

of different shapes. Novotni et al. [35] have studied the use of 3D Zernike moments [36] as 

descriptors of shapes that can be used for similarity comparison. In their work, Gao et al. [37] 

have shown the use approximate hierarchical medial axis [38] of 3D models as part descriptors 

for assessment of model similarity. Vranic and Saupe [39] have demonstrated the 

implementation of complex functions on the sphere and Fourier coefficients of spherical 

harmonics as feature vectors for 3D shapes. Kazdhan et al. [40] have investigated the 

application of Fourier methods in the computation of reflective symmetry feature descriptors 

from voxelized grids of arbitrary 3D shapes. Tangelder et al. [41] have shown the effectivity 

of spherical harmonics and Fourier basis functions to generate meaningful part signatures. In 

a slightly different approach, Kuang et al. [42] have shown the retrieval of non-rigid 3D shapes 

using kernel based local descriptors based on heat kernels and distance mapping on graphs in 

spectral manifold space. Lupinetti et al. [43] in their exhaustive review, have shown how 

combinations of geometric, shape and statistical descriptors can be employed for doing 

assembly level classification and retrieval of CAD models. Hu et al. [44] have also explored 

the domain of assembly retrieval through the implementation of vector space models which 

includes decomposition of assemblies into bags of parts and queries made converted into a 

specification of set of parts to find out similarity.  

Within the statistical based approaches, Ankerst et al. [45] introduced 3D shape 

histograms as a similarity model for 3D object for classification, augmented by multi-step k 

nearest neighbor search algorithms for retrieval. Paquet et al. [46] presented a tool for 3D shape 

classification and retrieval based on tensors of inertia, normal vector distributions of the 3D 

shapes, distribution of cords and multiresolution analysis. In the topology-based paradigms, 
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Hilaga et al. [47] proposed a topology matching algorithm for search in 3D shape datasets. In 

their approach, similarity between polyhedral meshes of 3D models were calculated using 

multi-resolutional reeb graphs. Sundar et al. [48] in their work proposed a novel method for 

3D shape search and retrieval primarily by encoding the geometrical and topological 

information of shapes in the form of skeletal graphs, and subsequently using graph matching 

algorithms to invoke similar shapes or parts. Chen et al. [49] have explored the domain of 

assembly retrieval using multi-level assembly descriptors through the adoption of graph 

matching algorithms. Cicirello et al. [50] in their work have shown how feature decomposition 

of 3D parts followed by subsequent construction of model dependency graphs can be used to 

find similar 3D shapes. One of the limitations of these statistical and graph-based techniques 

to discriminate between 3D shapes is the creation of over simplified representations of shapes 

that can adversely affect performance for intricate or large-scale similarity detection. 

Additionally, many of these graph matching algorithms are computationally intensive since 

graph matching is a quasi-polynomial problem [51] and therefore these methods do not scale 

well to large datasets. In image-based processes, Kimia et al. [52] have used a shape similarity 

metric to measure the similarity between two views of 2D projected, segmented shapes of 3D 

objects. Funkhouser et al. [53] in their research, have shown the use case of a 3D shape search 

engine with a new matching algorithm that uses spherical harmonics of shapes to compute 

discriminating similarity measures.  

The aforementioned references delineate impressive investigations into solving the 

problem of 3D shape classification and retrieval. However, a significant limitation remains in 

the fact that most of the studies rely on the assumption that there would be a 3D query model 

which would be subjected to any of the mentioned algorithms to find similar shapes. This is an 
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oversimplifying assumption and to think in the context of a CM web interface, it also assumes 

that the consumer would already have access to a 3D model which in most of the times is not 

the case and counter intuitive to the idea of reduction of technological overhead. A remedy to 

this problem was suggested by Pu and Lou et al. [31] through their 2D sketch-based user 

interface for 3D CAD model retrieval. In their research, they proposed a system that uses free 

form 2D sketches of users to find similar 3D shapes whose 2D orthographic projections are 

extracted to calculate similarity between the users’ sketch inputs. While this contribution 

attempted well to reduce the technological overhead from the end user, it also relied on the 

assumption that the user would be sufficiently well versed in the concept of 2D engineering 

projections of 3D shapes which were critical in the proposed system to maintain a sufficiently 

accurate search and retrieval performance. This on the other hand increased the intellectual 

overhead on the side of the consumer. 

2.2.2. 3D CNN based classification and retrieval using voxelization and point cloud 

conversion 

Recent advances in shape and feature recognition of 3D parts have included the use of 

neural networks as feature extractors. One of the predecessors in this field is the work of Chung 

et al. [54] where the authors have used a back propagated neural net architecture to classify 

machine parts into different families using binary images. The representation of intricate parts 

through highly pixelated 2D projections was a limitation of the study, however the work paved 

way for more complex architectures and protocols in the future. Prabhakar et al. [55] in their 

research have shown the implementation of a multi-layer perceptron like neural net 

architecture with B-rep solid models of parts as inputs for feature recognition. They have 

shown how adjacency matrices can be used as shape descriptors, wherein a matrix is populated 
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with binary integers to represent adjacent faces of the B-rep shape, thereby capturing the 

topological relationships between different surfaces. The rows of these adjacency matrices 

were then fed to multilayer perceptron to identify shapes and features. Similar work has been 

done by Nezis et al. [56] where the authors used neural nets and heuristics to perform 

classification of 2.5D shape features. Their approach included the implementation of attributed 

adjacency graphs to act as part descriptors of shapes based on their topological features. 

Heuristics were eventually used to break down the complex feature graphs into subgraphs and 

the patterns from the subgraphs were eventually fed to a neural network that does the job of 

classifying into feature classes. More recent investigations have seen the use of advanced 3D 

CNN’s for feature classification. Zhang et al. [57] have reported the use of 3D CNN’s named 

the FeatureNet to learn the distribution of complex manufacturing feature shapes across a large 

3D model dataset comprised of mainly prismatic shapes. This work has shown satisfactory 

classification accuracy across different part classes. Maturana et al. [58] have proposed in their 

study the Voxnet architecture for real time 3D object recognition that integrates volumetric 

occupancy grid representation of 3D shapes rendered as point clouds. Wang et al. [59] in their 

investigation have proposed the NormalNet, a voxel-based CNN for 3D object classification 

and retrieval. Instead of relying on 2D CNN architectures that only learn patterns from the 

outlines of 3D projections of mechanical parts, this architecture uses normal vectors of object 

surfaces and voxels as input, which the authors argue has better discrimination capability than 

binary voxels. In a slightly different approach Wang et al. [60] has proposed the octree-based 

[61] CNN architecture for 3D shape analysis. In their work, the authors build upon the octree 

representation of 3D shapes and take the average normal vectors of a 3D model sampled in the 

finest octants as feature descriptor inputs to a 3D CNN model. 3D CNN based classification 
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and retrieval has seen tremendous contribution especially after the induction of benchmark 

datasets like the ShapeNet [62] and ModelNet [63]. However, a few key limitations of 3D 

CNN based classification and retrieval systems can be listed as follows. (i) Voxelization or 

point cloud conversion of 3D models is a computationally expensive process and can tax 

conversion systems that need to handle intricate features quite heavily. (ii) To minimize 

memory and time overheads, the process of voxelization and point cloud conversion often has 

to be done following protocols that jeopardize resolution. This significantly reduces part 

quality through the unexpected loss of intricate features during the conversion process. (iii) In 

the context of a search and retrieval system for a user centric CM web interface, the condition 

of reduced technological and intellectual overhead on the consumer side is violated if it is 

assumed that the end user has uninhibited access to a replica of the 3D model of the query part 

that is to be used as the reference for classification and retrieval. 

2.2.3. 2D CNN based classification and retrieval using multi-view images 

Due to the aforementioned limitations, 2D CNN based classification and retrieval 

architectures have been extensively studied in the recent past and have been seen to outperform 

3D CNN based architectures. The problem of 2D representation of 3D shapes via outlines and 

projections is that this almost always leads to reduction of internal information of intricate 

features that might be crucial for recognition. For this reason, a lot of work has been invested 

into knowing how to better describe a 3D object with multiple 2D views. One of the 

preliminary investigations in this field was done by Su et al. [64] with their proposed CNN 

architecture called the MVCNN. The authors have shown a novel CNN architecture that 

combines information from multiple 2D views of a 3D shape into a single and compact shape 

descriptor offering superior recognition performance. Feng et al. [65] have built on the 
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MVCNN architecture to propose a multi-level framework that examines the contents of each 

view of a 3D shape and subsequently uses the framework to group similar images of the model 

together. The weights of the groups as per their importance in classification are then used to 

find the final shape descriptor of the 3D shape. Drawing inspirations from the work of Gao et 

al. [66], Hadsell et al. [67], and Qi et al. [68] the authors Gao et al. [69] have proposed a novel 

CNN based method called MDPCNN also based on MVCNN. The architecture consists of a 

sample selection stage that is used to choose training samples by clustering to form many group 

pairs. Through the implementation of slice and concatenation layers in the neural architecture, 

the authors have argued that they have accomplished multi-view multi-batch training. The 

function of the slice layer is to produce feature mappings for each view and subsequently to 

compute the maximum value of each element in each mapping across different views.  

In a more recent undertaking, the authors Angrish et al. [70] have successfully 

demonstrated the implementation of the MVCNN++ architecture. In their research, the authors 

propose a CNN architecture based on MVCNN as applied to CAD data. This architecture, like 

the MVCNN also includes information from multiple 2D views of 3D shapes, which are 

eventually passed through 12 parallel CNN architectures based on the ResNet [71] seeded with 

pretrained weights of the ImageNet dataset [72]. For the purpose of capturing multiple views 

of a 3D shape, the authors generated depth maps from object representations of the 3D shapes. 

Subsequently, images from different angles of a 3D shape were captured from 12-vertex points 

of a regular icosahedron enclosing the shape. Therefore, each part was represented by a 

collection of 12 images downsized to a pixel resolution of 224 along each axis to meet the 

input size requirements of the CNN architecture. It was these sets of 12 images which were 

passed as training data through the 12 parallel ResNet networks in MVCNN++. The idea 
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behind using pretrained weights of the ImageNet dataset was to use Transfer Learning [73] to 

allow the networks to quickly recognize low level features learnt from the ImageNet dataset. 

Subsequently, higher level features representative of the dataset containing the 3D shapes of 

the CAD models could be learnt by employing additional trainable layers. The use of Transfer 

Learning allowed the deep ResNet networks with large number of layers to train faster on 

smaller datasets and reach convergence quicker, reducing training time. As mentioned by the 

authors, the network was trained over 100 epochs on a PC with 32 GB RAM and 12 GB Nvidia 

Titan V GPU. The training time was observed to be around 4 hrs. The contribution of the 

authors in improving classification performance was through the integration of product 

manufacturing information (PMI) of the 3D shapes in the form of dimensional metadata. The 

inclusion of PMI feature vectors eventually concatenated with shape descriptor vectors in the 

MVCNN++ architecture allowed it to attain higher classification accuracy compared to the 

performance of the MVCNN architecture on the same dataset. The dataset called the FW10C, 

of engineering 3D CAD models that the authors used to train the MVCNN++ architecture was 

a 10-class subset of the larger FabWave dataset that consists of around 110,000 part models 

carefully curated to reflect a distribution representative of manufacturing components and 

mechanical parts. [74, 75] The FW10C dataset featured models with loose classification 

schemes and featured 10 classes consisting of Prismatic, Cylindrical, Gear/Sprocket, Bracket, 

Full and Small Gaskets, Nuts, Spring, Pipes and Threaded part categories. 

2.2.4. Limiting gaps of contemporary research 

A comprehensive investigation of the past work in the field of 2D CNN based 

architectures for classification and retrieval of 3D shapes mentioned hitherto, have shown 

many promising DNN architectures that attempt to simplify the task of search and discovery 
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of CAD knowledgebase from among vast repositories. From the inception of the MVCNN 

architecture to the evolution of the latest MVCNN++, it has been observed how researchers 

have aided in the design and implementation of better systems that increasingly streamline the 

process of classification and retrieval of 3D shapes, thereby contributing significantly in the 

reduction of technological and intellectual overhead from the end of the consumers. However, 

there are still some gaps in the existing research that this chapter attempts to propose solutions 

for. The limiting gaps identified are as follows: (i) In relation to the latest research of 2D CNN 

based classification and retrieval systems, it has been seen that the MVCNN++ architecture 

performs significantly well. As has been mentioned previously, this architecture needs the 

input of 12 images to be fed into the 12 parallel ResNet CNN networks that constitute its 

backbone. In addition to this requirement, it has also been mentioned previously that these 

images have to be taken from certain predetermined viewpoints dictated by icosahedral 

vertices to make sure all the micro and macro level features of the parts in the dataset are 

captured by the images which are otherwise lost in 3D CNN based methods after voxelization 

or conversion to point clouds. This is a significant requirement involving major technological 

overhead. For a trained MVCNN++ architecture to be running within the context of a CM web 

interface, the end user is now expected to be able to judiciously take these sets of 12 images of 

the 3D shape and subsequently pass them to the network for inference. The requirements of 

the set of 12 images as input data also assumes that the user would have access to the query 

3D shape and allied technology that would allow him/her to complete the task of image 

processing. These assumptions are in contradiction to the requirement of a CM interface that 

allows users to search, optimize and fabricate parts with the least amount of overhead. (ii) The 

FabWave dataset comprises of typical engineering 3D CAD models and is an ever-expanding 
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repository. The enormity and depth of the ResNet CNN architecture used in the MVCNN++ 

yields well to good classification performance on the smaller subset of the FW10C dataset. 

However, it can be stated with a reasonable degree of confidence that to accommodate all the 

part classes encapsulated within the larger FabWave dataset, larger and deeper CNN 

architectures like the ResNet would take much larger training times despite transfer learning. 

Therefore, there is a need of new methods and architectures that can hold the promise of being 

able to scale to much larger datasets and at the same time be able to show superior classification 

and retrieval performance of 3D shapes without introducing modalities that otherwise do not 

contribute to the reduction of overhead required for mass adoption of smart CM platforms. 

2.2.5. Contributions of this research 

This chapter addresses some of the aforementioned research gaps in the context of 

smart CM deployable, user centered, 2D CNN based classification and retrieval systems of 3D 

shapes that do not tax end users in terms of significant technological and intellectual overhead. 

To summarize, the contribution of this chapter mainly spans across 4 sectors: (i) To propose 

innovative image processing and data augmentation techniques and shallower CNN 

architectures. The combination of these two leads to much lower training times that scale well 

to large datasets and allows the attainment of comparable classification and retrieval 

performance of 3D shapes based on 2D images.  (ii) To propose 2D CNN classification and 

retrieval architectures that perform well without the need of multi-view images during 

inference, thereby reducing a significant portion of the technological overhead from the side 

of the end user. (iii) To propose CAD retrieval systems that exploit the text modality of data 

in the form of textual description of shapes extracted from web-scraped data. The underpinning 

idea is to expose an NLP based DNN architecture to the user that can recommend template 3D 
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shapes and CAD models to the user based on loosely related textual description of the shape 

of the part. There has been research in the past on the retrieval of CAD documents and shapes 

that is based on text mining approaches. Jeon et al. [76] have shown how semantic 

representations can be generated from the text and annotations in CAD models and text in 

design documents using a domain ontology and shallow NLP methods. Based on rule 

processing, the authors were able to extract hidden design information from CAD documents. 

Then using a set of complex semantic and ontological rule-based similarity measures, the 

authors were able to prove similarity of CAD documents with similar text annotations. Hsu et 

al. [77] in their research propose a content-based text mining approach that is able to extract 

textual contents of CAD documents into characteristic documents that can be used in 

conjunction of similarity matching algorithms using vector space models to expedite retrieval 

of similar CAD documents from large repositories. Li et al. [78] in their investigation, were 

able to develop a computational framework that allowed the retrieval of unstructured 

engineering documents with textual descriptions based on engineering ontology and lexicon. 

Most of these aforementioned researches rely on the implementation of complex semantic and 

rule based techniques to infer on similarity of textual descriptions of a query to the textual 

description of a 3D shape. In this chapter, using the paradigm of sentiment analysis of NLP, 

an LSTM [79] based DNN architecture is proposed that can automatically learn associations 

between sequenced textual descriptions without the need of complex rule-based techniques 

that assume that CAD documents are annotated well, which often is not the case. Finally, the 

contribution of this chapter is (iv) To design and implement an inference middleware that 

encapsulates all the aforementioned systems into a single unit that can seamlessly integrate 
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into existing smart CM infrastructures allowing end users to interact with CM interfaces to 

search, explore, modify, optimize, and fabricate parts effortlessly. 

2.3. Shape based classification and retrieval 

The goal of this section was to design, implement and validate a 2D CNN based 

classification and retrieval system of CAD data assets in CM platforms for rapid search, 

discovery, and customization by end users. The system designed was based on the FW10C 

dataset and a natural first step was to start with the exploration of the dataset.  

2.3.1. FabWave 10 class (FW10C) dataset exploration 

One of the limitations of the existing MVCNN++ architecture is its reliance on deep 

ResNet based CNN’s that require longer training times and larger number of weights to be 

trained and memorized, thereby making the training process memory and time intensive 

despite the use of transfer learning protocols. As has been mentioned in section 2.2.5, this leads 

to a system that does not scale well to larger datasets, which could be well within agenda if an 

architecture needed to classify models from the entire FabWave dataset is needed. This 

downside is further aggravated by the fact that all MVCNN based architectures require parallel 

multi-view, 2D image inputs into parallel CNN networks, which in the case of MVCNN++ are 

12 ResNet networks. 
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Figure 0-1: (a) Representative 3D CAD models in FW10C (b) Active area distribution of 

2D images in FW10C. 

 

 

Figure 2-1(a) shows some of the representative CAD models in the FW10C dataset. 

According to section 2.2.4, these representative images are those that have been produced by 

taking pictures from multiple viewpoints to cater to the inputs of the parallel CNN networks in 

the broad spectrum of the MVCNN architectures. In computer vision, active area of an image 

usually refers to the region of the image with the highest activity in terms of pixel gradients. 

From a cursory visual investigation of the dataset, it can be observed that most of the active 

region of the images are concentrated towards the center since the bounding boxes of the 

objects enclosed within the images are present in those regions. Active area proportion of an 

image refers to the proportion of pixel area of the entire image that the object within the active 

region occupies. Figure 1(b) shows the active area proportion distribution of the images across 

the entire FW10C dataset. It can be observed that the distribution is highly skewed towards 

lower values of active area proportion with almost the entirety of the images in the dataset 

containing active regions that span no more than 0.3 of active area proportion (i.e., no more 

than 30% of an image area). This finding is of immense importance. ResNets are CNN’s 

wherein convolutional filters [80] are convolved over images to identify patterns. Since the 
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active area proportions of the images in the FW10C dataset are highly skewed towards low 

values, this means during a significant portion of the training time of the MVCNN++ 

architecture, the convolutions are happening over non active regions with no meaningful 

patterns being learnt by the filters during those times. This in addition to significantly 

increasing training times, leads to the memorization of a lot of convolutional filter weights 

which do not correspond to any significant patterns being detected. The depth and the 

complexity of the ResNet architecture means the number of these filters being trained are also 

larger and hence this in totality leads to a memory intensive, slow training process. The larger 

number of parameters being learnt also leads to another problem. If the dataset that the 

networks are being trained on contains classes with sparse memberships, which is the case for 

the FW10C dataset, the larger number of parameters of the ResNet networks almost always 

will lead to inherent bias by overfitting on training data. 

2.3.2. Image processing pipeline for FW10C 

To mitigate the limiting effects pointed out in section 2.3.1, there needs to be the 

application of appropriate image processing pipelines that would allow CNN’s to train over 

images efficiently and effectively. Figure 2-2 shows the steps in the image processing pipeline 

that were adopted to pre-process the images in the FW10C dataset before feeding them to any 

CNN architecture. As is evident from the steps, the raw input images from the multi-view 

FW10C dataset were first subjected to adaptive binary or Otsu thresholding [81] to generate 

binary images that are required for contour detection algorithms. Subsequently the binary 

thresholded image was subjected to contour detection algorithms like the TC89 KCOS chain 

approximation algorithm [82]. The enclosing bounding box of the contour was then extracted 

in the next step of the image processing pipeline. Once the bounding box was obtained, the 
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active area region of interest could be extracted from the raw image by slicing a portion of the 

image area enclosed by the bounding box. To avoid the perimeter of the object in the active 

area region of interest directly overlapping the perimeter of the bounding box, a small padding 

perturbation was added to the distal regions of the active area of interest. Finally, the region of 

interest represented by the padded bounding box was down sampled to a smaller size using 

aspect aware resizing to make sure the aspect ratio was maintained during the resizing 

procedure. The final image in Figure 2-2 showing the active area region of interest is a 28 pixel 

down sampled version of the raw input image. The sequence of the aforementioned image 

processing steps allowed the creation of an intermediate, down sampled dataset wherein the 

focus in the images is primarily on the active area region of interest. If these images are fed to 

a CNN, the convolutions of the CNN filters would be occurring on the active regions most of 

time and it can be made sure that a CNN would also be learning useful patterns for most of the 

time of the training period. Due to the size of the images being reduced and focus within images 

set on the active area, the training duration of a CNN architecture should also be drastically 

reduced. Finally, due to these steps, the images can now be fit as training data to much 

shallower, memory and time efficient CNN architectures unlike the ResNet. The decision to 

downsize the images to 28 pixels was to assess the lower bound of depth of the CNN networks 

that could be fit to the dataset without jeopardizing classification accuracy too much. From a 

series of trial and errors, it was found that the images could be no lower than 28 pixels along 

each axis. This size was important in the sense that any lower size than this adversely affected 

the resolution and the number of recognizable features from the images due to drastic effects 

of the resizing interpolation algorithms [83]. At the same time, this size acted as a lowest 

bound, allowing for the exploration of shallower and simpler CNN architectures that could be 
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trained on the dataset much efficiently within much shorter training times without 

compromising classification accuracy.  

 
Figure 0-2: Steps in image processing protocol for an example bracket part. 

 

2.3.3. Data augmentation techniques for classes with sparse memberships 

One of the prime reasons for the use of ResNet networks in the MVCNN++ architecture 

as pointed out by the authors in reference [70], was the ability of this deep network to share 

learned parameter weights from the ImageNet dataset via the transfer learning protocols. These 

parameter weights were eventually kept frozen during the training process on the FW10C 

dataset thereby allowing the architecture to learn low level features from the pre-trained 

weights and high level features from additional trainable layers thus drastically reducing model 

training time and overfitting on classes with sparse membership. The reduction in size of the 

images in section 2.3.2 makes it unsuitable to be fit to deep CNN networks pretrained on the 

ImageNet dataset. The usual input image size requirements for such networks are larger and 

this is bolstered by the fact that the images used for the MVCNN++ architecture were 224 

pixels in size. This is primarily for the reason that the larger depth of the deep networks leads 

to larger constriction in size of activations down the depth of the network because of successive 

convolutions of filters, thereby making them unsuitable for convolution over relatively smaller 

images. The training of shallow CNN architectures on the pre-processed FW10C dataset on 

the other hand, meant that transfer learning protocols could not be used unlike in deep networks 
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and hence the boons of such learning schemes in the form of reduced data overfitting for sparse 

target classes could not be harnessed. Therefore, there was a need of alternative data 

augmentation techniques for shallow CNN architectures that could mitigate the effects of 

overfitting on smaller training datasets. 

2.3.3.1. Patch pre-processing 

One of the plethora of techniques in the field of image processing and computer vision 

is the Patch Pre-processing technique introduced by Krizhevsky et al. [84]. Patch pre-

processors are mainly responsible for randomly extracting and sampling MxM size regions of 

an input image during the deep learning model training phase. The patch pre-processor is 

applied when the spatial dimension of the input image is slightly larger than what the deep 

learning network expects. Application of this pre-processor drastically reduces overfitting. 

What this pre-processing technique ensures is that instead of passing on the entire resized 

image, a random crop of the portion of the image is passed through the CNN network. This 

has immense regularization effect since the random crops ensure that the CNN network while 

training never sees the exact same image thereby enabling the CNN network to generalize well 

on unseen data during the testing and validation phase. This is of particular importance in 

datasets where there are larger possibilities of duplicate images being present. As has been 

mentioned in section 2.2.3, the FW10C dataset consists of multi-view images of different 3D 

CAD parts. Due to the minute variations in appearances of these parts, images from some 

viewpoints are sometimes very similar and close to being identical. The application of patch 

pre-processing on these images thus immensely reduces the effect of overfitting arising from 

CNN networks perceiving these images to be duplicate. In the context of the FW10C dataset, 

this pre-processing technique thus bears huge importance. Figure 2-3 shows the process of 
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Patch pre-processing on input images. Considering the input images to be of slightly bigger 

size, e.g. of 48-pixel, a random crop of 28-pixel size can be extracted from the input image. 

These are represented by the green and red random crops which eventually lead to the 

formation of 28-pixel patches of images as the output. These output images originating from 

random portions of the original image now vary due to random spatial shifts introduced by the 

crops and can now be used as input data for training of shallow CNN architectures. 

2.3.3.2. Data augmentation using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) 

The idea behind generative models that make up the basis of GANs comes from 

statistics. A random variable in statistics is a value with an underlying data distribution. This 

distribution could either be a Gaussian, Binomial, or a Poisson [85]. The function of a 

generative model is to be able to sufficiently summarize the data distribution behind the 

random variable and at the same time be capable of generating new samples that fit into the 

distribution of the variable. According to Christopher et al. [86], generative models constitute 

approaches that explicitly or implicitly model the distribution of inputs, because by sampling 

from them it is possible to generate synthetic data points in the input space. GANs are 

 
Figure 0-3: Random patch pre-processing. 
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generative models based on deep learning architectures and were first discussed by Goodfellow 

et al. [87]. The initial DNN based models proposed by the authors were difficult to train into 

stable models but later with the evolution of Deep Convolutional GANs (DCGANs) [88] more 

stable trained models were obtained that were later formalized by Radford et al. [89]. The 

architecture of a GAN DNN consists of 2 submodules namely a generator DNN module for 

the generation of new examples from the distribution of the input data (the random variable) 

and a discriminator DNN module for a classification task that determines whether the 

generated new examples are real i.e., representative of the distribution of the input data or fake 

i.e. random noise generated by the generator module. The underpinning idea behind GAN 

DNN networks is based on the idea of game theory [80] wherein the generator DNN has to 

compete against an adversary. The function of the generator network is to produce samples 

and the function of the adversarial discriminator DNN is to be able to successfully distinguish 

between real samples drawn from the training dataset and samples drawn from synthetic data 

produced by the generator DNN. The generator module is supplied with a fixed length random 

noise vector and its function is to generate plausible samples in the distribution domain of a 

dataset, which could be a dataset of images. A vector drawn from a Gaussian distribution is 

randomly chosen to act as the seed of the random process of noise generation for the generative 

process. As the generator and the discriminator DNN’s keep on competing with each other in 

an adversarial manner during the GAN training process, the collection of points in the 

multidimensional vector space of the Gaussian distribution of noise vectors will eventually 

correspond to points in the problem domain, thereby forming a compressed representation of 

the data distribution in the real dataset. This vector space is referred to as the latent space 

containing latent variables. In the case of GANs, new points randomly chosen from this latent 
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space can be fed to trained generator models as input and used to generate new, synthetic output 

samples that very closely match the distribution of data in the actual dataset. In case of image 

datasets, what this means is, the generator network, after a stable adversarial training process, 

would be able to generate synthetic images from random noise vectors sampled from a 

gaussian distribution of the latent space, that closely resembles images from the actual dataset. 

The latent space input to the generator then provides a compressed representation of the set of 

images used to train the model. During the GAN training process, the discriminator module 

keeps on taking in example images from the actual dataset and the synthetic pool generated by 

the generator module and outputs a binary class label for real or fake identification. During the 

training phase, the generator module would generate a batch of synthetic images which along 

with a batch of real examples from the actual dataset would be fed to the discriminator module 

to be classified as fake or real. The discriminator module would then eventually be updated to 

be proficient in the discrimination of synthetic images from real images in the next cycle. 

Subsequently, the generator is updated based on how efficiently the generated synthetic images 

were able to fool the discriminator. It now becomes evident that the generator and the 

discriminator DNN modules are trying to optimize conflicting goals while competing against 

each other and hence the adversarial nature of the training process for GANs. In terms of game 

theory, the two submodules keep on playing a zero-sum game during the training process [88]. 

An important improvement to GANs were Conditional Deep Convolutional GANs (C-

DCGANs) which have the ability of conditionally generating synthetic examples that closely 

resemble real image datasets. In this architecture, the generative model is used to generate 

synthetic examples from the input domain where the random vector input from the latent space 

is supplied and conditioned by an additional input. This additional input could be a class 
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membership flag such as cat or dog in the case of generation of photographs of canines or may 

be a digit in the case of generation of synthetic images of handwritten digits. The conditional 

input is fed both to the generator and discriminator layer and can be used as auxiliary 

information [90]. Since the discriminator module is also supplied with an auxiliary conditional 

input, which could be a classification label type or class membership flag, the discriminator 

would then expect its input to be of that class membership represented by the flag and this in 

turn would teach the generator to synthesize examples of that class membership in order to 

trick the discriminator. A C-DCGAN can thus be used to generate synthetic examples from a 

domain of a given class membership, by a trained generator DNN module. In this way, a C-

DCGAN can be trained on image datasets to produced particular synthetic images of certain 

class membership. For example, instead of generating just the picture of a cat, a C-DCGAN 

can be trained and conditioned on a label of color to produce cat images of different hues like 

a black or an orange cat. C-DCGANs provide an excellent method of data augmentation in 

deep learning tasks. By creating, new, synthetic but plausible images representative of the 

training dataset’s problem domain, C-DCGANs can augment datasets with sparse data in 

certain under-represented classes based on conditional class labels. C-DCGANs perform better 

than primitive image data augmentation techniques like random flips, zooms, crops, or 

rotations because successful generation of synthetic images provide a potentially more domain 

specific approach for data augmentation [91]. Figure 2-4 shows the C-DCGAN architecture 

trained for the data augmentation of under-represented classes in the FW10C dataset. Section 

1 of the figure represents the conditional class label input to the GAN architecture that 

represents the class label of the real image input to the discriminator module represented by 

section 6. The class label information is fed to the entire network through an embedding vector 
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represented in section 2 and the task of the C-DCGAN architecture is to learn weights of this 

embedding vector during the training process. This embedding vector of weights is eventually 

appended to both real and synthetic images as a 4th channel for a typical 3 channel RGB image. 

The generator module draws in fixed sized random vectors from the latent space represented 

by section 3 and along with the class embedding vector information produces synthetic images 

of a CAD part represented by section 5. The discriminator module takes in conditionally 

labelled real images from section 6 and synthetic images from section 5 and outputs a 

probability that can be converted into a binary output representing whether the discriminator 

has been able to identify the synthetic images as fake or not. Once the C-DCGAN architecture 

has been trained for several epochs in a stable manner, it can be observed that the generator 

has started producing synthetic images of engineering CAD models that closely resemble those 

in the real training dataset of FW10C. At that point, the generator module can be detached 

from the C-DCGAN framework and then be used for data augmentation in the FW10C dataset.  

 
Figure 0-4: C-DCGAN architecture for data augmentation of the FW10C dataset. 
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2.3.4. MinVGGNet CNN architecture for classification and retrieval 

The plethora of image data augmentation techniques adopted in the previous sections 

were implemented to make the pre-processed FW10C dataset suitable to be trained on by 

shallow CNN architectures which are time and memory efficient but tend to overfit on smaller 

datasets if transfer learning protocols are not applied. The CNN architecture chosen for this 

purpose was the MinVGGNet architecture constructed by Rosebrock et al. [92], which is a 

smaller variant of the famous VGGNet [93] architecture known for reducing classification and 

object detection errors to almost human level. The architecture of the MinVGGNet ensured 

that the depth is not too high like that of ResNet that it would significantly start overfitting on 

the training data simultaneously increasing training time, nor is the depth too low that it would 

not be able to learn important patterns from the FW10C dataset.  

Figure 2-5: (b) shows the constituent elements of the MinVGGNet CNN architecture. 

The architecture comprises of a series of convolution modules (CM) shown in Figure 2-5 (a). 

The CM module comprises of 2D convolutional filters with weights and biases initialized by 

the Xavier initializer [94] followed by rectified linear unit [95] activation layers (ReLU), Batch 

 
Figure 0-5: (a) Convolutional Module (CM) in the MinVGGNet architecture and (b) 

Composition of MinVGGNet. 
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Normalization [96] layers to standardize activations and to reduce covariate shifts, Maxpooling 

[97] layers to reduce activation dimensions and finally dropout regularization layers with 

probability rates of 0.25 and 0.5 [98]. The combination of these layers stacked in the given 

skeleton of the MinVGGNet architecture allows it to be a CNN network of relatively low 

memory fingerprint consequently allowing for much faster training times over much smaller 

datasets without the need of transfer learning. The inclusion of judiciously placed 

normalization and regularization layers ensure that the network is just sufficiently deep and is 

able to learn rich features from the FW10C dataset that are otherwise learned only in the 

deepest layers of the ResNet architecture. The architecture also ensures the network is just 

sufficiently shallow to be able to cater to smaller image data inputs as is the case for the pre-

processed FW10C dataset. As is evident from the Figure, the 28-pixel augmented and pre-

processed images from the dataset were passed through the MinVGGNet CNN network and 

this led to the formation of a part signature vector of size 3136. This vector was treated as the 

feature descriptor of an object in an image and was later used for CAD model retrieval task 

from the FabWave dataset. Details on the performance of the MinVGGNet in classification 

and retrieval are duly discussed in the results section of this chapter. The MinVGGNet network 

was trained on the FW10C dataset that was subjected to a 70/30% split into training and 

validation sets. The final layer of the network represents the 10-class soft-max activation [99] 

layer representing the prediction vector of probabilities of an object in an input image 

belonging to one of the 10 classes in the FW10C dataset. The network was implemented using 

Tensorflow [100] as the framework on a PC with 32 GB RAM and 12 GB Nvidia Titan V 

GPU. The neural network training was performed over 500 epochs with a batch size of 16, 

using an ADAM [101] optimizer and an initial learning rate of 1E-3 with an exponential decay 
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scheme. The objective function that was being optimized during the training process was the 

quintessential categorical cross entropy loss, L shown by equation (1), typically used in multi-

class classification. 

 𝐿 =
−1

𝑁
∑ ∑ 𝑦𝑖𝑗 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑝𝑖𝑗

𝐶
𝑗=1

𝑁
𝑖=1    (1) 

In equation (1), N represents the number of image data points across a batch that the 

loss is being calculated over, C represents the total number of classes in the dataset, 𝑦𝑖𝑗 is the 

true label of the image and 𝑝𝑖𝑗 is the probability assigned to the actual label computed by the 

output of the soft-max activation. The total training time over 500 epochs was found to be 

around 50 minutes which was a drastic reduction when compared to the 4-hour training time 

of the MVCNN++ architecture conducted on computing resources of identical configurations. 

The reduced training time was obviously a direct upshot of the reduced sizes of the training 

image data and the shallow MinVGGNet CNN architecture. Figure 2-6 shows the overall 

MinVGGNet training process with image processing steps and GAN data augmentation. 

Section I of the figure shows the input of raw images from the unaltered FW10C dataset. After 

passing through subsequent image processing methods mentioned in section 2.3.3 and patch 

pre-processing methods mentioned in section 2.3.3.1 the images are passed through the 

MinVGGNet network along with data augmentation provided by a trained generator from a 

GAN architecture as mentioned in section 2.3.3.2. Using a combination of these data pre-

processing and augmentation techniques, the MinVGGNet learns to extract rich features from 

the dataset over the training epochs, without the need of transfer learning. 
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2.4. Text based classification and retrieval 

The goal of this section was to design, implement and validate a text-based CAD 

retrieval system for CM platforms that would be able to rapidly recommend parts to end users 

for customization. The design of the system ought to be such that it would be able to decipher 

the intent of the user, inherent in the textual descriptions of the parts sent to the CM system as 

queries. The implementation of a system as such allows the exploitation of the text modality 

of data, thereby opening another avenue for the user to interact with the CM platform. This has 

the eventual effect of reducing a significant portion of the intellectual overhead from the side 

of the end user. Additionally, the ability of the system to accurately decipher specific 

engineering parts invoked by the user just based on loosely connected descriptions without the 

need of esoteric technical grammar lends the system to much wider user and platform adoption. 

The approach taken in this section includes the training and deployment of a DNN based 

architecture that can extract patterns and learn user intent from sequenced data like textual 

description. An apt DNN architecture for this purpose was the LSTM network since, just like 

any other deep learning architecture, it allows the learning and extraction of inherent 

 
Figure 0-6: Overall MinVGGNet training process with image processing pipeline and 

GAN augmentation. 
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associations in loosely connected textual descriptions automatically without the need of the 

application of any complex rule-based procedures otherwise followed in conventional natural 

language processing. 

2.4.1. Data collection and Pre-processing 

The first step in building a text-based CAD retrieval system was to collect 

textual/sequence data for the training of the LSTM networks. It was assumed that the CAD 

data assets encapsulated by the CM platform in its server backend are those that are reflected 

in the FW10C dataset. However, an impeding challenge is to collect sufficient amount of 

textual descriptions about all those models in the dataset that would be appropriate for training 

DNN models. The FW10C dataset did not offer any textual annotations that describe the shapes 

or the parametric construction of the CAD models in it. This led to two eventual decisions. 

First, it was decided that the number of classes of objects in the FW10C dataset that are being 

considered for text-based classification and retrieval would only be restricted to five. Second, 

due to the lack of textual annotations, text data relevant to those classes would be scraped from 

websites of different sources to build the initial dataset. These decisions were made to simplify 

the problem and to propose a solution to which further complexity could be appended in future. 

The classes from among the FW10C dataset that were being considered for text-based retrieval 

were not the actual composite classes but rather the simpler base classes of basic CAD shapes. 

The classes were Bearings, Bolts, Collets, Springs, Sprockets. As is evident from the class 

names, they represented typical engineering CAD models. From this point onwards, the text 

dataset relevant to these five base classes would be referred to as the B5text dataset.  

Python scripts were written that automatically crawled websites of typical engineering 

hardware, tools, raw materials, CNC machining, 3D printing, CAD collaboration, 
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encyclopedia, and cloud manufacturing enterprises to name a few. Textual descriptions 

relevant to the context of the five parts were scraped and collected to form the raw data of the 

B5text dataset. A majority of the textual data came from sources like McMaster Carr [102], 

GrabCAD [103], 3D Content Central [104], Traceparts [105], Wikipedia [106] etc. The 

challenge associated with collecting text data appropriate for the context of engineering parts 

is that they are a scarce resource. Much of the aforementioned websites contained textual 

descriptions confined to short tags which did not offer the option of extraction of quantifiable 

information. Additionally, the relevance of the text data being scraped is an important issue. 

While a website article on engineering of bolts could contain a plethora of information, a web 

scraping system should be intelligent enough to extract only those texts that are relevant to 

possible queries of end users on a CM platform when they are trying to retrieve CAD models. 

The eventual upshot of these challenges is that it is naturally complicated to curate a large 

enough text dataset appropriate for training of deep learning models. The result of the web 

scraping and text data collection process was the collection of an average of 250 unique and 

relevant sentences of variable lengths and word content per class of the B5text dataset. The 

textual data across all the classes were eventually subjected to a series of pre-processing steps 

before they could be fit to a deep learning model. Figure 2-7 shows the sequence of steps that 

were adopted to pre-process the textual data. It shows the example of a textual description of 

a mechanical spring being inserted into the pre-processing pipeline. The first step as is evident 

from the figure, is the removal of stop words, punctuations and converting the entire sentence 

into its lower-case version. This process is invoked to remove unwanted portions of a sentence 

like a commonly used stop word, to remove unwanted variability in words due to case 

differences or to remove unwanted elements like punctuations which do not contribute to the 
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overall information expressed by the sentence. The next step in the pipeline is the stemming 

pre-processing. In the theory of linguistic morphology or information retrieval, stemming is 

the process of converting derived words to their stem or root word which need not be identical 

to the morphological root of the word. This is done by passing the sentence through a stemming 

algorithm. 

As per the example in Figure 2-7, the word “energy” was stemmed to its root word 

“energi”. The idea behind this step is to convert all derivative words to their root words so that 

they are not unnecessarily considered to be different words thereby leading to bloating of the 

training dataset which can cause overfitting issues during deep learning training. Once the 

sentences are stemmed and all unwanted portions are removed, they are tokenized. In the 

process of tokenization, all the number of unique words in the text dataset originating from all 

the sentences are counted and each unique word is assigned an integer number according to 

the vocabulary size, that works as an identifier of that word. The reason behind the adoption 

of this process is to encode a sentence into a series of numbers. A deep learning model can 

only fit to numerical data and the process of tokenization makes sure each sentence is encoded 

into a meaningful series of numbers following some set of rules. The final step in the pre-

processing pipeline is the padding step. In this step, a set of leading or trailing zeroes are added 

to the series of numbers obtained for a sentence from the tokenization step. Deep learning 

models usually require fixed size inputs, and the process of padding makes sure each 

 
Figure 0-7: Text pre-processing steps for deep learning training. 
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numerically encoded sentence, before being fit as input data to a deep learning model has the 

required length mandated by the model. The addition of leading or trailing zeroes do not add 

or remove any unwanted meaning to the encoded sentence since the number zero is usually 

reserved for this purpose when the tokenization step is constructing the vocabulary from the 

text corpora. After all these steps, around 1400 unique words were obtained in the vocabulary 

of the text corpora gathered through web scraping. 

2.4.2. DNN architecture for sequence modelling 

The DNN architecture used to train on textual data is often referred to as a sequence 

model because text data is a sequential data structure. The DNN architecture used for extracting 

information from textual descriptions in this research were LSTMs. LSTMs are based on 

special type of neural networks called Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) which are 

specifically appropriate for processing sequential inputs as is the case for textual data.  

  

Figure 2-8 (a) shows the structure of an RNN architecture wherein a sequence of inputs 

is represented temporally by the input vector �⃗� = [𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3, 𝑥4 … … . . 𝑥𝑛]. The output ℎ𝑛 of a 

certain step of the sequence is dependent on the output of the previous step and this leads to 

the chain like structure of the RNN with repeating modules of neural networks.  

 ℎ𝑛 = 𝑓(ℎ𝑛−1, 𝑥𝑛, ; 𝛽𝑛)    (2)                                                                                                                                                   

 
Figure 0-8: (a) RNN structure and (b) internal structure of LSTM 
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Equation (2) shows the expression for the output ℎ𝑛 where ℎ𝑛−1is the output from the 

previous step, 𝑥𝑛 is the input from the current time step and 𝛽𝑛 is a set of parameters derived 

from the weights and biases of the neural networks that defines the recurrent function. As 

mentioned previously, this type of structure lends its way to appropriate modelling of 

sequential data. Naïve fully connected neural networks do not share features across different 

positions of the input sequence. Due to the sequential architecture of the RNN, it can scan 

through the input sequence data from left to right in time, and parameters from each time step 

is shared. This allows the RNN structure to use inputs from earlier time steps thereby allowing 

it to extract better information from sequential data where such long term dependencies are 

needed to decipher the correct meaning of a word (in case of textual data) depending on its 

position in the sentence. LSTMs are an interesting variant of the RNN architecture with an 

additional cell state 𝑐𝑛 to which the LSTM can either add information to or remove information 

from based on carefully structured gates enabled by a combination of activation functions as 

is evident from the internal structure shown in Figure 2-8 (b). The cell state allows activations 

from previous steps to be passed on to steps much deeper down the line thereby removing the 

problem of vanishing gradients [108] typical in deep neural network architectures. 

 

 
Figure 0-9: Training protocol of an LSTM network on the B5text dataset. 
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After the series of pre-processing steps shown in figure 2-7, the text corpora extracted 

from web scraped sources were converted to a series of sentences, each sentence encoded as a 

padded sequence of numbers of fixed length. The B5text dataset now comprises of these 

numerically encoded sentences or sequence data, each sequence having a label of one of the 

five classes mentioned in section 2.4.1. For example, an encoded sentence belonging to the 

“Sprocket” class meant it contained encoded information or words that are indicative of the 

context of a sprocket. Figure 2-9 shows the training protocol of the LSTM network on the 

B5text dataset. Starting from the left, a natural language description of a CAD part (section 1) 

collected from web scraped corpora is pre-processed and tokenized (section 2) i.e. encoded 

before it is supplied as an input vector �⃗⃗⃗⃗�⃗⃗⃗to the LSTM network (section 4). The LSTM 

network is preceded by a word embedding layer of a user defined size which converts the 

tokenized vectors into embedding vectors of higher dimensions. The function of this 

embedding layer is to learn weights and parameters during the training process. The LSTM 

network scans through the sequence of the embedding vectors and then outputs a probability 

vector enabled by the softmax activation layer. Generally, a dense fully connected layer of 

neural nets are present after the LSTM (not shown in the Figure) whose function is to combine 

the outputs from different time steps of the LSTM into distinct nodes which later form the basis 

of input to the soft max activation. The final layer of the network represents the 5-class soft-

max activation layer representing the prediction vector of probabilities of a text input belonging 

to one of the 5 classes in the B5text dataset. The network was implemented using Tensorflow 

as the framework on a PC with identical configuration mentioned in section 2.3.4. The neural 

network training was performed over 25 epochs with a batch size of 8, using an ADAM 

optimizer and an initial learning rate of 1E-3 on a B5text dataset split in 75/25% train validation 
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splits. The objective function that was being optimized during the training process was the 

categorical cross entropy loss, L shown by equation (1), typically used in multi-class 

classification. The total training time over 25 epochs was found to be around 20 minutes. From 

the training protocol, it is evident that the LSTM was trained on the B5text dataset under the 

paradigm of sentiment analysis. In a similar fashion to procedures where RNN based networks 

are trained on text corpora from social media networks to identify sentiments from sentences 

and detect hate speech from among them, the structure laid out in Figure 2-9 was set up to train 

LSTMs on text corpora collected from manufacturing websites to identify sentiments and 

detect which of the five classes of mechanical parts a particular text sequence had closest 

meaning to. This text sequence could be a very loosely connected description of the part that 

is devoid of any technical grammar typically provided by a novice user of a CM platform. For 

example, the natural language description of the text sequence in Figure 2-9 is a very loosely 

connected description of a mechanical spring which is evident from the “sentiment” of the 

sequence. After the LSTM is trained and the embedding vectors have learned parameters, this 

word embedding layer can then be used under the protocol of transfer learning to impart vanilla 

sequence models with the ability to decipher what a certain text sequence is meaning so far as 

the five classes in the B5text dataset is concerned, in a very similar fashion as to how word 

embeddings like word2vec [109] is used. Details on the performance of the trained LSTM 

networks in classification and retrieval are duly discussed in the results section of this chapter. 
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2.5. Implementation case study of inference middleware for CM platforms 

 

Based on the trained MinVGGNet CNN architectures in section 2.3.4 and the LSTM 

network trained in section 2.4.2, a CM inference middleware was designed and implemented 

within the folds of a cloud manufacturing-as-a-service system [22]. The trained networks were 

deployed on CM server backends constructed on the Flask framework [110]. As can be seen 

from Figure 2-10, three client interaction layers were created in the inference middleware that 

allowed an end user to interact with the inference end points of the trained and deployed deep 

learning models following REST [111] protocols. Section I of Figure 2-10 shows the shape 

classification and retrieval interface layer wherein an end user is allowed to upload a single 2D 

image of an engineering part and submit to the inference middleware. The inference 

middleware subsequently forwards the inference request to the MinVGGNet endpoint and 

based on the inference of the network, the query image is classified and relevant models from 

 
Figure 0-10: Inference middleware of CM platform. 
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within the FW10C dataset are retrieved and top 6 results are sent back to the client through a 

front-end web interface. All these communications between the middleware and the deployed 

models are made through asynchronous call scheduler within a JavaScript runtime engine 

controlling the front-end web interface and the REST architecture established on the CM 

server. Something very similar happens in the NLP text classification interface represented by 

section III of Figure 2-10. This time, an end user inserts loosely connected textual description 

of a part into a search box hosted by the client front end app. As soon as the user hits the search 

button, the query text is submitted to the inference middleware and this text eventually finds 

its way to the pre-processing and tokenization center also deployed on the CM server backend. 

Once the query is tokenized, the tokenized vector is communicated to the trained LSTM 

network to infer on the class membership of the text in the B5text dataset. Once the LSTM 

network makes a decision, relevant models of the inferred class are retrieved, and top 6 results 

are displayed on the client front end app as a reply to the query. To exploit the modality of 

voice, a voice interface layer was also implemented. This is represented by section II of Figure 

2-10. Through this interface, instead of textual descriptions, an end user is allowed to record 

the vocal description of the part he intends to customize. This speech-based description is 

eventually sent off to speech to text transcription engines hosted on Twilio [112] servers and 

communicated through webhooks. Once the transcription is done, Twilio servers communicate 

with the CM server through the voice interface layer of the inference middleware. The text 

transcribed speech is eventually sent to the voice interface layer which redirects it to the NLP 

text classification interface layer for inference following the usual route.  
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Figure 2-11 shows a snapshot of the client front end app through which a user interacts 

with the NLP text classification interface of the inference middleware in the CM platform. It 

can be observed that the user is allowed to search for parts by inserting loosely connected 

textual descriptions and the app replies back with the retrieval of parts from within the 

FabWave dataset that closely match the textual description of the user. 

2.6. Results 

2.6.1. GAN performance 

C-DCGANs were used in section 2.3.3.2 to provide data augmentation by generating 

synthetic images of under-represented classes in the FW10C dataset. This allowed classes with 

sparse membership to have larger number of images thereby reducing overfitting tendencies 

of the MinVGGNet on those classes during the training process. 

 

 
Figure 0-11: Client front end app showing user text query and corresponding parts 

retrieved based on LSTM inference on the query. 
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Table 0-1: Hit rate and FID score of C-DCGAN. 

 

 

 

 

 

Once the generator network in a C-DCGAN is trained sufficiently to fool the 

discriminator network, it can be detached and supplied with conditional inputs and noise 

vectors to generate synthetic images representative of the FW10C dataset distribution. In an 

ideal case, an image output produced by a C-DCGAN generator conditioned on a certain class 

label would be perceived by the MinVGGNet to be a real image of that class label. If the 

MinVGGNet perceives it to be an image of different class contrary to the conditional class 

label, then the C-DCGAN generator is said to have missed a hit. Ideally, it is expected that the 

generator will have a hit rate of 100% or 1.0 which means for 100 synthetic images 

(conditioned on 100 different class labels) produced by the GAN, the MinVGGNet network 

would perfectly identify the images to be real and to be members of the classes they were 

conditioned on. However, it should be remembered that training perfect and stable C-DCGANs 

is a challenging task due to the adversarial nature of the training process. Therefore, accepted 

range of values for the hit rate in literature [91] is generally set to a lower bound of 70% but it 

largely varies depending on the problem domain. Table 2-1 shows that the hit rate for the 

trained C-DCGAN generator in section 2.3.3.2 was found to have a mean of 76% over 100 

generated images. This was above the lower bound and hence it can be concluded that a 

sufficiently performant GAN generator was trained that was able to produce synthetic images 

representative of the FW10C dataset to a reasonable degree of accuracy. Another way of 

measuring the performance of GANs in generating synthetic images is through the calculation 

 Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Hit Rate 0.76 0.04 

Research FID 8118 487 

Random FID 12615 320 
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of the Frechet Inception Distance [113] or the FID score. It is a metric that calculates the 

distance between feature vectors extracted from real and synthetic images. The scores indicate 

how similar the contents of two images are, one being a real image and the other being a 

synthetic image, based on statistical measures on computer vision features of the images. 

Hence, the FID score is used to assess the quality of images generated by GANs. Lower FID 

scores indicate higher quality of generated images.  

 𝑑2 = |𝑚𝑢1 − 𝑚𝑢2|2 + 𝑇𝑟(𝐶1 + 𝐶2 − 2 𝑥 √𝐶1 𝐶2) (3) 

 

Equation (3) shows the expression for the FID score. The mu’s represent the feature 

wise means of the generated and the real images. These means would be the feature wise means 

of the flattened vector outputs of the penultimate layers in the MinVGGNet architecture. The 

C’s represent the covariance matrix of the real and generated feature vectors. Ideally, the lower 

the FID scores, the better is the quality of generated images from the C-DCGAN. However, 

the norm is to always compare the value to the FID scores of two random noise vectors to 

gauge the relative performance of the GAN and make sure that the GAN is performing much 

better than producing random noise vectors. Table 1 shows that the mean FID score of the C-

DCGAN over 100 generated images is much lower than the mean FID scores of 100 pairs of 

noise vectors that were passed through the penultimate layer of the MinVGGNet.  
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2.6.2. MinVGGNet Performance 

 

The MinVGGNet model discussed in section 2.3.4 was trained on the FW10C dataset. 

Figure 2-12 shows the characteristic loss and accuracy curves overlaid on the same grid for 

both the training and validation datasets from the FW10C dataset. The loss curves show initial 

regions of erratic fluctuations that are typical of DNN networks that are learning parameter 

weights from a cold start. The loss curves eventually settle and converge to values very close 

to zero indicating a successful learning during the training process. The MinVGGNet 

architecture was trained over 500 epochs. This was a significant rise in the number of training 

iterations used to train a CNN model when compared to the MVCNN++ architecture. However, 

this rise was mandated for a network learning from completely random initial parameter weight 

initializations, i.e., for a network that was not using transfer learning. Although the number of 

training epochs was increased, the shallow architecture of the MinVGGNet enabled the 

training process to complete much faster when compared to that of the MVCNN++ 

 
Figure 0-12:  Training loss/accuracy curves for the MinVGGNet. 
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architecture. Table 2-2 shows the classification accuracy of both the MinVGGNet trained in 

this research and the MVCNN++ network from reference [70]. It can be observed that the 

MinVGGNet architecture has superior classification accuracy when compared to the 

MVCNN++ architecture. This is a direct upshot of the data pre-processing and augmentation 

techniques that were employed in sections 2.3.2 and 2.3.3. The regularization effect of a larger, 

augmented dataset enabled by the aforementioned pre-processing techniques were able to 

extract out an additional accuracy increment of around 2% making the MinVGGNet the 

superior architecture as far as classification is concerned. This means that the classification 

performance of the MinVGGNet architecture outperformed that of the MVCNN++ without the 

need of deep, parallel, and complex CNN networks. The non-requirement of multi-view 

images by the MinVGGNet during inference also means that it has immense contribution in 

removing a significant portion of the technological overhead from the end user in the context 

of a CM consumer trying to search and retrieve parts. The suite of image processing and data 

augmentation techniques allowed the training of a much shallower CNN architecture like the 

MinVGGNet with higher classification accuracy on a sparse dataset like the FW10C. 

 

Table 0-2: Classification and Retrieval performance of MinVGGNet compared to 

MVCNN++. 

 

 

 

Figure 2-13 shows the unnormalized confusion matrix of the trained MinVGGNet in 

reference to the validation dataset. As is evident from the confusion matrix, the MinVGGNet 

makes comparatively higher inference errors when deciding on distinctions of Cylindrical-

FFGasket, Cylindrical-Spring and Cylindrical-Threaded class pairs. 

CNN architecture Mean (SD) Mean average 
precision(mAP) 

MVCNN++ [70] 0.9545 (0.01) 0.47 

MinVGGNet 0.9720 (0.01) 0.36 
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A cursory investigation into the dataset revealed that these were originating from some 

of the downsides of the image down sampling in the pre-processing step in section 2.3.2. The 

resizing of the images in the dataset caused the interpolation algorithms to remove some salient 

features that were necessary in the unique identification of the cylindrical shapes which have 

a lot in common with the other shapes in the dataset. The step of image downsizing also 

adversely affected the retrieval performance of the MinVGGNet. The penultimate dense layer 

of the MinVGGNet architecture is a 3136x1 size vector representing the part signature of the 

image that has been feed-forwarded through the network. The part descriptors of all unlabeled 

parts in the broader FabWave dataset containing around 110,000-part models were obtained 

by feed forwarding their images through the trained MinVGGNet. Subsequently, the K nearest 

neighbor algorithm [114] was applied on these part descriptors and the result was kept limited 

to 20 most similar parts for a randomly selected query part belonging to one of the 10 classes 

in the FW10C dataset. The retrieved parts were then assigned the class label of the query part. 

 
Figure 0-13: Confusion matrix for trained MinVGGNet. 
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The metric used for similarity of part descriptors was the Euclidean distance between 

normalized descriptor vectors which has similar performance to the cosine-similarity metric 

when the vectors are normalized. This process was repeated around 1000 times and average 

precision at K (AP@K) for the retrieval task was calculated for each of the queries. 

 𝐴𝑃@𝐾 =  
1

𝐺𝑇𝑃
∑

𝑇𝑃

𝑖

𝐾
𝑖=1  (4)                                                                                                                      

Equation (4) shows the expression for the calculation of AP@K. GTP refers to the total 

number of ground truth positives for a particular query part and TP refers to the number of the 

true positives observed till K total observations. After evaluating the AP@K’s the average 

precision for each query was evaluated and finally the mean average precision (mAP) which 

is a single score average measure of the retrieval performance of the MinVGGNet on the 

unlabeled FabWave dataset across all the different queries was calculated. Table 2-2 shows 

that the MinVGGNet with a mAP of 0.36 was not as performant as the MVCNN++ (with 0.47 

mAP) in accurate retrieval of unlabeled, related parts from the FabWave repository. The 

reduction in retrieval performance can be attributed to feature details lost during the down 

sampling pre-processing which are important for similarity comparison with other datasets. 

This investigation therefore revealed that for better retrieval performance, images in the 

preprocessed FW10C dataset have to be larger with more detail. 

2.6.3. LSTM Performance 

The LSTM models discussed in section 2.4.2 were trained on the B5text dataset. Figure 

2-14 shows the characteristic loss and accuracy curves overlaid on the same grid for both the 

training and validation datasets from the B5text corpora. The training process was continued 

for only 25 epochs under the scheme of early stopping of the DNN training process. The 

collection of sufficient amounts of text data for the B5text dataset was a challenging task for 
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reasons well explained in section 2.4.1. Therefore, quite evidently, B5text was a sparse dataset 

and for satisfactory training of DNN based architectures on such dataset types, transfer learning 

is almost always mandated. The option of transfer learning called for the transfer of weights of 

network parameters learned on larger text corpora, which meant word embeddings like 

word2vec or Glove [115] had to be used. However, the downside of using such embeddings 

was that the word embedding layer parameters for such modalities were learnt by training RNN 

networks on large text corpora which had very little relevance to the context of manufacturing. 

Consequently, the decision to adopt transfer learning was relinquished and the LSTM networks 

implemented were trained from scratch with word embedding layers learning parameters from 

ground zero but within the context of manufacturing parts. The ultimate upshot of this decision 

was that the LSTM networks normally started overfitting on the training data of the B5text 

dataset and this was further aggravated by the fact that in NLP tasks involving text data there 

is always a higher chance of overfitting since there would always be some words that the LSTM 

networks would never see due to the train test split protocol of the training process. Due to this 

reason the early stopping technique was adopted. As is evident from the figure, the training 

accuracy curve reached near unity with that for the validation set crossing and maintaining a 

satisfactory accuracy level of around 0.8 or 80%. The early stopping technique made sure that 

the training loss curve reaches values towards zero, but the validation loss curve represented 

by the green trace, does not start increasing due to imminent initiation of gross overfitting. 

 

Table 0-3: Classification performance of LSTM networks. 

 

 

 

 

 

Accuracy Mean Standard 
Deviation 

Train set 0.98 0.01 

Validation set 0.79 0.03 
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Table 2-3 summarizes the classification performance of the trained LSTM networks on 

the B5text dataset train and validation subsets. As per previous discussions, the table shows 

that the networks have slight tendency of overfitting on the sparse training data reaching near 

unity (mean 0.98 with standard deviation 0.04 over 5-fold cross validation) accuracy of 

classification but at the same time reaching and maintaining satisfactory classification accuracy 

on the validation dataset (mean 0.79 with standard deviation 0.03 over 5-fold cross validation). 

This meant that the deployed NLP text classification interface of the inference middleware of 

the CM platform based on these trained LSTM networks would thus have sufficiently reliable 

behavior. Figure 2-15 shows the unnormalized confusion matrix of the trained LSTM network 

performance on the B5text validation dataset. As is evident from the confusion matrix, the 

LSTM networks make comparatively higher inference errors when deciding on distinctions of 

bolt-bearing, spring-bearing, spring-bolt, and sprocket-bearing class pairs. A cursory 

investigation into the dataset revealed that these class pairs had significant overlap of unique 

 
Figure 0-14: Training loss/accuracy curves for LSTM networks. 
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words that primarily originated due to highly correlated applications of these parts in 

engineering contexts which eventually led to higher inference errors. 

 

 

The effectivity of the trained LSTM networks was also judged on the basis of how well 

they were able learn patterns from the word embedding layer that was trained from scratch. 

The word embedding layer consisted of embedding vectors, the elemental weights of which 

 
Figure 0-15: Confusion matrix for trained LSTM networks. 

 

 
Figure 0-16: Three component PCA representation of embedding vectors. 
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were learnt by the LSTM networks during the training process to allow words with similar 

meanings to have similar vector representations dictated by the learned weights in the 

embedding layer. The main benefit of representing words through this dense vector 

representation is the generalization power. If it is believed that some word features in a text 

corpus provide similar meanings, the word embedding layer provides a representation that is 

able to capture these similarities [116]. The vectors in the embedding layer of the LSTM 

networks trained in this research had a dimension of 16. This is a hyperparameter and was 

chosen after a series of experimentations. Figure 2-16 shows the embedding vectors of the 

different unique words in the B5text corpora that was learnt by the LSTM networks during the 

training process. These vectors were subjected to dimensionality reduction technique like 

Principal Component Analysis [117] and only three of the major components in the vector 

space were used to render the 3D view of the images shown in the figure. Figure 2-16 shows 

the major axes of only two of the classes in the B5text dataset. It can be clearly seen that the 

LSTM networks were in fact able to learn and shape vector representations of similar words 

with Figure 2-16(a) showing the word vectors contributing to the Spring class and 2-16(b) 

showing the word vectors contributing to the Bearing class. 

2.7. Discussion 

In this chapter, focus was first put into the design of a smart CM deployable, user 

centered 3D shape classification and retrieval system based on 2D CNN architectures. With 

simplicity and reduction of technological and intellectual overhead in mind, work in this 

chapter demonstrated that innovative image processing and data augmentation techniques 

coupled with simpler CNN architectures can enable powerful classification and retrieval 

systems without the need of deployment of complex neural network architectures which can 
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be taxing to both CM platforms and CM end users. This chapter also demonstrated the design 

and implementation of recurrent neural network architectures that were used to mine on textual 

data to better decipher customer intent of CM platforms. Through the exploitation of the text 

modality of data, this chapter exhibited how intelligent CM platforms could be implemented 

that better cater to customer search queries. In summary, the contributions that set the work 

laid out in this chapter apart from other research on DNN based search and retrieval systems 

for CM platforms are as follows. 

(i) This work demonstrated that conventional image processing pipelines like Otsu 

thresholding, contour detection, bounding box extraction, aspect aware 

resizing, patch pre-processing etc. that are typically used in computer vision can 

be used in unison to significantly reduce training dataset complexity for 2D 

CNN based architectures, thereby significantly contributing to the reduction in 

training times and improving scalability. 

 

(ii) It was also demonstrated how Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) could 

be harnessed for the purpose of image data augmentation of underrepresented 

classes to allow for efficient training and lesser overfitting of CNN architectures 

on sparse datasets. GANs provide a more domain specific approach for data 

augmentation that are better representative of the distribution of underlying data 

thereby allowing to attain higher levels of classification accuracy on the 

validation dataset as was the case in this research.  
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(iii) This chapter has shown the design and implementation of the MinVGGNet 

CNN architecture inspired from the well-known VGGNet architecture. This 

shallow yet powerful CNN architecture in conjunction with the image 

processing pipelines and GAN assisted data augmentation was able to attain 

higher classification accuracy on the FW10C dataset when compared to the 

MVCNN++ architecture.  

 

(iv) The implementation of the MinVGGNet architecture for 3D shape 

classification and retrieval in CM platforms discarded the need of complex, 

multi-input MVCNN++ architecture that requires multiple 2D views of a query 

3D shape during inference. This significantly reduced the technological 

overhead from the side of the CM end user. 

 

(v) This chapter also demonstrated how text data relevant to user queries in CM 

platforms could be mined and patterns could be learned from the corpus to allow 

for the design of intelligent, LSTM based DNN architectures that could 

accurately decipher user intent from even loosely connected descriptions of part 

queries made by novice customers. 

 

(vi) Finally, this chapter showed how the aforementioned technologies could be 

encapsulated within the folds of a CM inference middleware to allow 

consumers to seamlessly and conveniently interact and make their search and 
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retrieval queries with server-based CM infrastructures enabled though the 

design of web-based client interfaces and deployed DNN architectures.         

2.8. Conclusion 

This chapter demonstrated the design and implementation of efficient 2D Convoluted 

Neural Nets (CNN) architectures for high accuracy classification and retrieval of 3D 

engineering CAD parts for Cloud Manufacturing (CM) platforms. Through the implementation 

of innovative image processing and data augmentation techniques, this work was able to 

demonstrate the implementation of simple yet performant CNN architectures that outperform 

many contemporary complex CNN architectures. This chapter also showed how 

manufacturing text data could be mined and LSTM based recurrent neural net architectures 

could be trained on the data to autonomously to decipher user intent. Finally, through the 

implementation of an inference middleware for cyber manufacturing infrastructure 

encapsulating the aforementioned technologies, it was demonstrated how neophyte CM 

consumers can interact with CM platforms more conveniently with much of the technological 

and intellectual overheads reduced. The ultimate goal is the design of an all-encompassing, 

efficient CM platform that promotes user adoption through intelligent decision making and 

multi modal interaction. 
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Chapter 3: Decentralized Cloud Manufacturing-as-a-Service (CMaaS) Platform 

Architecture with Configurable Digital Assets 

Hasan, M., & Starly, B. (2020). Decentralized cloud manufacturing-as-a-service (CMaaS) 

platform architecture with configurable digital assets. Journal of Manufacturing Systems, 56, 

157-174. 

3.1. Introduction 

Increasing trends in digitalization [1], data-driven smart manufacturing [2], and the 

presence of highly scalable networked architectures have allowed manufacturing machines on 

shop floors to rapidly respond to consumer demands while reducing cost and time via agile 

manufacturing techniques [3]. With the introduction of Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) [4-6] 

and the subsequent expansion of cloud computing and manufacturing capabilities [7-9], there 

has been a paradigm shift in the methods used by design and manufacturing service companies 

to conduct business. Increased digital proliferation and improved virtualization methods have 

also enabled manufacturing entities to easily connect to the cloud and enable low-latency 

production tracking [10]. Today, digital platforms have transformed into CMaaS platforms 

wherein resources that are dynamically scalable and virtualized are provided as a service over 

the internet [11]. CMaaS platforms have been able to assimilate soft and hard manufacturing 

resources into a manufacturing cloud [3,12] and act as continuously evolving, knowledge-

based intelligent manufacturing centers. 

CMaaS platforms through cloud manufacturing have been able to democratize 

manufacturing services by making esoteric manufacturing expertise more accessible to the end 

user by shifting much of the technological and intellectual overhead away from the user. The 

user can now receive an instant quote for manufacturing a part within seconds [13]. This has 
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been enabled by integrated CPS in CMaaS platforms that exploit scalable architectures and 

communication methods allowing direct operation of manufacturing entities over the cloud 

[14] and promising best utilization of manufacturing resources [15]. This process has greatly 

reduced time required for small volume production of a part by reducing the time-consuming 

process of requesting for quotes (RFQ), receiving feedback, transferring part designs and so 

on. While these benefits of contemporary CMaaS platforms have been well accepted across 

academia and industry, there are still several challenges associated with such platforms to 

improve widespread adoption among end users. In a comprehensive study of information 

systems, Oliveira et. al [16] employed the Diffusion of Innovation theory [17] and the 

Technology-Organization-Environment perspectives [18] to assess the control factors that 

regulate the innovation diffusion and adoption of cloud manufacturing within organizations 

and end users. The findings of the research suggest that, the adoption of cloud manufacturing 

on a massive scale is inhibited by a plethora of factors namely complexity associated with 

disruptive technologies like cloud manufacturing, technological unreadiness, lack of top 

management support and smaller organization sizes. Currently, the growth of instant quoting 

and instant connection to job shops services are also hindered by the fact that information 

asymmetry across the two sides prevents clients and service providers from easily knowing the 

identity of either side. This limits growth of such platforms into highly regulated markets (e.g., 

defense, aerospace, and medical devices) or the ability to award large contract orders. 

On a related note, the adoption of cloud manufacturing within manufacturing and 

service industries have led to the rise and adoption of Digital Thread (DT) centric 

manufacturing system architectures. The DT spans across multiple stakeholders (machines and 

organization) within the folds of a cloud manufacturing based digital services. The absolute 
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adoption of the architecture is contingent on similar factors as mentioned by Oliveira et. al 

[16]. The collection and transfer of digitized manufacturing data across the thread has opened 

business, legal and technology concerns. Manufacturing organizations have always shied away 

from the sharing of sensitive or proprietary manufacturing data across cloud-based platforms. 

A key challenge of such platforms connected via networked architectures is the concern over 

cybersecurity and malicious intrusions that intend to fish for or modify proprietary data across 

the DT [19]. Various entities across the thread have disparate software, technological expertise, 

and infrastructure stacks. This leads to the design and implementation of incompatible 

middleware architectures through which these organizations interact with the DT. This in 

totality contributes to a lack of standardization in how manufacturing entities today interact 

through the DT and share information. Another issue of concern that arises is the ownership 

of the data and the central infrastructure that connects the different entities and stakeholders. 

Service providers will lose control of the data generated and shared with the intermediary agent 

and consequently with the client. 

 
Figure 0-1: Cybermanufacturing Middleware Software Stack with underlying decentralized 

data ledger enabled by Blockchain technologies recording critical events. 
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In summary, pervasive adoption of CMaaS is hindered by the added complexity and 

ensuing technological unreadiness of the end users. Additionally, the allied DT infrastructures 

required to keep such platforms operational are often sources of concern to manufacturing 

entities due to privacy, data security and data proprietorship issues. Motivated by these points, 

this chapter aims to answer the following research questions: (i) How can CMaaS platforms 

be made more accessible to end users through considerable shifting of technological and 

intellectual overheads away from the users (ii)  How can the power of distributed ledgers be 

harnessed to address data security and privacy issues in DTs (iii) How to appropriately model 

manufacturing assets on distributed manufacturing systems (iv) How to model information 

exchange and interactions between different parties on such systems and finally (v) How to 

achieve the aforementioned goals without introducing extremely disruptive changes that could 

otherwise inhibit CMaaS adoption. 

This chapter describes the design and evaluation of system architectures for CMaaS 

platforms through a cyber-manufacturing software middleware stack with a decentralized 

system enabling the DT infrastructure connecting data associated with the movement of 

physical parts across manufacturing partners (Figure 3-1). Besides conventional upload of 

parts by clients to a cloud manufacturing resource, this work demonstrates how job shops 

themselves can share data assets as a manufacturing resource to be parametrically configured 

based on the clients’ needs. The contribution of this chapter is to propose middleware 

architecture solutions for CMaaS platforms that would reduce the technological and 

intellectual burden on the end user and at the same time make use of extant data assets to make 

the best use of manufacturing resources. The proposed architecture also aims to demonstrate 

how decentralized architectures enabled by the Blockchain technology can be used to benefit 
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clients and corresponding manufacturing service providers (e.g., job shops) through retaining 

data ownership and control over how much data is shared across the distributed ledger. This 

chapter is organized as follows. In section 3-2, the related works, status quo, and state of the 

art for CMaaS platforms and Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT) based manufacturing 

systems architectures are described. In the subsequent part of section 3-3, focus is primarily 

shifted towards the design of the various middleware in the proposed decentralized CMaaS 

platform and the description of a standardized data model for manufacturing assets on DLT 

platforms by modelling their digital twins [20] as non-fungible assets on the Ethereum 

blockchain framework. Section 3-4 describes the implementation of the various middleware 

and the evaluation of the digital manufacturing system as ERC-721 non-fungible tokens (smart 

contracts) on the Ethereum blockchain by demonstrating their performance on three Ethereum 

based test networks [21]. 

3.2. Related work 

Contemporary CMaaS platforms can now take advantage of digital twins of 

manufacturing assets made possible by the evolution of improved virtualization technology 

and a host of other enabling technologies and systems [22]. Cloud Manufacturing and Industry 

4.0 revolution along with the concept of digital twins have now led to manufacturing paradigms 

with increased product data proliferation along a digitized manufacturing system with 

increasing degrees of end user interaction. This has allowed the spawning of a multitude of 

CMaaS platforms in the recent past wherein the digital twins of products on the cloud serve as 

accurate surrogates of physical assets. In the recent past, additive manufacturing based CMaaS 

platforms have seen a sharp rise in the implementation and exploitation of digital twin-based 

product life cycle management. These platforms have shown to efficiently exploit on-demand 
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access to a shared collection of distributed manufacturing assets to form reconfigurable 

production lines which lead to higher process efficiency, reduced product costs, and optimal 

resource allocation [23]. 

Cloud based platforms like Shapeways [24] originated from the idea of building a 3D 

printing marketplace and community. The success of Shapeways has inspired many other 

startups and fully-fledged cloud manufacturing companies to start offering services spanning 

from polymer based additive manufacturing to CNC machining. With the evolution of high 

performance cloud-computing resources giving access to accelerated compute-intensive tasks 

[25], companies like CloudNC [26], Plethora [27], Fictiv [28], and Xometry [29] have evolved 

and now they host CMaaS platforms promising to make mass manufacturing more accessible 

to end users through the design of proprietary cloud enabled software platforms. Cloud based 

manufacturing platforms like Quickparts [30] and LiveSource [31] in addition to the previously 

mentioned CMaaS platforms allow end users to upload their CAD data from a variety of 

proprietary software packages. Contingent on subsequent geometric validation of these CAD 

models, these platforms instantly suggest and propose lists of qualified manufacturers who can 

manufacture these digital models. These platforms now enable product designers and engineers 

to instantly access the capacity of a network of manufacturing facilities following a model 

aptly called the “Uber of Manufacturing Services”. Contemporary research in these avenues 

now provide mechanisms which allow accurate mapping of these distributed manufacturing 

resources and remote dynamic service requests typical in these large scale CMaaS platforms 

[32]. The instant quoting engines hosted by these platforms, now at the click of a button, can 

evaluate the manufacturability of products and return to the user RFQ replies. 
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Despite the contributions of new and emerging CMaaS platforms in the cloud 

manufacturing landscape, contemporary platforms suffer from significant limitations in that 

the role of the intermediary agent connecting the client with service providers can severely 

limit the amount and type of transactions carried out. The centralization of data within an 

intermediary agent can lead to issues of data ownership, integrity, and liability concerns. To 

add to the list of limitations, current CMaaS platforms do not meet the major requirements – 

the need for an open-source software framework that supports data intensive, distributed 

applications, and – the need for cloud based, multi-tenancy software-as-a-service (SaaS) 

architectures as described by Wu et. al. [23]. Many CMaaS platforms do provide access to end 

users shared software applications (e.g., ERP, CAD/CAM) under the envelope of SaaS [33, 

34]. However, the assumption that many of these CMaaS platforms make about the technical 

and resource capacity of the end user is often times over estimated. It sometimes is just not 

pragmatic to think that a non-expert end user would have instant access to and skill of CAD 

software to bring about rapid parametric changes to a digital model and be able to re-upload 

the model on design changes. There has been past research wherein attempts have been made 

to find out how cloud manufacturing platforms could help non-expert customers use services 

more efficiently. Wang et. al [35] have investigated how Internet of Things (IoT) enabled cloud 

based additive manufacturing platforms can be used to provide customers sufficient 

information and support throughout the entire product development process. However, most 

of the existing literature tender solutions that involve relatively large-scale hardware and 

software-based modifications which can be considered disruptive by manufacturing service 

providers. The contribution of this chapter in this aspect is to design and implement “plug-and-

play” middleware software architectures which allow end users, CMaaS platforms and 
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manufacturing nodes to interact in seamless and coherent fashions. The aim is to achieve these 

goals in such a way that a significant overhead is shifted away from the end user and at the 

same time no significant burden is imposed to any other entity as an upshot, thereby 

contributing to an overall improvement of cloud manufacturing democratization and adoption. 

The concept of DTs in cloud-enabled smart manufacturing is not new. The National 

Institute of Standards & Technology (NIST) estimates that manufacturing infrastructures 

empowered by CPS and DT would save the U.S manufacturing around $100 Billion annually 

[36]. Emboldened by that motivation, the NIST through its “Digital Thread for Smart 

Manufacturing” project has been in active development of methods, protocols and standards 

for DT running through design, manufacturing, and support processes [37]. Subsequent 

research and development of enabling technologies for DT by the NIST has been multifaceted. 

The outcomes of these investigations have manifested as the design of CPS based product 

lifecycle test beds by Helu et. al [38], feasibility analysis of STEP AP242 standards for 

manufacturing information exchange by Fischer and Trainer et. al [39,40], the use of digital 

certificates for data traceability by Hedberg et. al [41], the use of Quality Information 

Framework (QIF) standards for metrology data exchange by Michaloski et. al [42] the 

application of model-based manufacturing by Hedberg et. al [43] and the architecture design 

for data management of connected systems by Helu et. al [44] to name a few. There have been 

significant strides in the research of product data models and architectures for DTs as well. 

Specific to Additive Manufacturing (A.M), Bonnard et. al [45] have introduced the hierarchical 

object-oriented model for digital chains for better encapsulation of closed-loop manufacturing 

data. Lu et. al [46] have proposed a service-oriented product data model for cloud 

manufacturing that can effectively capture changing requirements on downstream production 
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activities. Gan et. al [47] have shown mathematical models for product manufacturing 

information flow that encapsulates increased customer involvement and feedback typical in 

cloud manufacturing DTs. 

To address the issues of product data privacy, security, ownership, and traceability on 

DT’s for manufacturing, numerous initiatives have been taken in the recent past. A technology 

that has come to the forefront as a promising solution is the Blockchain based DLTs. According 

to NIST, blockchains for smart manufacturing can not only provide tamper-proof transmission 

of manufacturing data, but they also allow seamless traceability of the data to all participants 

in the production process [48]. Major research thrust areas in blockchain based DLT platforms 

have been related to investigations of product data models on DLTs and architectural 

consideration for CMaaS infrastructures that ought to operate on such platforms. Lee et. al [49] 

have proposed a unified, three level blockchain architecture for highly connected Cyber-

Physical Production systems (CPPS) that attempts to act as a guideline for the implementation 

of DLT in manufacturing paradigms. Madhwal et. al [50] introduces the potential application 

of DLT in managing supply chain for aircraft spare parts that come with hundreds of parametric 

complexities. The impetus is to achieve a transparent network of supply chain for the aircrafts’ 

parts which eventually reduces the possibility of the availability of the parts in the black 

market. In a case study of blockchain technology in manufacturing, the authors Angrish et. al 

[51] have proposed and implemented a blockchain-based, decentralized model for handling 

manufacturing information generated by various stakeholders in a supply chain network. The 

authors have introduced the “FabRec” model which houses a decentralized consortium of 

manufacturing machines and computer nodes autonomously acting and negotiating through 

computer-coded smart contracts to enable organizational transparency and provenance through 
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a verifiable audit trail. Another interesting implementation of blockchain manufacturing 

system solution in the paradigm of cloud manufacturing and CMaaS platforms was found in 

the research of Li et. al [52]. Their research has proposed a Blockchain Cloud Manufacturing 

“BCmfg” architecture to facilitate the development of a distributed, peer to peer network of 

cloud manufacturing nodes. The authors showcase an implementation case study wherein a 

MATLAB Simulink based virtualized digital twin of machine tools is allowed to interact over 

a Multichain [53] based blockchain network with other verification and participatory nodes. In 

subsequent research related to integration of blockchain technology in A.M and CPS, Mandolla 

et. al [54] have explored the design of digital twins for A.M through blockchain exploitation 

in the context of highly regulated aircraft industry. Huang et. al [55] have proposed blockchain 

based data management of digital twins for complex interconnected parts. Barenji et. al [56] 

have shown impressive work into solving scalability, security, data ownership and big-data 

problems typical in CPS enabled cloud manufacturing platforms through the implementation 

of blockchain-based platforms to eliminate third-party problems found in centralized systems. 

Lemeš et. al [57] in their work have demonstrated how distributed CAD environments enabled 

by blockchains can be exploited for secure manufacturing collaboration. 

A comprehensive investigation of the past work in the field of DLT based 

manufacturing system architectures for CMaaS platforms mentioned hitherto have shown 

many promising architectural frameworks and data models that attempt to solve the 

aforementioned data security, ownership, privacy, and trust issues often faced in centralized 

systems. However, there are some gaps in the existing research that this chapter attempts to 

propose solutions for. The limiting gaps identified are as follows: (i) Very few of the extant 

research have taken steps to describe how the various stakeholders interact over a decentralized 
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architecture. These interactions are non-trivial and require studying how complex computer 

code based smart contracts can replace some of the manual, labor intensive work carried out 

between tiered partner organizations. Useful guidelines have been proposed but most lack key 

implementation details which limits the community’s understanding on whether decentralized 

manufacturing systems enabled by Blockchain technology can truly be beneficial in an 

Industry 4.0 environment and beyond. (ii) There have been several proposed product data 

models of assets for DT based architectures. However, there still seems to be lack of consensus 

as to what should be an appropriate data model for assets on blockchain based DTs. Many of 

the contemporary research have proposed blockchain data models directly stored on the 

distributed ledgers. However, blockchains frameworks are not ideal as storage solutions. (iii) 

CMaaS platforms based on blockchains should consider, in addition to product data models, 

appropriate data models for fungible asset transfer in order to truly automate contracts between 

end users and service providers. There seems to be very little work done to propose how a 

fungible asset transfer should be occurring alongside a manufacturing asset on DLTs. (iv) 

Many of the existing research showcase applications based on permissioned consortium 

blockchain solutions or blockchain networks simply deployed on local nodes. These 

deployments do not give a comprehensive picture as to how the proposed models would behave 

in true public blockchain networks where there could be millions of transactions happening in 

a short period of time as would be expected in large blockchain based CMaaS platforms. (v) 

Case studies considered in existing research often fail to consider very important security 

practices both in smart contract code and in overall blockchain framework deployment (e.g., 

storage of sensitive cryptographic keys in local nodes as opposed to using identity management 

software). There often seems to be the absence of the design of middleware that would allow 
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the proposed solutions to seamlessly function with existing industry grade and secure 

authentication and identity management solutions for blockchain interaction. (vi) Many of the 

existing research showcase programmatic blockchain solutions implemented through very 

high-level languages like JavaScript with dynamic types. While such implementations would 

be appropriate for a wide range of applications, for blockchain based CMaaS platforms also 

handling fungible assets, that is often a risky choice. For example, the Bitcoin scripting system 

is purposefully not Turing complete [58] to ensure any fungible asset transfer occurs in a 

completely deterministic fashion. 

This chapter addresses some of the aforementioned knowledge gaps in relation to 

building a decentralized manufacturing system particularly in the context of cloud-

manufacturing services delivered over a publicly accessible internet. In this context, the 

contribution of this chapter is: (i) To propose data models and design patterns through object-

oriented paradigms to represent manufacturing assets’ digital twins and information exchange 

via blockchain smart contract architectures (ii) To demonstrate how globally accessible public 

blockchain networks with their secure fungible asset transfer models can be exploited for 

automated contract negotiations in CMaaS platforms (iii) To demonstrate the efficient design 

of smart contract code constructs that allow for appropriate representation of the data models 

while satisfying all the restrictive security features of proven blockchain programming 

languages like Solidity [59]. (iv) To propose important performance metrics that the 

community can utilize to assess the efficiency of their own smart contract code constructs and 

finally (v) To design and implement middleware software architectures that allow the 

blockchain interface to seamlessly interact with the CMaaS platform without introducing 

significant disruption. 
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3.3. Cloud Manufacturing-as-a-Service Middleware Service Architecture 

3.3.1. System Architecture Roles, Functions and Data Flow 

A high-level overview of the proposed system is exhibited in Figure 3-2 explained in 

the context of a design and servicing of a CNC machined part. It can be started with the 

assumption that models of parametrically configurable, consumer or industrial parts are hosted 

by manufacturers on the CMaaS platform and clients want to fabricate versions of those parts 

with dimensions that suit their respective needs. The system can be differentiated into 2 

subsystems, namely the upper Physical Manufacturing system layer and the lower Blockchain 

Network Layer. The process starts with a client or end user modifying a parametric model of 

the digital twin of a product model on a web browser through a front-end app hosted by the 

CMaaS platform. Should the client be satisfied with the final form of the rendered digital twin, 

a purchase order or an RFQ command can be initiated.  The client middleware subsequently 

makes Remote Procedural Calls (RPC calls) to functions encoded within a manufacturing 

system smart contract hosted on a blockchain network. The manufacturing system smart 

contract, on receiving metadata about the part to be manufactured, instantly returns a quotation 

through blockchain events communicated from the blockchain layer to the physical 

manufacturing system layer. If the client approves this quote, the client can initiate and 

authorize a make order through the middleware against a purchase order id sent to the client in 

the previous step. This process initiates a blockchain event to which the client middleware 

subscribes to.  On reception of the make order event from the blockchain, the client middleware 

subsequently sends off toolpath regeneration commands to the CNC toolpath regeneration 

engine hosted by the CMaaS platform. Another session of client and CMaaS middleware 

communication eventually leads to regenerated toolpath that corresponds to the parametrically 
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altered model required by the client. On successful production of a part, the blockchain 

network layer completely takes over. The termination of the machining process is registered 

by the CNC machine on the blockchain as an event and this leads to the creation of an ERC-

721 [60] modelled non fungible token representation of the part on the blockchain with the 

initial ownership assigned to the CNC machine owner. The blockchain network also takes care 

of the automatic payment from the client to the CMaaS platform and autonomously negotiates 

refunds and returns through self-executing smart contract codes running on the blockchain and 

catering to the smooth operation of the manufacturing system. 

 
Figure 0-2: Holistic overview of the implemented decentralized CMaaS platform 

architecture. 

 

3.3.2. CMaaS service architecture 

Figure 3-3 shows the architectural elements and the salient features of the overall 

CMaaS middleware. One major consideration into the design of the architecture was to enable 

the CMaaS middleware to act as a plug-and-play interaction layer capable of interfacing with 
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any CAD runtime hosted anywhere. Most conventional CAD software packages give access 

to users an Application Programming Interface (API) [61] (Section II in Figure 3-3). To deliver 

data and functionality across multiple remote clients, add-ins were designed to spawn multiple 

threads from within the single process of the CAD runtime engine in a cooperative multi-

tasking paradigm. The child thread and the main thread API interface communicates through 

a Publisher/Subscriber (P/S) layer (section III Figure 3-3) wherein the child thread registers 

specific events asking for permission to gain access to API functionalities. The API engine in 

turn can subscribe to these events through the P/S layer so that it can respond to the requests 

coming from the child thread. Subsequently, the API, through its own implemented functions, 

makes parametric changes to the model housed in the UI of the CAD runtime. On successful 

change to the parameters of the model, the API automatically collects new metadata pertaining 

to the parameters of the altered model. The API in turn replies back to the web server thread 

with this new model metadata. The server thread receives this data and relays it back to the 

user’s parameter change request. This metadata is eventually used by the client middleware to 

bring about parametric changes to the digital twin being rendered on the front-end app, thereby 

completing the request-response cycle. 
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Figure 0-3: Architectural elements of the CMaaS middleware. 

 

3.3.3 Client (Design) services middleware 

Present manufacturing paradigms in the settings of consumer and industrial production, 

frequently involve rapid parametric changes of computer-generated models that products are 

based on. These parametric changes are mandated to cater to different consumer requirements 

or industrial applications, and it is for this reason manufacturing entities have devoted a lot of 

resources and attention to mass customization of products to satisfy product family and product 

platform requirements [62]. Contemporary CMaaS platforms assume that the end users have 

sufficient technological and resource capacities in order to be able to achieve the design change 

and validation tasks. Such tasks often involve modification of product models in proprietary, 

computationally intensive CAD software platforms and it is needless to mention that not all 

end users would necessarily have access to such resources. 

Figure 3-4 shows the architectural elements of the client middleware designed and 

implemented in this research. The client middleware establishes and maintains communication 

with other middleware in the CMaaS platform. Additionally, it communicates with the 
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blockchain network layer and manages blockchain identity through embedded third-party 

apps. The client middleware allows the client-side software to directly send HTTP requests 

involving model parameter change, toolpath regeneration requests etc. to the CMaaS platform. 

This layer, on transfer of the aforementioned requests to the platform, waits for commensurate 

replies. After the CMaaS platform does the necessary parametric change, model geometry and 

metadata information are returned back to the client middleware as a response to that request. 

The client middleware can also support real-time communication and request/response cycle 

through rendering of a machine coordinate axis rendering engine for verification and 

monitoring purposes. 

 
Figure 0-4: Architectural elements of the Client middleware at the front-end UI presented 

to client user of the CMaaS platform. 

 

 

Section IV of Figure 3-4 shows the blockchain identity and wallet management layer 

of the client middleware. This layer acts as the interaction layer between the client front-end 

app and any third party blockchain wallet app [63] that allows the client user to prove his/her 
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identity on the blockchain. The client interacts with a digital twin of a model on the front end 

and brings about parametric changes to the twin to suit his/her needs. When the client invokes 

a make order to send off the final design for manufacturing, transactions are generated on the 

blockchain to record this event so as to keep a continuous trail of immutable information on 

the chain corresponding to the evolution of the product being manufactured. The registration 

of transaction on the blockchain requires the client sign the transaction messages with a private 

key to prove blockchain identity and ownership of the message within the folds of the digital 

signature algorithms. Section IV of the client middleware has the responsibility of 

automatically initiating transaction signing process by directly interacting with the third-party 

wallet apps. The wallet also manages transfer and reception of cryptocurrency (fungible assets) 

and crypto tokens owned by the client and the client middleware acts as a media allowing 

secure transfer of these assets following standard security protocols. 

The final section of the client middleware is the blockchain interface layer (Section V 

Figure 3-4). The function of the blockchain interface layer is to enable the client middleware 

to be able to call functions and attributes, subscribe to blockchain events and generate events 

on the blockchain as inbound software oracles [64, 65]. In order to be able to achieve the 

aforementioned functionalities, the middleware has to have the ability of making RPC calls to 

the blockchain network layer. The middleware communicates with third-party APIs that 

provide RPC call capabilities. Additionally, the middleware has to act as an interaction layer 

allowing seamless integration of the blockchain wallet app mentioned in the previous step with 

the blockchain network layer so that message transaction and asset transfer can take place. 
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3.3.4. Service provider (Machine) middleware 

Figure 3-5 shows the architectural elements of the manufacturing middleware. The 

manufacturing middleware initiates by spawning a thread on the machine OS that runs 

concurrently to the main thread controlling the machine motion commands. The child thread 

spawned also starts a multithreaded HTTP web server within it and it is this server that 

establishes an inter-server communication with the CMaaS platform and responds to 

asynchronous calls from the client middleware. The client middleware interaction layer is 

substantiated by server endpoints that cater to requests coming from the client middleware. 

The machine firmware interaction layer (section III Figure 3-5) is the backbone behind the 

query and access to low level machine status parameters. Machine input/output (IO) statuses, 

process parameter statuses and real time toolpath coordinate positions are all low-level 

hardware-based parameters that can be queried through the machine firmware interface. 

Depending on the manufacturer of the machine, an API can expose high level functions and 

attributes that give access to these low-level firmware parameters allowing seamless 

integration with the server platform of the middleware. 
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Figure 0-5: Architectural elements of the Manufacturing middleware. 

 

3.3.5. Decentralized part tracking and digital assets provenance through smart contracts 

A CMaaS compliant blockchain manufacturing system network was designed and 

implemented as a part of this research. The rise of the DLT and blockchain based enterprise 

solutions has seen a sudden rise in the application of blockchain in the manufacturing system 

and logistics industry. Blockchain based manufacturing system networks have been employed 

to track product history in agriculture [66], to ensure provenance in the diamond industry [67], 

to enable traceability for food safety [68] etc. Truly decentralized blockchain solutions are still 

limited and in addition to the technical and resource overhead requirements for expertise in the 

field, blockchain manufacturing system frameworks can often appear obscure and difficult to 

adapt to. Consequently, many blockchain based manufacturing system solutions lack 

standardization, and do not follow industry best practices which directly affects the 
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manufacturing system efficiency. This work proposes a systematic way of designing 

blockchain based manufacturing system networks for CMaaS platforms by giving special 

attention to smart contract features, methods, attributes, and events.  

Separation of Concerns in Smart Contract Structure: Separation of concerns [69] 

is a software engineering concept wherein the core algorithm of a software engineering project 

is formally separated from special purpose concerns such as synchronization, real-time 

constraints, or location control. A three folded separation of concerns in a manufacturing 

system smart contract implementation is demonstrated in this research. A typical CMaaS 

manufacturing system involves 3 major elements: (i) The stakeholders, (ii) The Asset and (iii) 

The Core manufacturing system network. The stakeholders are the participants who interact 

with the manufacturing system. This stakeholder thus encompasses the client or customers, the 

CMaaS platform, the manufacturing nodes (CNC machine owner), the raw material collectors, 

the quality control personnel, the verifiers, the distributors and so on. The asset represents the 

product moving through the manufacturing system – from the manufacturer to the consumer. 

All of the participants in the CMaaS manufacturing system must have different levels of 

permissions and authority over the manufacturing system network. For example, a registered 

CNC machine owner cannot also act as a distributor with his/her blockchain identity on the 

manufacturing system. Similarly, a client cannot be allowed to alter administrative attributes 

of a deployed manufacturing system smart contract. Only the smart contract deployer can be 

allowed to perform that task whether that be the CMaaS platform or the CNC machine owner. 

The roles, permissions and code construct defining the stakeholders should not be a part of the 

code construct of the manufacturing system smart contract or the asset smart contract. This 

leads to a three-fold separation of concern paradigm where three different smart contract 
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architectures control the behavior and the attributes of the stakeholders, assets, and core 

manufacturing system network. 

 

 
Figure 0-6: Smart contract inheritance structure of major CMaaS manufacturing system 

elements. 

 

 

Object Oriented Design Patterns and Inheritance Structure: With separation of 

concerns comes an equally important yet heavily overlooked design pattern in smart contract 

software engineering paradigms. This includes the application of object-oriented design 

patterns [70] in smart contract code constructs. Figure 3-6 shows the object-oriented smart 

contract inheritance structure of the major CMaaS manufacturing system elements. Section I 

of Figure 3-6 shows the inheritance structure of the manufacturing system stakeholders. Instead 

of creating completely disparate smart contract code constructs for each of the stakeholders, 

they can inherit methods, behaviors, and attributes from a parent smart contract. This smart 

contract is shown as the base permission smart contract in the figure. The base permission 

smart contract is a generalized smart contract code construct which controls basic permission 
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protocols allowing the stakeholder members to interact with the manufacturing system. 

Additional methods and attributes go into the code constructs of the inheriting smart contracts 

that provide them additional nuances. For example, the base permission contract can contain 

method implementations to add members, remove members and check membership validity. 

A sample version of the base smart contract with its methods and attributes is shown Table 3-

1. This inheritance model allows the client smart contract to register new clients, remove 

existing clients from registration or check registration status of clients on the blockchain 

manufacturing system. The Role struct shown in Table 3-1 can be inherited by the client child 

contract as a library member and polymorphed into specific role of clients. In addition to these 

methods and attributes, the client smart contract can augment itself through the addition of 

methods and attributes specific to the client. This process is true for all the stakeholders with 

each inheriting smart contract containing additional methods and attributes specific to the 

stakeholder type. 

Section II of Figure 3-6 shows the inheritance structure of the asset smart contract. The 

asset represents the data model of the part being manufactured and moved through the 

blockchain manufacturing system. Since the implementation in this chapter deals with the 

Ethereum blockchain, the asset can be modeled after the ERC-721 non-fungible token standard 

[60]. Manufactured products vary in value, properties, shape, weight, size etc. and hence an 

ERC-721 standard wherein all tokens are considered to be disparate and unique is an 

appropriate data model to mimic digital twins of manufactured products on the Ethereum 

blockchain. The ERC-721 standard defines the minimum interface that ought to be 

implemented in a smart contract so that the non-fungible token can be owned, managed, 

transferred, and traded. The asset model discussed in this chapter is a smart contract which 
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inherits methods and attributes from the ERC-721 standard template. Section III of Figure 3-6 

shows the core method members of the manufacturing system smart contract proposed for the 

CMaaS platform. It is to be noted that, depending on the number of stakeholders in the 

manufacturing system and the nuances in the transition of products through the chain, there 

can be a multitude of method implementations. We can observe from the block diagram that 

methods representing collection of raw materials, machining of part from stock, quality control 

after machining, distribution, and shipment of verified part to customer and finally acceptance 

by customer should be implemented in the manufacturing system smart contract. 

 

Table 0-1: Typical methods and attributes in a base permission smart contract. 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods 

addMember  

Input: (member role, account address) 

Adds 

members to 

the struct 

Role 

removeMember  

Input: (member role, account address) 

 

Removes 

members 

from the 

struct Role 

alreadyMember  

Input: (member role, account address)  

Returns: Boolean membership status 

 

Checks 

membership 

of an address 

in the struct 

Role 

 

 

Attributes 

 

struct Role { 

        mapping (account address => Boolean membership 

status) members. 

    } 

A struct data 

structure 

mapping 

addresses to 

Boolean 

statuses of 

membership 

 

Activities and States in a Blockchain based Manufacturing system Framework for 

CMaaS: The manufacturing system smart contract in this chapter implements a set of methods, 

modifiers, attributes and events, a simplified version of which can be seen from the state 
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diagram of Figure 3-7. In the top layer of the diagram, the stakeholders who are involved with 

the ownership of the part at a particular instance of time are shown. The part starts as a raw 

material under the ownership of the raw material sourcer. The third layer from top labelled as 

the “methods” layer shows the major method implementations in the manufacturing system 

smart contract. For example, an entity that sources raw material in the stakeholder layer would 

invoke the “source raw material” method in the method layer. The invocation of this method 

will mint a new non fungible ERC-721 token on the blockchain and associate it with the 

generation of the part as a raw material. This generates an event in the blockchain represented 

by the “Raw Material Sourced” state of the part in the bottom most layer. When the raw 

material is shipped to the CNC owner, the “ship stock” method is invoked and this emits 

another event, changing the state of the part to “Stock Shipped” state. In this manner, as the 

part traverses the entities within the manufacturing system network, the state of the part 

changes, corresponding events are emitted, and different methods are called. The event emitted 

can be subscribed to by different stakeholders depending on their interest. The state diagram 

in Figure 3-7 also shows an intermediate layer labelled as the “permission check modifiers” 

layer. This layer ensures that a stakeholder has the necessary permission rights to invoke a 

function from the methods layer. For example, when the distributor has to ship the final part 

to the client, the “distribute/ship packed part” method from the methods layer has to be 

invoked. From Figure 3-7, it can be observed that there are two permission check modifiers 

namely “isDistributor?” and “partShipped?”. These modifiers first check if the stakeholder 

invoking the method is in fact a registered distributor on the blockchain network and 

subsequently whether the part to be distributed has passed through the previous state of 

shipment from the verifier to the distributor. If these permission checks are passed, the 
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distributor is allowed to continue with invoking the function. Questions might arise as to how 

a modifier in the smart contract of the manufacturing system is being able to call a method 

residing in another smart contract. This is achieved via inter-contract data exchange on the 

Ethereum ecosystem and is depicted through Figure 3-8. 

 

 
Figure 0-7: State diagram showing major methods and events on the manufacturing system 

smart contract. 

 

The Ethereum ecosystem is governed by the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM) [71] 

which is like an operating system establishing communication across all nodes in the Ethereum 

network. The EVM is capable of executing logic, algorithms and processing inputs that are 

typically found in smart contracts. The EVM defines the “state” of the Ethereum network at a 

certain point in time. This “state” refers to the states of blockchain network, blocks, mining, 

nodes, consensus, and smart contracts. The EVM has basically three areas where it can store 

items and act as a low-level database. The first area is the “storage” area which houses all the 
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persistent state variables of a smart contract. Every smart contract has its own storage space in 

the EVM. Any function call from within a smart contract that leads to a change in these 

persistent state variables also leads to a change in the state of the EVM and it is these state 

changing operations which are ensued as transactions and accrue mining fees. The second data 

storage area is the “memory” area which is used to hold temporary values and function scope 

variables which are erased between function calls. The third data storage area is the “stack” 

which can be used to hold small local variables but most importantly the stack trace of function 

calls within smart contracts. 

The ability of the modifiers in the manufacturing system smart contract to call methods 

and attributes in the stakeholder smart contracts is achieved via inter-contract data exchange 

enabled by the EVM [72]. Smart contracts that reside in the global scope of the EVM state can 

communicate with other contracts within the same scope and can establish inter-contract data 

exchange. This communication is achieved via internal transactions. Internal transactions are 

like any other transactions on the EVM with the major difference being that they are not 

generated by externally owned accounts (i.e., an account controlled by a private key under the 

ownership of a node). Instead, they are generated by the smart contracts that are initiating the 

data exchange process. These internal transactions, unlike transactions ensuing from a state 

change of the EVM are not serialized. When one contract sends an internal transaction to 

another contract, the associated code or function that exists on the recipient smart contract is 

executed by the EVM. Two smart contracts attempting to engage in such exchange can 

establish communication by referring to each other’s smart contract addresses on the Ethereum 

ecosystem. The manufacturing system smart contract, in this case, has an encoded array of 

already deployed smart contract addresses of stakeholders that allows it to establish inter-
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contract data exchange by invoking methods residing in other contracts through address 

references. This design paradigm is a direct upshot of the separation of concerns principle and 

objected oriented model of smart contract software engineering. In this way, we can not only 

keep our manufacturing system smart contract code clean and free of redundant features, we 

also can reduce space required by the contract bytecode to run on the EVM, thereby drastically 

increasing runtime efficiency and reducing costs incurred through gas expenditure. ‘Gas’ is 

referred to the fee that is to be paid by the method invoker to execute commands on the 

Ethereum ecosystem [73]. It is a value that indicates consumption towards computational 

expenses on the blockchain network. From Figure 3-8, it can be observed that section I 

represents the manufacturing system smart contract residing in the Ethereum virtual machine. 

When a client represented by section II, sends a purchase order request, the corresponding 

method in the manufacturing system contract is called. The manufacturing system contract in 

turn, through inter-contract data exchange, makes a query as to whether the method invoker is 

in-fact a registered client or not by communicating with the client smart contract. If the client 

is registered, then the manufacturing system contract gets back to the client with RFQ reply. 

The client can then proceed to requesting for a make order by calling the corresponding 

function in the manufacturing system contract. In this manner, as the digital asset is passed 

through the manufacturing system, its state changes, and at every stage, appropriate ownership 

methods residing within the stakeholder contracts are called from the manufacturing system 

contract to verify the authentication of the method callers. 
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Figure 0-8: Inter-contract data exchange between manufacturing system and stakeholder 

smart contracts. 

3.4. Implementation and case study 

This section will describe the technical implementation of the decentralized 

manufacturing system for the CMaaS platform. Initially, focus would be given to the technical 

implementation of the middleware architectures described in Section 3.3.2. to 3.3.4. 

Subsequently focus would shift towards the implementation of the decentralized blockchain 

manufacturing system network and allied systems described in Section 3.3.5. 

3.4.1. CMaaS middleware 

For this middleware, Autodesk Fusion 360 (Autodesk, CA, USA) was assumed to be 

running as a CAD runtime engine within the CMaaS server. Multiple clients can interact with 

3D parametric models posted by the service provider to the CMaaS server. Utilizing the Fusion 
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360 API code base, software plugins were written to implement a multi-threaded web server 

using the Python microweb framework – Flask [74]. The plugins were utilized to spawn servers 

which followed a RESTful [75] architecture. Consequently, end points were coded which were 

function handlers capable of responding to remote client requests.  Since the web server child 

thread ran within the same process of the CAD runtime, it has access to all the API 

functionalities hosted by Fusion 360. The back end of the server thus contained codes that 

allowed the server to interact with the API and bring about changes in the CAD environment. 

For example, when a parameter change request comes from the client middleware, an endpoint 

in the Flask server backend handles this request and calls the required functions in the API to 

directly bring about parametric changes to the model housed within the CAD runtime. It also 

handles updates of the 3D CAD model to reflect new dimensional changes made by the client 

user. Back and forth data transfer and data payload between various middleware (as described 

below) are handled using HTTP protocols and RESTful design architectures. 

3.4.2. Client interaction with CMaaS middleware 

The client middleware controls communication of client requests with the CMaaS 

platform, manages rendering of models on the client front-end and manages blockchain 

identity and interaction with the blockchain network layer. The CMaaS middleware interaction 

layer of the client middleware was designed as an asynchronous call scheduler within a 

JavaScript runtime engine controlling the front-end client app (Figure 3-9 (a)). This scheduler 

was able to make asynchronous GET and POST requests to the CMaaS middleware whenever 

the client had to initiate parameter change or toolpath regeneration commands. The client 

middleware also renders the digital twin of the model being hosted in the CAD platform. The 

model metadata and the STL geometry file of the models were used in unison to render a model 
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for the digital twin through WebGL technology encapsulated within a high-level wrapper 

library of Three.js [76]. The client middleware also houses a machine coordinate rendering 

engine. It makes asynchronous calls to query the real time coordinates of the CNC machine 

delegated to machine the model of the client (Figure 3-9: (b)). Finally, the client middleware 

function included blockchain identity and wallet management and interaction with the 

blockchain network layer. Interface software was written exploiting the functionalities exposed 

by the web3.js [77] library API. This allowed the middleware to be able to communicate and 

send RPC calls to remote Ethereum nodes. Additionally, this gave the middleware the ability 

to initiate blockchain transaction signing process by communicating with a browser embedded 

Ethereum wallet software (Metamask [78]).  

 

 
Figure 0-9: Client front-end app; Figure 9(b): Client front-end app with real time 

rendering of CNC machine toolpath coordinates. 

 

3.4.3. Service provider (Machine) interaction with CMaaS middleware 

The manufacturing middleware also involved the deployment of a multithreaded server 

architecture within the manufacturing node operating system. The manufacturing node or the 

CNC machine used in this research was a five-axis desktop CNC milling station (PocketNC, 

MT, USA). The CNC machine hosted a LinuxCNC operating system with a MachineKit 

interface running within a Beaglebone Black hardware system. The MachineKit OS is capable 
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of running scripting language interpreters and hence in a similar fashion to the CMaaS 

middleware, an HTTP Flask server was deployed within the OS following RESTful 

architecture. This server exposed multiple endpoints that were assigned the tasks of responding 

to CMaaS and client middleware queries. The server also had a backend machine firmware 

interaction layer wherein the endpoints were allowed to access the machine firmware to query 

status and process parameter values. This was achieved by interacting with functions from the 

MachineKit OS python API that allowed the call of high-level functions within the server 

architecture for low level process parameter queries. 

3.4.4. CMaaS and client interaction with blockchain layer 

Various smart contracts were implemented to facilitate automatic interaction between 

the various middleware components. 

Digital Asset Smart Contract: The asset or the digital data model of the manufactured 

part on the decentralized manufacturing system was modelled after the ERC-721 non fungible 

token standard of the Ethereum ecosystem using Solidity language. The open source 

OpenZeppelin Solidity framework [79] was used to inherit ERC-721 interfaces. Table 3-2 

shows some of the important methods, events and attributes implemented in the asset smart 

contract that inherits an interface from the OpenZeppelin ERC-721 implementation. It can be 

observed from the attributes field that the asset data model holds information about the price, 

unique product code (upc), owner address, client information and a history trail of all the 

manufacturing system stakeholders that the raw material and part has passed through. It can be 

observed that the contract exposes methods like “balanceOf”, “_mint” or “_burn” which query 

the number of assets owned by a stakeholder, creates a new asset in the blockchain and burns 

or destroys the associated data of an asset on the blockchain, respectively. When a client of the 
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CMaaS platform initiates the make order to manufacture a part, the order is broadcasted to the 

blockchain network and the manufacturing system smart contract responds by initiating a 

request to the raw material sourcer. Once the raw material or the stock of the part is collected, 

the part starts its life and its data model on the blockchain is generated through the minting of 

a new asset. As the raw material passes through stakeholders and other entities in the 

manufacturing system into the final product, the attributes in the struct data model change 

reflecting the latest state of the physical part on the manufacturing system. Transfer events are 

generated whenever the part ownership is changed. In addition to the methods implemented in 

the OpenZeppelin framework, this work proposes the addition of more methods like 

“putAssetForSale” or “purchaseAsset” shown in Table 3-2. These methods were implemented 

to allow the sale and transfer of assets between clients who could use the existing framework 

of the manufacturing system to establish internal trade and exchange of manufactured parts. 

Manufacturing system Smart Contract Implementation: The manufacturing system 

smart contract implemented as a part of this research included more than 15 event 

implementations, more than 10 modifier implementations, around 13 method implementations 

and a multitude of attribute and helper function implementations that work in unison to allow 

the blockchain based manufacturing system work smoothly. Table 3-3 shows some of the most 

important methods in the manufacturing system contract. The first major method implemented 

in the contract is the “initiatePurchaseOrder” method which is called whenever a client sends 

a request for quote pertaining to the manufacture of a particular product. This method 

calculates tentative part price and delivery day depending on the inputs. When this quote’s 

reply is returned to the client, he/she can decide to proceed with a make order. This corresponds 

to a call of the “makeOrder” method. The client must transfer cryptocurrency to the smart 
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contract, equivalent to the amount set in the RFQ reply that represents the cost of 

manufacturing the part. The smart contract manages the currency sent in through this method 

and stores them in escrow accounts against the address of the clients. This fund is not disbursed 

to the CMaaS platform or the service provider (CNC owner) until the client receives the part 

that has passed verification. Once a make order phase is passed, a new part starts its life as the 

raw material stock. This is when an asset is minted on the blockchain as a data model to 

correspond to this part. The “sourceMaterial”, “generatePart”, “verifyPart” and 

“shipPartToTheConsumer” methods are functions that indicate sourcing of raw material, 

generation of part in the CNC machine, verification of part by the quality control department 

and shipment of part by the distributor, respectively. As the manufactured part passes through 

stakeholders in the manufacturing system, these methods are called, events are generated, and 

the state of the part is changed in accordance with the state diagram in Figure 3-7. 
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Table 0-2: Typical methods and attributes implemented in an asset smart contract with ERC-

721 inheritance. Members marked with * are implemented in OpenZeppelin. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods 

balanceOf (owner address) 

Returns: uint256 balance of address. 

Queries number of assets 

owned by a stakeholder. * 

ownerOf (uint256 tokenId)  

Returns: address of token owner. 

Queries the address of 

owner of an asset. * 

transferFrom (address from, address to, 

uint256 tokenId) 

Initiates asset transfer. * 

_mint (address to, uint256 tokenId) Mints or creates new assets. 

* 

_burn (address owner, uint256 tokenId) Burns or destroys assets. * 

putAssetForSale (uint256 _upc, uint256 

_price) 

Broadcasts to blockchain 

network about the sale of an 

asset – proposed 

purchaseAsset (uint256 _tokenId) public 

payable 

Allows the acquisition of an 

asset through sale - 

proposed 

 

 

Events 

Transfer (from, to, upc) Generates an event when a 

transfer of asset occurs 

between stakeholders.* 

Approval (owner, to, upc) Generates an event on 

ownership or sale approval 

of an asset by an owner.* 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Attribute 

    struct Asset { 

        uint upc; 

        uint price; 

        address currentOwnerAddress; 

        address sourcerAddress; 

        address payable cncOwnerAddress; 

        address verifierAddress; 

        address distributorAddress; 

        address payable consumerAddress; 

        string consumerName; 

        string consumerLocation; 

        State assetState; 

    } 

 

 

 

 

Data model of an asset on 

the blockchain encoded as a 

struct. Struct members 

dictate the state of an asset 

at any instance of time – 

proposed. 
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Table 0-3: Important methods implemented in the manufacturing system smart contract. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Methods 

1. initiatePurchaseOrder 

(string memory custName,  

 string memory custLoc,  

 uint volumeClass,  

 uint materialClass) public 

onlyConsumer(msg.sender) 

Returns an RFQ reply with a 

purchaseOrder code to the 

client using customer 

information, asset volume, 

material classes and hourly rate 

of manufacturing node. 

2. makeOrder (uint purchaseOrder) 

public payable 

onlyConsumer(msg.sender) 

Sends a make order against a 

purchase order code from the 

client to the CMaaS platform.  

3. sourceMaterial (uint purchaseOrder) 

public onlySourcer(msg.sender) 

Initiates sourcing of raw 

material by the sourcer. This is 

when an asset is minted on the 

blockchain. 

4. generatePart (uint upc) public 

onlyCncOwner(msg.sender) 

blankShipped(upc) 

Indicates finish of part 

generation by the CNC 

machine. Can be called by the 

manufacturing middleware or 

the owner. 

5. verifyPart (uint upc) public 

onlyVerifier(msg.sender) 

partShipped(upc) 

Indicates completion of 

verification by the quality 

controller. 

6. shipPartToTheConsumer (uint upc) 

public onlyDistributor(msg.sender) 

shippedToDist(upc) 

Called when the distributor has 

shipped the part to the client. 

7. receivePart (uint upc) public 

onlyConsumer(msg.sender) 

shippedtoCons(upc) 

Called when the client receives 

the part in the final stage of the 

manufacturing system. 

 

Smart Contract Security Considerations: Since manufacturing system smart 

contracts must deal with fungible assets that possess monetary value, ensuring security within 

smart contract codes is an important task during the design of the code-based contracts. There 

are several security concerns that need to be taken care of when coding smart contracts [80]. 

Those security concerns that are relevant with manufacturing system frameworks are discussed 

below with concrete implementation guidelines.  Figure 3-10 shows the implemented 

manufacturing system smart contract fungible asset transfer model by means of a flow chart. 

It can be started by assuming that the client has already received a reply for his/her request for 
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quote and is about to make a make order request. The function implemented in the 

manufacturing system smart contract that handles a make order request is a payable function 

as can be seen from Table 3-3. This means that the client must send fungible assets in the form 

of ‘Ether’ when invoking this function. This fungible asset must be of an amount equivalent to 

or greater than the price of the physical non-fungible asset that the client is trying to get made 

from the CMaaS platform. When the client sends the required amount of Ethers as fungible 

assets to this method call, the amount is not instantaneously transferred to the CMaaS platform. 

It is first stored in an escrow account of the smart contract. As the physical asset modelled by 

the ERC-721 standard passes through all the necessary stakeholders in the manufacturing 

system, it is finally shipped to the client. In case the client is dissatisfied with the final product, 

he/she is immediately issued a refund by transferring the amount that was previously stored in 

the escrow account against the blockchain identity of the client. In case the client is satisfied, 

the amount is transferred to the CMaaS platform and any overpaid amount is returned to the 

client. In both cases, after the amount is transferred, the balance in the escrow account against 

the blockchain identity of the client is zeroed. This seemingly systematic process of dealing 

with customer payments and refunds in the manufacturing system smart contract can have 

serious security issues in the form of DAO attacks [81,82]. 
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Figure 0-10: Manufacturing system smart contract fungible asset transfer model. 

 

Since manufacturing system smart contracts deal with the transfer of both fungible 

and non-fungible assets on the Ethereum blockchain, there should be ways to pause the 

functionality of a smart contract. Allowing manufacturing system smart contracts to be 

“pausable” is to prevent financial loss in case any bugs are located within the contract code. 

For example, should the manufacturing system contract be subject to a malicious DAO attack, 

then the very least to be done from the side of the manufacturing system administrator is to be 

able to pause the functionality of the smart contract immediately. This is often referred to as 

“Stop Lossing” of smart contracts. Smart contract pausability can be implemented by 

implementing the following steps. 
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(i) Create a storage Boolean variable only accessible by the manufacturing system 

contract deployer - pauseStatus variable. 

(ii) Add a function modifier to each method in the manufacturing system contract. 

It can be called the modifier requiresOperational(). 

(iii) Create a helper function only accessible by the contract deployer that allows to 

change the state of the pauseStatus variable. This method can be called 

setOperatingStatus(). 

(iv) Implement the requiresOperational() modifier such that it allows the execution 

of a method (other than the setOperatingStatus method) by an invoker only if 

the pauseStatus variable is set to false by the contract owner. 

Multi-party Consensus: Blockchain platforms like the Bitcoin support multi-signature 

accounts that are typically called “multisig”. Multisig accounts have the advantage of requiring 

more than one party to sign a transaction originating from the account. Therefore, they have 

better protection against theft or unlawful transactions in case bad actors within a smart 

contract decide to transfer funds elsewhere. For the Ethereum platform, multi-signature 

protocols can add an additional layer of security. However, multi-sig is not an inherent feature 

of Ethereum blockchain and hence needs to be encoded in smart contracts. This encoded multi-

sign feature in Ethereum is often referred to as “Multi-party Consensus”. The basic algorithm 

that can be employed to implement multi-party consensus in Ethereum smart contracts can be 

listed down as follows and is shown in Figure 3-11 as pseudo-code. 

(i) Define an integer storage variable M, that represents the number of keys 

required to initiate a transaction or invoke a method that changes the state of a 

smart contract. 
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(ii) Define an array of administrator addresses of length N, which represents the 

pool of authorized administrators allowed to participate in multi-party 

consensus. 

(iii) Define an empty dynamic array variable multiCall, that represents the number 

of authorized administrators which have called a method. 

(iv) Inside the method which needs to implement a multi-party consensus, iterate 

over the array multiCall and check whether the message sender is already a 

member of that array or not. If yes, it is a duplicate call and return with an error 

message apprising the method invoker about a duplicate call. If no, append the 

invoker address to multi-Call. 

(v) Next, check if the length of multi-Call is equal to M. If it is, then the method 

has been invoked for the required amount of times (M times) by M different 

administrators. When this condition is met, execute the transaction originating 

from the method call. 

 
Figure 0-11: Pseudo Code implementing the multi-party consensus algorithm. 
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3.5. Results 

The manufacturing system smart contract along with the asset and stake holder 

contracts were all deployed on three different Ethereum blockchain test networks – Rinkeby, 

Ropsten and Kovan. These test networks vary in the type of consensus algorithms they employ 

[83]. The Ropsten test network most closely resembles the main Ethereum network since it 

also makes use of the Proof of Work (PoW) consensus algorithm [84]. The PoW consensus 

algorithm originally proposed by Bitcoin, is known for its high requirement of computational 

power. It is a solution to the Byzantine General’s Problem on distributed systems [85]. In this 

algorithm, the network reaches consensus as follows: (i) In PoW, there is an upfront cost of 

resources called “work” put into generating a block’s cryptographic hash value in the 

blockchain. This work can easily be validated by other nodes in the network to check if it has 

been done correctly. (ii) Each node in the network is involved in solving a problem (e.g., 

guessing a random number called the nonce which is a part of the block’s hash value) meant 

to prove that the nodes have done some required work. (iii) Having put in the time to solve the 

problem is a signal to the network that the result of the work of a node is likely trustworthy 

and hence a consensus about the state of the network can be reached at. (iv) Nodes trying to 

solve the problem are called miners and it can take a lot of computer power to solve the problem 

since the random guessing is done by brute computational capacity. These miners are 

constantly in a race to solve each problem as quickly as possible and append the next block to 

the chain. (v) In return of the time and resources invested by the miners, they are paid 

transaction fees which come directly from the users making the transactions (vi) Once a miner 

correctly figures out the nonce of a particular block, that block is appended to the blockchain, 

the miner is paid its fees and the whole cycle resumes for the validation of the next block. This 
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algorithm takes the longest amount of time and fees in verifying transactions. Both the Kovan 

and the Rinkeby test networks implement the Proof of Authority consensus algorithm (PoA). 

The PoA algorithm is a modified version of the Proof of Stake algorithm (PoS) [86]. In this 

algorithm, instead of a node’s stake with monetary value as in PoS algorithms, a node’s identity 

performs the role of stake. In PoA, identity is staked by a group of validators that are pre-

approved to perform the validation process. PoA like PoS has lower requirement of electric 

power and the continuity of the network remains contingent on the number of approved 

genuine nodes. The Kovan test network uses the Aura consensus mechanism which is also 

known as Authority Round [87].  

The manufacturing system smart contract acts as a central hub wherein stakeholders 

represented by other smart contracts participate and interact. Therefore, testing the 

performance of the manufacturing system smart contract allowed the indirect validation of the 

participating smart contracts. The manufacturing system contract was composed of a mix of 

methods that varied in the number of computational lines of execution. To be precise, methods 

1-4 in Table 3-3 are those manufacturing system smart contract functions that are involved in 

data exchange tasks between different smart contracts, new asset generation and minting tasks 

from inherited smart contracts, blockchain storage variable state change tasks, and so on. 

Consequently, these four methods were the most computationally intensive and time-

consuming functions as far as mining of transactions originating from these method executions 

are concerned. The other methods were much less resource intensive since they represented 

either simple transfer of assets between stakeholders or were simple helper functions with few 

lines of code. Therefore, the gas consumption and validation time performances of transactions 

originating from these method calls were decided to be evaluated on the three test networks as 
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a measure of the performance of the entire manufacturing system smart contract. The amount 

of gas consumed by a transaction or a method call over the Ethereum network corresponds to 

the number of lines of code execution that have to be performed to complete the method call. 

Higher is this number, larger is the amount of gas fees that has be to submitted by the caller of 

the function to execute the method within the EVM. Consequently, smart contract code 

constructs that lead to conservative gas consumption during method calls are generally 

preferred.   

 Since the lines of code execution within the aforementioned smart contract methods 

remained ideally constant, the gas fees used to execute these functions remained pretty much 

stable throughout the testing phase of the smart contracts on the test networks. However, owing 

to the different consensus algorithms, the different test networks showed a wide variation in 

mining times of the transactions ensuing from the method calls. Consequently, it was decided 

to focus on the mining time distributions for each of the four method calls across the three test 

networks. To collect gas consumption and transaction mining time metrics, the four methods 

were called in sequence over the three test networks. Each of these sequences were repeated 

40 times to collect a sample for each network that could be assumed to be fairly normally 

distributed. Therefore, a total of 120 method call transaction data points were generated. 

Subsequently statistical bootstrapping with repetition was performed on the obtained data to 

allow for the collection of important centrality and dispersion statistics from the sampling 

distributions ensuing from the bootstrapping process. The statistical metrics obtained from the 

bootstrapping simulation are shown in Table 3-4. Table 3-4 also shows the mean amount of 

gas consumptions for each of the methods and the sampling distribution statistics of the mining 

times of the four smart contract methods across the Rinkeby, Kovan and Ropsten test networks, 
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respectively. Table 3-4 bears testimony to the fact that the mining time for all the method calls 

are highest across the Ropsten network. This is in accordance to expectation since this is the 

network that closely resembles the Ethereum main network and employs the PoW algorithm. 

 

Table 0-4: Centrality and dispersion statistics of major method call transactions over test. 

networks 

 Manufacturing System Contract Major Methods 

Initiate 

PurchaseOrder 

make 

Order 

source 

Material 

generate 

Part 
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Rinkeby 

 

Time 

Stats 

(sec) 

Mean 21.92 16.45 18.04 17.82 

Std. 

Dev 

2.56 2.32 3.19 2.98 

Max 31.66 25.03 27.96 27.14 

Min 13.88 10.63 10.16 6.89 

95% CI [16.89 – 26.95] [11.90-

20.99] 

[11.78-

24.31] 

[11.96-

23.68] 

Mean 

Gas 

Use 

 196341 55212 304005 94801 

 

 

 

Kovan 

 

Time 

Stats 

(sec) 

Mean 4.07 5.58 4.11 4.13 

Std. 

Dev 

1.87 2.01 1.43 1.78 

Max 12.48 13.25 8.84 12.71 

Min 0.72 0.94 0.89 0.89 

95% CI [0.42-7.74] [1.63-

9.53] 

[1.31-6.92] [0.64-7.61] 

Mean 

Gas 

Use 

 203611 55756 305458 77214 

 

 

 

Ropsten 

 

Time 

Stats 

(sec) 

Mean 28.46 17.07 22.27 21.85 

Std. 

Dev 

7.57 3.51 7.11 4.04 

Max 53.71 27.92 47.30 34.25 

Min 7.44 5.72 4.73 9.01 

95% CI [13.62-43.31] [10.19-

23.94] 

[8.32-36.22] [13.92-

29.78] 

Mean 

Gas 

Use 

 203611 56168 306101 74051 
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The mining process, on average takes the least amount of time on the Kovan network 

with the Rinkeby network mining performance lying somewhere in between. The mining times 

of the four method calls within a network were subjected to further statistical testing to find 

out if there was any statistically significant difference between the means of the mining times 

within the same test network. For this purpose, Tukey’s HSD test [88] was employed following 

single factor ANOVA analysis on the mining time data. It was found that under a significance 

level of 0.05, the p-value for the comparison of means was almost zero and hence the null 

hypothesis that the mean mining times of the four methods within a network are equal was 

rejected. This means that there is statistically significant difference in the mean mining times 

of transactions ensuing from the four method calls. 

Table 3-4 also shows the mean gas consumed for the four method call transactions 

across the different test networks. It can be observed that, for a particular method, the amount 

of gas consumed due to a transaction ensuing from its call is almost identical across all test 

networks. The “makeOrder” method had the least mean gas consumption and the 

“sourceMaterial” method had the highest gas consumption across all the test networks. This 

was expected since the “sourceMaterial” method initiates the minting of an ERC-721 non 

fungible token. Therefore, this method in addition to engaging in inter-contract communication 

with other smart contracts for permission and authorization checks, had to also perform 

execution in the EVM to establish contact with the asset smart contract. Additionally, in the 

implementation of this method, there were several contract state change processes associated 

with the generation of a new asset which might also have contributed to higher gas 

consumptions. The “makeOrder” method on the other hand involves simple passage of 

information from the client to the CMaaS platform or the CNC machine owner involving 
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authorization of purchase order and hence did not in general lead to high gas consumption. 

Judging from the mining time and mean gas consumption metrics, it can be concluded that the 

manufacturing system and the allied smart contracts would execute most efficiently on test 

networks like the Kovan test net which employ the Proof of Authority consensus algorithms. 

The centrality and dispersion statistics associated with the sampled transactions show that the 

major methods employed within the contracts lead to gas consumption and mining times within 

reasonable limits of the Ethereum ecosystem. 

Since Ethereum smart contracts handle fungible assets and every transaction over the 

EVM incurs gas costs, every attempt should be made to make smart contract code as simplified 

and less discombobulated as possible so that gas fees are kept at a minimum. High gas fees 

ensue from higher computational load due to the execution of complex code structures 

resulting from repetitive branching or multi-level nesting. The adoption of separation of 

concern principles and object-oriented paradigms provide a structure that allow complexities 

to be minimized thereby contributing to higher overall smart contract gas consumption 

efficiency. In a typical CMaaS manufacturing system smart contract, where millions of 

transactions could occur within seconds, minimizing gas fees bears considerable importance. 

Therefore, assessment of Ethereum smart contract codes in the form of pre-deployment quality 

checks for vulnerability and gas consumption efficiency is an indispensable requirement 

especially due to the immutable nature of the codes post deployment. Hegedűs, P. [89] and 

Tonelli, R. et. al [90] have previously shown the code performance metrics of Solidity based 

Ethereum smart contracts using the static Chidamber & Kemerer [91] metrics of object-

oriented programming. The authors have presented the software performance metrics of smart 

contracts across 16 distinct performance metric values over around 40,000 Solidity smart 
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contract source code files through the implementation of their innovated prototype tool SolMet. 

While the authors focused on a multitude of metrics, only few of the metrics remained relevant 

to the evaluation of the complexity of the CMaaS smart contract code and those are duly 

presented in Table 3-5. 

Table 0-5: Object-oriented software metrics of Solidity smart contracts for CMaaS. 

manufacturing system 

Metrics Description Mean values (this 

research) 

Mean values from 

literature 

LLOC Logical lines of code 358 36.43 

NF Number of functions 20 4.94 

McCC McCabe’s cyclomatic 

complexity 

1.05 1.15 

NL Nesting level 0.12 0.14 

NUMPAR Number of parameters 1.4 1.50 

NOA Number of ancestors 0 1.17 

NA Number of attributes 25 2.47 

 

The two most important metric values from Table 3-5 relevant to the evaluation of 

complexity of the designed smart contracts are McCabe’s Cyclomatic Complexity (McCC) 

and Nesting Level (NL). McCC represents the mean count of all branching elements within a 

contract function arising from the implementation of control loop structures and conditional 

statements (namely if, for, while, do-while loops). NL is a measure of the mean count of the 

deepest nesting levels of control structures within a contract function. The underpinning idea 

is that higher are the values of these two metrics, more is the complexity of the smart contract 

code due to higher average usage of control loops and conditional statements and higher 

nesting levels of such structures. From Table 3-5, it is evident that the values obtained as a part 

of this research are relatively lower than the McCC and NL values obtained from literature. 

Despite the difference in values being small, it should be appreciated that the authors in their 

survey already found the distribution of these values to be highly skewed towards lower values 
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for smart contract codes and to be able to attain even lower mean values as compared to those 

quoted in literature corresponds to a considerable improvement in the reduction of code 

complexity for smart contracts. This shows that, due to the proper implementation of separation 

of concerns and object-oriented design patterns in the construction of the CMaaS 

manufacturing system smart contracts, very low McCC and NL values could be obtained that 

allowed for the design of smart contract codes with higher gas consumption efficiency. 

3.6. Discussion 

In this chapter, focus was first put on the architectural framework of a CMaaS platform 

that allows mass customization and manufacturing of products by remote clients through cloud 

centric communications. Work in this chapter demonstrated that multi-threaded server-based 

middleware can be designed and interfaced with existing or legacy software platforms to 

enable powerful decentralized cloud manufacturing capabilities. It was also demonstrated that 

cloud-based middleware could very efficiently integrate into and interface with hardware 

assets or manufacturing nodes. This outcome is important towards the future realization of a 

completely autonomous manufacturing service that would be intelligent and be composed of a 

consortium of self-aware machines. Another important potential demonstrated by the work in 

this research is its contribution in the shifting of the technical and intellectual overhead 

associated with CMaaS platforms away from the client. Through the implementation of the 

architectural framework proposed in this chapter, remote clients can now practically gain 

access to the services of a cloud manufacturing entity without having to know much about the 

intricate details of design and manufacturing, as is often required by end users designing and 

altering solid models in CAD software often required by conventional CMaaS platforms. 
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Therefore, end-users who are non-experts themselves can participate in design activities – 

further democratizing access to manufacturing services. 

In the second part of this chapter, the work proposed an architectural framework and 

presented design implementation of a decentralized, digital manufacturing system that can 

work in unison with CMaaS platforms to track product data and manage stakeholders involved 

in the production, supply, and distribution of such parts. Decentralized, digital manufacturing 

systems have the capacity of providing real time product data for asset tracking. This provides 

end clients with a history of the product trail within the manufacturing system network of the 

CMaaS platform enabling provenance verification and product authentication. Interaction 

between stakeholders across different organizations over the cloud represent ideal cases of 

distributed systems where different organizations come together and work into the 

development of a product as is typical on many CMaaS platforms. In addition to providing 

provenance records through immutable data to clients, blockchain architectures have the 

capabilities of ensuring the requirements efficiently and securely. Without a central authority 

controlling the data in a decentralized manufacturing system, participating entities can now 

interact in a robust environment with high levels of redundancy. 

In summary, the contributions that set the work laid out in this chapter apart from other 

research on blockchain based CMaaS platforms covered in section 3-2 are as follows:  

(i) This work introduced the idea of object-oriented design paradigms in the design 

of complex manufacturing system smart contracts. It was demonstrated that 

inheritance models of software engineering could be systematically 

implemented in blockchain smart contract engineering to allow separation of 
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concerns and hence lead to efficient smart contract design under constrained 

environments. 

(ii) It was also demonstrated how different stakeholders in a manufacturing system 

could be modelled through distinct smart contracts and how inter-contract 

communication protocols allowed the interplay of such stakeholders within a 

CMaaS platform. Given the manufacturing system smart contract architecture 

implemented in this research, CMaaS platforms can now exploit the framework 

to adapt to scalability issues.  

(iii) In order to allow seamless interaction between several stakeholders in the 

CMaaS blockchain platform and between several software microservices, this 

chapter has shown the design and implementation of plug-and-play middleware 

software architectures that can easily interface with existing cloud 

manufacturing infrastructures to allow blockchain based CMaaS capabilities 

without introducing significant disruption. 

(iv) This chapter also demonstrated an appropriate data model for products being 

tracked by decentralized manufacturing systems. It was showcased through the 

implementation of the ERC-721 non fungible token standard of the Ethereum 

ecosystem to model manufacturing product data through the implementation of 

secure interfaces and by proposing additional methods on the interface to allow 

transfer and trading of such tokens representing manufactured assets. Having 

an appropriate data model for digital assets following non-fungible asset 

protocols will allow the transfer, trading, and exchange of such assets to be 

represented by appropriate events in the decentralized manufacturing system 
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network. This provides a useful guideline to stakeholders into understanding 

what considerations to make when modelling a digital asset on the blockchain.  

(v) This chapter also proposed methods and showcased important performance 

metrics in terms of gas consumption, mining times and cyclomatic complexity 

of codes that would allow Ethereum based CMaaS platforms to quickly assess 

the efficiency of their smart contract design patterns prior to deployment. 

Through appropriate descriptive and inferential statistical methods, it was also 

validated that the execution of the manufacturing system smart contract 

methods did not pose any complex requirement in the Ethereum ecosystem as 

far as transaction fees and mining times are concerned.  

(vi) This chapter also demonstrated how secure fungible asset transfer models of the 

global Ethereum blockchain network could be utilized to automate and process 

secure payments required to settle smart contract conditions as is typical for any 

manufacturing job on CMaaS platforms. 

The work in this chapter also addresses several privacy and security issues within the 

domain of the manufacturing system smart contract. The decentralized Ethereum ecosystem 

that the smart contracts are based on, already makes sure that a stakeholder’s real-world 

identity is obfuscated via pseudo anonymity [92]. Additionally, the restrictive nature of the 

Solidity programming language and the presence of internal security features like block gas 

limits [93] and call-stack depth limits ensure that the transfer of fungible assets across the 

network happen in a secure environment. The adoption of object-oriented design patterns and 

separation of concerns principles proposed in this chapter enforces an additional layer of 

abstraction with improved privacy. Such a design paradigm makes sure that the stakeholders 
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can interact with each other through disparate stakeholder and manufacturing system smart 

contracts. This introduces redundancy and further decentralization since there is now no central 

point of attack for malicious participants. Should such participants intend to gain access to the 

information of the stakeholders and breach privacy, they would have to ascertain identity by 

establishing which stakeholder smart contracts is the manufacturing smart contract 

communicating with via inter-contract data exchange. These data exchange communications 

between smart contracts are internal transactions, which are not serialized and are not 

generated by externally owned accounts. Consequently, this design pattern of encoding 

manufacturing system and stakeholder smart contracts as disparate entities makes it even more 

difficult for a malicious participant to breach the privacy of a stakeholder. Additionally, the 

client interaction middleware designed and showcased in section 3.4.2. enables the signing of 

blockchain transactions through secure wallets as opposed to the usage of privacy-

compromised, locally stored private keys that can be observed in many contemporary research 

studies. 

This chapter also focuses on security, proposing smart contract stop-lossing features of 

manufacturing system smart contracts in section 3.4.4. which has the ability of immediately 

halt transactions across the contracts, should there be any incidence of suspicious fungible asset 

transfers. Finally, an algorithmic multi-party consensus security protocol for smart contracts 

was proposed that allows secure smart contract transactions by mimicking multi-sig transaction 

signature features of the Bitcoin platform. Blockchain based DTs exploit the aspects of 

consensus algorithms for most of these privacy and security features to work. Consequently, 

the success of these implementations is reliant on whether there are enough honest participating 

nodes such that privacy is not compromised. Finally, identities over blockchain based DTs are 
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pseudo anonymous and hence there always remains a chance for malicious participants to link 

transactions to network addresses and hence breach privacy. While there has been the evolution 

of emerging security protocols like permissioned controls [94], succinct noninteractive 

argument of knowledge (zk-SNARK), ring signatures, stealth addresses [95] etc., the choice 

of the right privacy and security protection protocol for such a manufacturing system is highly 

dependent on its scale and the intricacies of its functions. 

3.7. Conclusion 

In this work, an architectural framework of an improved CMaaS platform that is 

capable of doing mass customization of parts from remote clients was proposed and its 

implementation details was demonstrated. The CMaaS architecture designed was successfully 

demonstrated to shift technical and knowledge burdens away from remote clients through the 

implementation of server-based, plug-and-play middleware that could efficiently interface 

with existing software and hardware platforms to provide them cloud manufacturing 

capabilities. Implementation of a decentralized manufacturing system architecture was 

demonstrated and systematic means of encoding higher efficiency manufacturing system smart 

contract code constructs through object-oriented and inheritance model paradigms was also 

described. Additionally, the tracking of digital asset data through decentralized manufacturing 

systems by modelling them as non-fungible assets was shown and the performance of 

manufacturing system smart contracts dealing with such assets was demonstrated through 

statistical inferential tests on test network performance. 
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Chapter 4: Hybrid Blockchain Architecture for Cloud Manufacturing-as-a-service 

(CMaaS) Platforms with Improved Data Storage and Transaction Efficiency 

Hasan. M., Anyanwu. K, Starly. B., (2020). Hybrid Blockchain Architecture for Cloud 

Manufacturing-as-a-service (CMaaS) Platforms with Improved Data Storage and Transaction 

Efficiency. (Under Review - Submitted to the North American Manufacturing Research 

Conference). 

4.1. Introduction 

The increasing proliferation of digitalization [1] and the ever-expanding adoption of 

Industry 4.0 [2, 3] within the folds of manufacturing have led to the evolution of highly 

efficient systems that are often able to cater to customer needs in near real-time scenarios. The 

presence of highly scalable and networked architectures [4] bolstered by the rise of Cyber-

Physical Systems (CPS) [5] have made manufacturing platforms evolve into Cloud 

Manufacturing-as-a-Service (CMaaS) platforms [6] wherein the assimilation and the 

subsequent deployment on the cloud, of hard and soft manufacturing resources have allowed 

the democratization of manufacturing services on a massive scale [7]. The transformation of 

conventional manufacturing services into that of the CMaaS framework has also led to a 

paradigm shift in the types of manufacturing system architectures that a product has to interact 

with during its lifetime. 

4.1.1. CMaaS and digital threads: issues and concerns 

The CMaaS platform has led to the adoption of Digital Thread (DT) [8] centric 

manufacturing system architecture. A typical DT in a broad CMaaS organization would span 

across multiple stakeholders and intermediary agents. This thread would expose to all 
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participating entities digitalized manufacturing data right from the inception of a product till 

its release. However, the collection of this data throughout the product lifecycle has opened 

business, legal and privacy concerns. Proprietary manufacturing data that was otherwise 

concealed before, has now become readily available and this has been made possible by 

networked architectures over the world wide web [9]. A key concern of manufacturing entities 

on CMaaS platforms is over modalities of data security, privacy, and contract negotiation, 

particularly in the context of two participants who want to do business together but without a 

long-term relationship. It spans primarily over the broad issues of cyber-threats, data theft, loss 

of intellectual property etc. [10]. Existing gaps in the construction of a cyber-threat resistant 

DT originates from the fact that most of these participating agents would have disparate and 

incompatible middleware stacks and this lack of standardization often lays bare major points 

of attrition in the overall security framework [9]. Many extant DT architectures for CMaaS 

platforms today would alarmingly not even adequately satisfy the basic security controls laid 

out in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) standard for security and 

privacy controls for federal information systems and organizations [11]. Another issue is the 

ownership and provenance of data traversing through these platforms. Contemporary CMaaS 

platforms are primarily centralized systems wherein the right of ownership and onus of 

provenance lies concentrated into the control of the central entity managing the CMaaS. The 

problem with this paradigm is in the inherent lack of trust of participating agents over the 

centralized control of proprietary data and a pervasive lack of universal consensus over election 

of authority. 
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4.1.2. Blockchain based CMaaS platforms 

To address many of the standardization issues of DT’s in contemporary CMaaS 

platforms, NIST through its “Digital Thread for Smart Manufacturing Project” has been 

actively involved in the development of systems and protocols for DT’s in manufacturing, 

design and allied sub-processes [12]. There have also been attempts to formulate models for 

better representation and transfer of manufacturing product data across DT’s [13] that are 

encapsulated under different standard protocols like the STEP AP242 standards for 

manufacturing information exchange [14], or the use of Quality Information Framework 

standards for the exchange of metrology data [15]. Commensurately, a lot of research has also 

been invested into solving the issues surrounding manufacturing data integrity, ownership, 

provenance, and contract negotiation in CMaaS platforms. A very recent yet revolutionary 

technology called the Blockchain has come as a promising contender for solving such issues 

in inherently trustless networks of CMaaS DTs [16, 17]. This is also bolstered from NIST’s 

vision about the impact of blockchains in manufacturing wherein it is focused on not only its 

ability to enable tamper proof transmission of data but also due to its unparalleled ability in 

providing seamless traceability in these trustless networks [18]. Blockchains are a network of 

computer or digital manufacturing nodes, that are a part of a distributed, decentralized, 

universally synchronized and cryptographically intact data ledger, composed of chained blocks 

that can be validated by all the nodes participating in the network [19]. Blockchain based 

CMaaS platforms have the potential of reducing costs in supply chain and logistics by more 

than 15% through improving security and removing paperwork [20].  Investigations into 

product data models and blockchain based CMaaS and CPS architectures are already present 

in literature to act as guidelines for blockchain adoption in DT [21].  
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4.1.3. Decentralized CMaaS based on the Ethereum ecosystem 

Many different contemporary blockchain platforms have been demonstrated to be apt 

for housing decentralized CMaaS platforms and DTs through numerous research and 

implementation use cases. Global permission-less blockchains like Ethereum [22] or 

distributed operating systems for permissioned blockchains like the Hyperledger [23] have 

been shown to perform quite effectively in maintaining the data security, privacy, provenance, 

traceability of products and information in a manufacturing supply chain typical in CMaaS 

platforms [24]. The Ethereum platform has by far been one of the most popular [25] and highly 

standardized platforms for the deployment of decentralized apps [26] through the 

implementation of smart contracts [27] which can be used to stringently regulate security issues 

and automate contract negotiations. The Ethereum platform also provides an efficient and 

highly secure fungible asset transfer model through the implementation of its ERC-20 standard 

token model that forms the basis behind the digital cryptocurrency ‘Ether’ [28]. The security 

and space constraints inherent in the statically typed smart contract coding protocols of 

Ethereum makes sure that any transfer of fungible assets occurs in purely deterministic fashion, 

which is otherwise not guaranteed by the dynamically typed coding protocols of other 

blockchain platforms. The Ethereum ecosystem also allows for the modelling of data and non-

fungible tokens through the implementation of the ERC-721 [29] token standard and this has 

been the de facto standard for the construction of data models of manufacturing assets on 

blockchain based CMaaS platforms.  

Contemporary Ethereum based implementations of decentralized CMaaS DT and 

product models fall short in several ways: (i) While such systems do benefit from the adoption 

of the standardized and secure fungible and non-fungible asset transfer models of the Ethereum 
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ecosystem, the sheer magnitude of data originating from manufacturing nodes cannot be 

efficiently stored on the Ethereum platform since blockchains are non-ideal data storage 

solutions. The computational complexity and inefficiency of data storage arising from the 

Proof of Work [30] mining protocol of the Ethereum blockchain makes data storage an 

expensive affair, both computationally and financially. (ii) CMaaS platforms based on the 

Ethereum ecosystem run on seamless inter-communication of autonomous smart contracts. 

Any exchange of data or addition of data to the Ethereum Virtual Environment (EVM) [31] 

requires the participating nodes in the blockchain that are invoking functions from the smart 

contracts pay gas fees (gas is a unit of computation on the EVM) for executing commands on 

the EVM realized through transactions [32]. Therefore, transactions cannot be indiscriminately 

executed on the EVM. However, generation of high frequency large volume data transfer 

events is common in large CMaaS organizations. Therefore, there is a need of an efficient, 

intelligent, and autonomous system that would be able to judiciously decide in real time when 

to execute cost-effective and computationally efficient Ethereum transactions over the EVM. 

In this chapter, the authors, as an improvement of their previous work, propose the 

design, implementation, and validation of middleware software architectures and blockchain 

oracles that allow the transfer of large volume manufacturing data onto decentralized and 

immutable big data storage platforms like the BigchainDB, powered by an underlying backend 

MongoDB database schema structure [33]. BigchainDB is a distributed database with 

decentralized control and provides immutability feature of recorded data. A hybrid blockchain 

architecture comprising of the Ethereum network and the BigchainDB platform is proposed. 

In this hybrid architecture, a parallel BigchainDB global distributed network runs along the 

more public Ethereum chain. The BigchainDB global database network records high volume 
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immutable data originating from manufacturing nodes. The authors also propose the design 

and validation of a machine learning based, new inference middleware, that enables the 

forecast of Ethereum gas price into the future based on historical time series data of Ethereum 

gas prices. The goal is to allow the CMaaS platform smart contracts to judiciously assign gas 

price limits on transactions ensuing from transfer or creation of assets on the blockchain so 

that Ethereum transactions executed by the smart contracts are more efficient and economical. 

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 presents a brief overview of the 

existing work in recent literature and elaborately describes the prior work of the authors that 

this chapter is based on. Section 4.3 outlines the design and implementation of the hybrid 

blockchain architecture that has been proposed. Section 4.4 delineates the design and 

implementation of the new machine learning based inference middleware used for Ethereum 

gas price forecasts. Section 4.5 describes the results and outcomes achieved from the research 

in this chapter. Conclusions, limitations, and future research directions are laid out in section 

4.6. 

4.2. Related work 

There has been considerable research in the past on blockchain based decentralized 

manufacturing systems. Lee et. al [34] in their research, have proposed a three level blockchain 

architecture for the construction of highly connected cyber physical production systems. 

Mandolla et. al [35] have explored the application of blockchain for CPS integrated additive 

manufacturing for the highly regulated aircrafts parts industry. In a case study of blockchain 

in manufacturing, comprising of real manufacturing nodes, the authors Angrish et. al [36] have 

introduced the “FabRec” model which comprises a consortium of manufacturing and computer 

nodes, autonomously communicating and negotiating with each other by means of computer 
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coded smart contracts. Most of the aforementioned research has proposed important 

architectures and data models for blockchain based cloud manufacturing infrastructures. 

However, there have been significant research gaps in extant literature namely in the form of 

lack of proper data and communication models and appropriate implementation details for 

digital assets and smart contracts, lack of  fungible asset transfer models that are needed to 

encapsulate assets of monetary value, lack of appropriate security and platform consideration 

required for blockchain based manufacturing systems handling fungible assets, lack of 

appropriate middleware that allows seamless communication of different allied parts of the 

blockchain based manufacturing systems etc. Additionally, many of the existing research has 

been found to be limited in their proposal of any security measures which are integral parts of 

distributed systems handling assets of monetary value. They also do not demonstrate 

implementation of any case study on any known industry grade, fault-tolerant public, or 

consortium blockchain network. 

To address some of these knowledge gaps, the authors in their previous research [37], 

presented a decentralized CMaaS platform architecture with minute implementation details of 

manufacturing and blockchain middleware, an efficient object-oriented design pattern for 

smart contract code constructs in constrained Ethereum environments, an ERC-721 token 

standard digital asset for manufacturing part product data models and a secure, novel algorithm 

to improve security of fungible asset transfer on CMaaS platforms to name a few. The CMaaS 

platform architecture proposed by the authors is primarily based on the Ethereum ecosystem 

to take advantage of a standardized infrastructure with a relatively stringent fungible asset 

transfer model that is otherwise not present in other blockchain platforms. Conventional 

permissioned blockchain platforms unlike the Ethereum EVM would allow the construction of 
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smart contract codes in Turing complete [38], high level dynamically typed languages as 

opposed to the statically typed Solidity language [39] in Ethereum. The use of high-level, 

dynamically typed programming to encode blockchain logic as opposed to using Turing-

incomplete (Bitcoin) scripting or highly secure Turing-complete (Ethereum) scripting is a risk 

factor for CMaaS platforms since it makes the process outcomes of code execution in the 

blockchain ecosystem less deterministic. 

Although blockchain platforms like Ethereum can assist in the avenues of data integrity 

and provenance, constrained environments of the Ethereum ecosystem ensuing from its 

security considerations render them as non-ideal data storage solutions particularly in relation 

to the sheer magnitude of data being produced by manufacturing nodes on decentralized 

CMaaS platforms. This was a limitation of the proposed platform pointed out by the authors 

in their work [37]. The importance for the encapsulation of big data in manufacturing is 

immense and subsequent mining on this large volume of data allows for the extraction of 

important analytics that can be harnessed for important business and logistic decisions. The 

limitations of the Ethereum ecosystem also renders it incapable of encapsulating important 

product life cycle data as is mandated in modern ISO standards like the STEP and STEP-NC. 

Modern and emerging CMaaS platforms are in increasing needs of capturing complex product 

data models beyond these standards. Bonnard et. al [40] have shown in their research a 

hierarchical object-oriented model for digital chains in additive manufacturing platforms. The 

authors propose the model for better encapsulation of closed-loop manufacturing data that are 

generated in typical additive manufacturing processes. Lu et. al [13] in their research have 

demonstrated the importance of capturing service-oriented product data through models that 

can efficiently capture changing requirements of downstream production activities. Lu and Xu 
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[41] have proposed a generic system architecture for the integration of cloud-based 

manufacturing equipment and big data analytics required for on-demand, near real-time 

manufacturing services. Therefore, it is evident that state of the art research and on demand 

cloud manufacturing processes on contemporary CMaaS platforms would be in increasing 

need of big data storage, retrieval, analysis and indexing capabilities. 

A potential solution to the dilemma of the constrained storage capabilities of the 

Ethereum ecosystem is to relinquish it for permissioned blockchain platform solutions like the 

Hyperledger. Barenji et. al. [42] have proposed blockchain ubiquitous manufacturing (BCUM) 

wherein the authors have shown impressive work into solving scalability, security, data 

ownership and big-data problems typical in constrained ecosystems using public blockchains. 

However, the lack of explicitly mentioned, didactic implementation details delineating as to 

what should be the proper security measures adopted to make blockchain transactions on 

CMaaS platforms more secure is a limitation. Additionally, given the fact that many existing 

major, decentralized cloud manufacturing platforms are based on the public Ethereum 

ecosystem or its variants, the decision for forsaking the platform for better data storage and big 

data capabilities while jeopardizing security and standardization is not justifiable. In view of 

all the mentioned limitations and roadblocks, there is therefore a: (i) need of the evolution of a 

new, universal blockchain architecture that is able to cater to the big data storage requirements 

of any existing blockchain based CMaaS platform without the need of any major architectural 

changes to an existing infrastructure. (ii) need of a time and cost efficient blockchain database 

query service. Many read, query, and write operations in the Ethereum global database are 

carried out in the form of transactions which have to be mined. Mining of these transactions is 

time consuming and requires the transfer of fungible assets to the miners in a public blockchain 
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network, demanded as a part of the consensus protocol. This would cause unnecessary financial 

depletion for a large CMaaS platform with millions of write and query operations taking place 

on its data. Therefore, there is a need of intelligent, preferably autonomous decision-making 

protocols within the CMaaS platform that would be able to issue transactions in a cost effective 

and efficient manner. 

In this chapter, the authors have attempted to address these outstanding issues 

pertaining to decentralized CMaaS platforms. The contribution of this chapter is: (i) to propose 

a hybrid blockchain architecture composed of an Ethereum backbone that manages data 

integrity, asset provenance, contract negotiation and fungible asset transfer through its secure, 

public network as mentioned in section 4.1.3. The second element in the hybrid architecture is 

a concurrent BigchainDB global database that communicates seamlessly with the Ethereum 

backbone through the gateways established by a designed middleware. The function of the 

middleware is to get activated by outbound oracles initiated by data storage event signals from 

the Ethereum backbone. This eventually leads to the storage of big data pertaining to 

manufacturing product specifications onto a decentralized, immutable BigchainDB database, 

transactions on which do not require any transfer of fungible assets, making it economical by 

default. The second contribution of this chapter is: (ii) to design and validate a machine 

learning based inference middleware that would be able to predict and infer Ethereum gas price 

into the future to a reasonable degree of accuracy. In their previous work cited in [37], the 

authors deployed CMaaS smart contracts with default allowable gas price limits which were 

high enough to allow any transaction from the contracts occurring within the Ethereum 

ecosystem to get readily mined. To improve the efficiency of these transactions, the authors 

have proposed the architecture of an inference middleware that forecasts Ethereum gas price 
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based on historical time series data using machine learning models. The underpinning idea is 

to enable the CMaaS platform to automatically conserve resources in terms of gas fees paid 

for mining. The inference model forecasts possible allowable average gas price for a certain 

transaction event in the future. This average price is then broadcasted along with the transaction 

onto the Ethereum network. The conjecture is that, by continuously broadcasting low enough 

gas price limits, the inference middleware allows to save costs associated with gas fees for 

Ethereum transactions. It does this by making sure that the limit is not too high that it is above 

the average gas price limit of a certain day leading to monetary losses, nor is the limit too low 

that the transaction is rejected by the network of miners and is not preferentially mined. 

Machine learning based Ethereum transaction gas price prediction models have been 

looked into in past literature. Liu et. al. [43] have explored the application of a suite of machine 

learning regression-based prediction models to predict the lowest gas price in the next block 

of transaction being mined within the Ethereum blockchain. To motivate the requirement to 

accurately predict future Ethereum gas prices, the authors have performed cursory analysis on 

the data collected over one day’s worth of mined blocks in the Ethereum EVM. The authors 

were able to show that, accurate prediction models had the potential of saving costs as high as 

around $60 per block in fiat currency. In their proposed approach [43], the authors have 

evaluated few gas price influencing factors namely block difficulty, block gas limit, transaction 

gas limit, ether price, miner reward etc. to identify how these features affect transaction gas 

price by assigning them as input features to a machine learning model. While such an approach 

has led to reasonably accurate gas price prediction models as quoted by the authors, the 

limitation of the approach lies in the fact that a real time system implementing such models 

would need to know accurate values of these influencing factors in real time to decide on the 
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gas price limit on the next transaction. This is often not a practical proposition since features 

like block difficulty level or miner reward are subject to stochastic variations or non-

deterministic events like blockchain hard forks [44] or protocol changes. The authors in this 

chapter have on the other hand, used time series machine learning models, and trained them 

on actual, historical Ethereum gas price data to come up with prediction models that can predict 

future average gas price. The advantage of this approach is that it does not require the accurate 

knowledge of a plethora of EVM variables and relies on much simpler, one dimensional time 

series data to make predictions to a reasonable degree of accuracy. 

4.3. Hybrid blockchain architecture for improved data storage capabilities 

Figure 4-1 shows the improved version of the holistic overview of the hybrid 

decentralized CMaaS platform architecture adopted from the previous work of the authors. For 

a detailed explanation of the components of the system, the reader is referred to the work cited 

in [37]. The system shows a top physical manufacturing system layer showing important 

stakeholders and data flow processes that interact with a product. The entire CMaaS system 

hosts parametrically configurable consumer or industrial parts which customers want to 

customize and manufacture. The process starts with a client modifying the parameters of the 

digital twin of a product hosted on the CMaaS platform through a front-end app on a web 

browser. When the client is satisfied with the final parameters of the altered digital twin of the 

product, a Request for Quote (RFQ) command can be initiated. This is when the client 

middleware shown in Figure 4-2, starts making Remote Procedural Calls (RPC) to the 

functions encoded within a manufacturing system smart contract that has been deployed on the 

Ethereum network layer – L1, represented by the second layer below the physical 

manufacturing system layer in Figure 1. Depending on the specifications of the part sent to the 
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blockchain layer, functions from within the smart contract return a quote to the client. On 

approval of this quote, the client can initiate a make order through the client middleware. This 

information is duly sent to the Ethereum network and a make order event is recorded on the 

blockchain. This also starts a sequence of blockchain events that the client middleware 

subscribes to. The trigger of a make order event generated from the Ethereum blockchain layer 

automatically prompts the client middleware to send off toolpath regeneration commands to 

the CNC toolpath regeneration engine hosted by the CMaaS platform. This is where the CMaaS 

middleware takes over and another session of client and CMaaS middleware communication 

leads to a regenerated toolpath that captures the customized design of the client. Details on the 

internal components of the CMaaS, manufacturing middleware and intricacies of the 

implemented manufacturing system smart contracts are not focus of this research and is 

delineated in fine detail in reference [37].  

 
Figure 0-1: Improved Hybrid architecture of decentralized CMaaS with BigchainDB layer 

for big data storage [37]. 
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Once the custom part is successfully manufactured, a complete takeover of the 

blockchain network layer takes place. The end of the machining process is recorded on the 

blockchain as an event which eventually leads to the creation of an ERC-721 token 

representation of the part on the blockchain network. The blockchain network also takes care 

of the automatic payment of fees by the client due to the manufacturing service availed and 

autonomously regulates issues relevant to refunds and returns via functions encoded within the 

smart contracts of the manufacturing system. The contribution of this research into converting 

the CMaaS platform into a hybrid blockchain architecture can be seen from the new, bottom 

most layer L2 in Figure 4-1. This layer, aptly named the BigchainDB network layer comprises 

of a parallelly running, consortium of global nodes of computers executing instances of 

decentralized, distributed, immutable BigchainDB database servers. Communication between 

layers L1 and L2 is established by a new addition to the client middleware shown in Figure 4-

2 section VI. After a custom part has been successfully manufactured, large volume metadata 

about the part are collected. This information includes a cryptographically hashed signature of 

the design file of the final part, detailed dimensional metadata of the part and necessary 

information about both the client and the CMaaS platform in terms of their Ethereum identities 

i.e., wallet addresses. 

It is needless to mention that, without the presence of this newly added BigchainDB 

network layer L2, storage of this complex set of information pertinent to product and 

manufacturing data would have been a gargantuan task so far as the Ethereum blockchain 

database is concerned. Most of this information quite naturally would involve data of different 

types and precision. Due to the restrictive nature of the Ethereum ecosystem, there is no default 

support of many complex datatypes like variable length strings which have to be used to record 
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modalities like product name or description. Even if there were support of these data types, the 

low storage capabilities of the Ethereum ecosystem would not have allowed sufficient 

encapsulation of product information. Additionally, immutable registration of these 

information in the form of Ethereum transactions would have led to significant monetary 

contributions in terms of payable transaction fees for miners. 

 
Figure 0-2: Improved client middleware with BigchainDB interface. 

 

The logical conclusion to this problem is to store complex, type and precision diverse 

information about a product and its manufacturing process on a database platform that provides 

much larger degree of freedom as far as storage space is concerned. However, at the same time, 

a compromise on the immutability and security of the stored data cannot be made and this 

makes the decentralized, distributed BigchainDB database layer an ideal solution to this 

problem. In addition to storing complex information in an immutable fashion, the BigchainDB 

layer L2 also provides highly efficient, low latency query functionalities to read from the 

database as is common in many conventional centralized database platforms. The 

communication and information handshake between layers L1 and L2 in Figure 4-1, is enabled 
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by the new BigchainDB interface layer in Figure 4-2 section VI of the improved client 

middleware. The completion of the manufacture of a part ordered by the client is represented 

by the creation of an ERC-721 token on the Ethereum network L1, and this in turn initiates 

outbound Ethereum oracles encoded as smart contracts [45]. This eventually triggers 

communication between L1 and L2 layers via the new interface in the client middleware. Large 

volume, complex data relevant to the product is then sent to L2 layer to be stored securely and 

immutably. This is how, the Ethereum and the BigchainDB networks in this hybrid 

architecture, work in tandem to allow for the continuous registration of complex product data. 

The BigchainDB decentralized database while storing this information, also allows for the fast 

and efficient execution of complex database queries that would have otherwise not been 

possible on the Ethereum chain database. 

Figure 4-3 shows the result of a complex query made against the BigchainDB database 

that was implemented as a part of this research. The query allows for the search and retrieval 

of information corresponding to an embedded search string or tag that could be present 

anywhere within the body of the information stored in the database. In Figure 4-3, the result 

can be seen as a query that was made using a search string tag of “DIME” and all the 

transactions on the BigchainDB which contained the tag “DIME” anywhere within the body 

of the JSON [46] converted information was retrieved. As is evident from the figure, the 

BigchainDB database is able to encapsulate complex data of different types and precision in 

an immutable format and this is a direct upshot of the hybrid blockchain architecture that has 

been proposed as an improvement in this chapter. 
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Figure 0-3: BigchainDB database query result for a sample part made on CMaaS. 

 

4.4. Machine learning based inference middleware for economic Ethereum 

transactions 

The goal of this section is to present the machine learning based inference middleware 

that has been proposed to forecast Ethereum transaction gas price in the future. As has been 

mentioned previously, the need of an accurate gas price prediction model allows the 

decentralized CMaaS platform to judiciously assign gas price limits on upcoming blockchain 

transactions instead of using default maximum values that guarantee transaction mining and 

acceptance by the miners in the Ethereum network. Assigning a gas price limit that is not too 

high from the average time series trend or nor too low ensures that the transactions would be 

mined at economical rates thereby saving cumulative costs. Since a decentralized CMaaS could 

see millions of such transactions happening over the course of time, the need of such a system 

is of paramount importance. 
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Figure 0-4: Historical time series data of Ethereum gas price. 

 

4.4.1. Data collection 

In order to train machine learning (ML) models on historical data for time series 

prediction, there is need of chronological Ethereum gas price values over a significantly wide 

time span such that it allows for the capture of trend and seasonality patterns by the ML models. 

The Ethereum foundation has exposed daily time series data of past gas price values [47] over 

a period of 4 years and it was this data that was used for extracting patterns from for the 

forecasting task. Figure 4-4 shows a snapshot of this historical time series data of Ethereum 

gas price in GigaWei shown along the vertical axis. The time index of the series starts from a 

date towards the end of the year 2016 and ends in the year 2020 as represented by the horizontal 

axis of the chart.  

4.4.2. Problem framing 

The aim of this section was to formulate the specific question that is being attempted 

to be solved using the collected time series data. This question is: “Given recent Ethereum gas 

price trends, what is the expected gas price for the week (7 days) ahead?” That means, ML 
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models that would be able to predict gas price values for at least 7 days into future would be 

required. Technically, this framing of the problem is referred to as a multivariate, multi-step 

time series forecasting model. This type of a model could be helpful for the decentralized 

CMaaS system to do predictions of 7 days into the future thereby enabling the platform to 

anticipate and prepare, much in advance, for any major changes of future gas price. Quite 

evidently, the choice of a 7-day prediction window is a hyperparameter that can be tuned to 

cater to differing system needs. For the purpose of this research however, this value was found 

to be able to do satisfactory forecasting to reasonable degree of accuracy.  

 

 
Figure 0-5: Forecast performance of naïve models. 

 

4.4.3 Evaluation metric 

Based on the assumptions of the model laid out in section 4.4.2, a forecast of Ethereum 

gas price would comprise of seven values, one for each day of the week ahead. It is common 

for multi-step forecasting problems to evaluate each time step separately [48]. This is usually 
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done to contrast the performance of different models based on their skills at different lead 

times. It is always useful to have an error metric that has the same unit as the feature being 

predicted. Consequently, the quintessential continuous regression metric of Root Mean Square 

Error (RMSE) was adopted to compare the forecasting performance of different ML models. 

To deal with a single score identifying a model, an average RMSE value across all the 7 

forecast days was evaluated. 

 𝑅𝑀𝑆𝐸 = √
1

𝑛
∑ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖

∗)2𝑛
𝑖=1  (1)  

Equation (1) shows the formula for the RMSE metric. It essentially is used to measure 

the deviation between the predicted or forecasted gas price 𝑦𝑖
∗ and the actual gas price 𝑦𝑖. The 

smaller the RMSE metric of an ML model on a data point, the higher is the accuracy of forecast 

of the model on that data point. 

 
Figure 0-6: Architecture of the 1D convnet. 
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4.4.4. Train/Test subset 

The ML training scheme was fashioned after a typical supervised ML training protocol. 

The first 3 years’ worth of data from the time series were used for training the ML models and 

the last year of 2020 was used to evaluate the performance of the models. This was in contrary 

to how train/test splits are made on normal datasets where the protocol is to randomly split the 

data. It is to be noted that the basis of this problem was time series data which has temporal 

structure and hence the conventional randomly sliced, train/test split is not acceptable. This is 

the reason why a train data subset of the first 3 years was chosen and a subsequent test data 

subset of the last year was chosen to make sure the temporal structure of the input data remains 

intact. The time series data was divided into standard weeks. This was a useful way for using 

the chosen framing of the model mentioned in section 4.4.2 where the gas price for the week 

ahead could be predicted.  

4.4.5. Walk forward validation 

The ML models eventually chosen to be trained on the train dataset were evaluated 

using a scheme called walk forward validation. In this scheme, an ML model being trained is 

required to make a prediction in the future over 7 days. Subsequently, the actual data of those 

7 days of the week is appended to the train set and is made available to the ML model. This is 

done so that this new data can now be used as the basis for making predictions for the 

subsequent week in the forecasting window.  

4.4.6. ML model choice and training 

In typical ML based time series prediction problems, it is a norm to first start by training 

a naïve prediction model [49]. The results from such a naïve model provide a quantitative idea 
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as to how difficult the forecasting problem is and also provides a baseline performance that 

can be used to compare other, more complex ML models trained on the same data. Three naïve 

forecasting models were developed as a part of this process. They are listed down as follows:  

• Daily persistence model. 

• Weekly persistence model. 

• Weekly one year ago persistence model. 

 

 
Figure 0-7: Architecture of LSTM network. 

 

The daily persistence model takes the Ethereum gas price from the last day prior to the 

period of forecast and uses that value as the value for each day in the forecast period. Similarly, 

the weekly persistence model uses the Ethereum gas price from the entire prior week and the 

weekly one year ago persistence model uses the gas price of the entire prior week from one 

year ago as values for each day in the forecast period. It becomes evident as to why these 

models are referred to as naïve models. Using prior days’ or weeks’ values for forecasting 

would obviously lead to less than optimum prediction models but acts as a fine baseline for 

other models to outdo. Any model performing worse in terms of RMSE value than the best 
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naïve model can be readily rejected from consideration. A comparison of the forecasting 

prediction performance of the naïve models was subsequently performed to choose the final 

naïve model that would be used as the baseline performer. Figure 4-5 shows the average RMSE 

errors of forecasting performance for the 3 naïve models across a forecasting window of 7 

days. It can be observed that the lowest RMSE scores were obtained for the daily persistence 

model across all days in the forecasting window and hence this model was eventually chosen 

as the model with the best baseline performance. An average RMSE of 77.6 GigaWei was 

obtained for the daily persistence model. 

A suite of 12 supervised ML algorithms known to be quite robust for regression 

forecasting were chosen as candidate models to be trained on the data. The chosen models 

included the lasso regularized polynomial regression [50], the elastic net regressor [51], the 

extreme gradient boosted regressor [52], the decision tree regressor [53], the random forests 

regressor [54], the K nearest neighbor regressor [55], the support vector regressor [56], the 

extra tree regressor [57], the gradient boosting regressor [58], the ada-boosted ensemble 

regressor [58], 1D convolutional neural network regressor [59] and a sequence modelled 

LSTM regressor [60]. 

Figure 4-6 shows the neural network architecture for the prediction model based on the 

1D convolutional regressor. It can be observed that an input shape of 21 features representing 

the past 21 days’ worth of Ethereum gas price values were used to forecast the next 7 day’s 

Ethereum gas price represented by the output dense feature vector of size 7. These were 

hyperparameters of the model and the specific values of the input, output and layer sizes of the 

neural network were found after a series of trial and errors that were used to tune the model to 

its best possible performance. 
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Figure 4-7 shows the neural network architecture of the LSTM model. This model also 

takes in a sequence of 21 values of Ethereum gas prices and uses them to forecast the next set 

of values as the output. It is to be noted that, the suit of the ML models chosen did not include 

more conventional statistical time series models like the auto regressive moving average 

models. This was a conscious decision since such statistical models are generally parametric 

and hence are much harder to tune and train on unconventional time series data with less 

profound trend and seasonality features as is the case for the historical Ethereum gas price data. 

4.5. Results 

It is a challenging task to accurately assess the potential computational and financial 

benefits provided by the hybrid blockchain architecture introduced in section 4-3. There are no 

standardized means to find a single score that could be used to assess the improved 

performance of a decentralized CMaaS platform after the implementation of the proposed 

architecture. However, some insight can be drawn from a sample data encapsulation by the 

BigchainDB network layer. As has been mentioned previously, Figure 4-3 shows the result of 

a complex query made against the BigchainDB database that is now used to store large volume 

processing and manufacturing data. This JSON encoded data shown in the Figure was stored 

in the BigchainDB layer after the information was sent by the client middleware when it got 

triggered by events emitted by outbound Ethereum oracles. A cursory measure of performance 

could be derived from the calculation of computational steps i.e. gas units saved from being 

expended if the information stored by the JSON data object were otherwise to be stored directly 

on the Ethereum network layer instead of on the BigchainDB layer. The amount of gas units 

expended is directly proportional to the size of information encapsulated by the JSON data 

object.  
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Table 0-1: Ethereum fee schedule for data storage [22]. 

 
Name Description Value 

(Gas) 
Total 
Cost 
(Gas) 

GSSET SSTORE 
operation cost 

20,000  

GTXDATA Non-zero-byte 
data cost 

68 / byte 80,508 

GTRANSACTION Flat transaction 
cost 

21,000  

 

The JSON data object pertinent to the manufacturing information shown in Figure 4-3 

was found to have a size of 581 bytes. Table 4-1 shows the Ethereum fee schedule for data 

storage [22]. This schedule determines how much gas units are expended when storing 

information of a certain size on the Ethereum network. Each information registration 

transaction on the Ethereum network is a function of the three fee elements shown in Table 4-

1. The total cost of an information storage operation in terms of total gas units can thus be 

expressed in the form of equation 2. 

 𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 = 𝐺𝑆𝑆𝐸𝑇 + 𝐺𝑇𝑅𝐴𝑁𝑆𝐴𝐶𝑇𝐼𝑂𝑁 + 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒 ∗ 𝐺𝑇𝑋𝐷𝐴𝑇𝐴 (2) 

Using equation 2, the total gas cost for storing the information encapsulated by the 

JSON data object directly on the Ethereum network would have been 80,508 gas units. This is 

the amount of the computational steps that can be saved if the information can be stored on the 

BigchainDB layer. The amount of gas units can easily be converted to fiat currency to gauge 

the amount of financial savings. Using the average per unit gas price of 55 GigaWei for the 

month of November 2020, this amounts to a total of around 4,427,940 GigaWei required for 

the storage of the information. This value in fiat currency is equivalent to around $2. While 

this calculated cost might seem to appear low, it must be remembered that a decentralized 

CMaaS platform would typically execute thousands of such data storage transactions every 
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day. Additionally, the amount calculated in this section is under the conservative assumption 

that the JSON data object is only 581 bytes. A CMaaS platform could store manufacturing and 

process metadata which could be much larger than 581 bytes. Hence the total computational 

and financial cost savings ensuing from the implementation of this hybrid blockchain 

architecture can easily grow exponentially. 

Table 0-2: RMSE comparison of trained ML models with Naïve model. 

 
ML Model Test 

RMSE 
Naïve 
RMSE 

Random Forest 70.6  

Extra Tree 72.6  

Elastic Net 72.9  

Lasso 72.9  

LSTM 76.4  

XGB 76.5 77.6 

KNN 76.7  

Gradient Boost 78.7  

CNN 80.5  

Ada Boost 83.4  

Support Vector 89.7  

Decision Tree 107.3  

 

To assess how well the trained ML models introduced in section 4.4.6 were able to 

forecast the time series Ethereum gas price, the performance of the models on the test set were 

compared to that of the Naïve daily persistence model in terms of RMSE values. Table 4-2 

shows the RMSE comparison of the 12 models with the Naïve daily persistence model. It can 

be observed that the best performing model was a Random Forest regressor model with the 

least RMSE score of 70.6 on the test set, which was lower than the naïve RMSE of 77.6. The 

random forest model was therefore able to forecast Ethereum gas prices with larger degree of 

accuracy when compared to the naïve model. This trained random forest model was serialized 

and then deployed on the decentralized CMaaS platform server encapsulated in an inference 
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middleware, so that the client middleware would then be able to use forecasted gas prices from 

this inference middleware to judiciously assign gas price limits on future Ethereum 

transactions, thereby leading to eventual cost savings. The models starting from Gradient 

Boosting and ending in Decision Trees had RMSE values worse than the naïve model and 

hence were rejected from the available pool of forecasting regressors. Figure 4-8 shows the 

predicted trends forecasted by the top 3 performing models on the test data set. The trends were 

overlaid on the actual test data set for comparison of deviations. It can be observed that the 

random forest regressor model does in fact closely resemble the actual time series trend of the 

test data set. 

 
Figure 0-8: Predicted trends of top 3 ML models overlaid with actual trends. 
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4.6. Conclusion 

In this chapter, the framework of a hybrid blockchain architecture for an improved 

decentralized CMaaS platform was proposed as a continuation of the previous work of the 

authors. It was shown that, by integrating a parallelly running BigchainDB network of 

distributed database nodes alongside the Ethereum blockchain backbone of the decentralized 

CMaaS, significant portion of the data storage payload could be offloaded to the BigchainDB 

layer. Since it is powered by a fully scalable and distributed MongoDB database, all of the 

critical transaction that can be done on a NoSQL database can be leveraged. Through the design 

and implementation of server-based plug-and-play middleware and outbound Ethereum 

oracles, large volume manufacturing and process metadata could be transferred to be stored 

seamlessly on the BigchainDB layer without the need of storing data intensive information 

onto the Ethereum network through computationally intensive, high-cost transaction 

processes. The novel hybrid blockchain architecture comprising of the aforementioned 

elements was shown to reduce significant costs associated with data storage events on 

Ethereum blockchain based CMaaS platforms. 

A machine learning based inference middleware was also designed and deployed as 

part of this research. The middleware houses a trained machine learning model based on the 

Random Forest Regressor algorithm that can accurately predict and forecast Ethereum gas 

price. It was shown that the trained prediction model was able to forecast gas price to 

reasonable degree of accuracy with a low RMSE score of 70.6, outdoing a naïve daily 

persistence model. The ability of the decentralized CMaaS platform to predict Ethereum gas 

price allows it to judiciously assign allowable gas price limit to upcoming transactions, making 

sure that they are not too high as is the case when default modes of transactions are adopted. 
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This allows the platform to save a significant amount in terms of mining fees, on thousands of 

transactions that occur in blockchain based CMaaS platforms. 

The hybrid blockchain architecture proposed in this chapter is enabled by an improved 

client middleware and Ethereum oracles. This means, there are several steps involved before 

large volume data can make its way to the BigchainDB network. The inter-communication of 

different middleware and time-consuming oracles can introduce unwanted latency if real time 

performance is mandated. To conquer this limitation, there is need of much simpler 

architectures where there are lesser number of information exchange steps. The need of a 

single, universal blockchain platform with secure asset transfer models and big data 

capabilities is thus imperative and remains an avenue of future research. 
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Chapter 5: Overall Summary, Research Contribution and Future Work 

5.1 Overall Summary and Research Contribution 

The importance of manufacturing in the economy of any country is immense. In the 

US, manufacturing contributes to a significant portion of the GDP. The manufacturing sector 

supported around 14 million of jobs in the US in 2007 which constitutes around 10% of the 

total employment. US manufacturing firms generated around 1.6 trillion dollars in GDP in 

2006 and exported around $923 billion worth of manufacturing goods on the same fiscal year. 

The US also leads the way in research and development spending in manufacturing sectors. A 

total research spending of around $123 billion occurred in the year 2003 which makes up 60% 

of the total US investment in research and development of that year [1]. 

Today’s manufacturing enterprises have harnessed the boons of digitalization, internet 

communication and cheap computational power to become highly adept, specialized cloud 

manufacturing platforms that have empowered consumers and created manufacturing 

democratization. The full potential of cloud centric manufacturing democratization lies in the 

appropriate exploitation of resources and protocols. Due to the lack of standardized 

middleware software architectures, data models and protocols, cloud manufacturing platforms 

often operate in sub optimized modes. The aim of the research undertaken in this report was to 

identify some of those roadblocks and propose solutions for them. 

In chapter 2, the inhibited access of end users to manufacturing and design data of cloud 

manufacturing platforms was identified as a roadblock. To allow clients to rapidly search and 

retrieve 3D CAD data assets so that they can quickly customize those designs and go for 

personalized fabrication, innovative deep learning-based classification and retrieval algorithms 

were proposed that exploit multimodal data, thereby allowing end users to interact with cloud 
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manufacturing platforms conveniently in a multitude of ways. This had the effect of 

significantly reducing technological and intellectual overhead. 

In chapter 3, in a quest to reduce the overheads further, “plug-and-play” middleware 

and client interaction software architectures were designed and implemented that allowed 

seamless data exchange between service providers, end users and manufacturing nodes. 

Additionally, blockchain based decentralized platform architectures were proposed to provide 

security, privacy, and provenance for manufacturing digital threads. Appropriate data models 

for client interaction and manufacturing assets on decentralized digital threads were proposed 

with detailed treatise on efficiency and security considerations. The goal is to offer the outcome 

of this research to future manufacturing service providers so that they can implement efficient, 

distributed cloud manufacturing platforms with unparalleled user adoption.   

Finally, in chapter 4 novel hybrid blockchain architectures were proposed for restrictive 

global blockchain platforms like the Ethereum to allow for the optimum design and 

implementation of high data throughput decentralized systems like distributed manufacturing 

platforms. A machine learning based inference middleware capable of judiciously assigning 

transaction fee limits on outbound blockchain transactions from decentralized manufacturing 

systems was proposed and implemented. The ultimate goal of the research in this chapter was 

to improve and optimize the performance of decentralized cloud manufacturing platforms that 

run on prohibitive systems. 

5.2 Future Work 

The following points delineate some of the possible future directions of research for 

the investigations presented primarily in chapters 2 and 3. 
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(i) In chapter 2, the performance of the C-DCGANs in producing synthetic yet 

plausible images representative of underrepresented classes in the FW10C 

dataset was evaluated. It was found that the trained GANs performed 

sufficiently well with a hit rate of 76% and an FID score of 8118. The GANs 

investigated in this research were simple deep convolutional GANs and to ramp 

up the hit rate and improve on the quality of synthetic images being produced 

by the GANs, there needs to be the investigation of more complex GAN 

architectures. The authors envision the implementation of Progressive GANs 

[2] in the future for this purpose that provide improved image quality and better 

training stability. 

(ii) The retrieval performance of the MinVGGNet architecture on unlabeled data 

from the FabWave dataset was inferior (mAP = 0.36) when compared to that of 

the MVCNN++ architecture (mAP = 0.47). This was attributed to the side effect 

of loss of quality and detail originating from the down sampling of the images. 

As was discussed in chapter 2, the decision to downsize the images to 28 pixels 

was to assess the lower bound of depth of the CNN networks that could be fit 

to the dataset without jeopardizing classification accuracy too much. The 

authors envision future investigations which would optimize this process 

further to find out just the right image size appropriate for a shallow CNN like 

MinVGGNet that would be small enough to allow for the faster training of the 

CNN but at the same time would be detailed enough for better shape retrieval 

performance by the network. 
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(iii) The authors of the MVCNN++ architecture integrated product manufacturing 

information (PMI) metadata into their architecture to significantly improve 

classification accuracy. The effect of introducing PMI metadata into the 

structure of the MinVGGNet remains to be explored. 

(iv) As was discussed in section chapter 2, the LSTM networks performed 

sufficiently well in deciphering user intent from textual data. However, due to 

constraints in training data collection and due to the nature of sequence 

modelling, the LSTM networks were naturally prone to data overfitting issues. 

The authors envision the construction of much larger text corpora confined 

within the context of manufacturing and design that would allow such DNN 

based systems to infer better on test data in the future. 

(v) The amount of quantifiable information from currently available texts from 

manufacturing contexts is generally very low. Such texts would usually be 

confined to application or shape descriptions of the parts that they are trying to 

describe. There needs to be a two-fold research approach in this aspect. First, 

there needs to be the curation of manufacturing text dataset wherein textual 

descriptions would not only encapsulate application or shape information but 

would also capture material, color, tolerance, or any information thereof that 

pertains to detailed product features. Secondly, information extraction 

approaches like Named Entity Recognition [3] can be applied on the dataset to 

do feature engineering and feature selection that can then present text data as 

vectors of color, size, application, tolerance etc. These vectors can then be fed 

to DNN architectures like LSTMs to do multilabel classification within the 
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folds of multi-task learning [4] thereby capturing user intents even better and 

reducing intellectual overhead even more. 

(vi) With reference to chapter 3, the work opens several avenues for research in the 

future. DLTs and blockchains are not the definitive solutions for all the 

problems that arise from centralized manufacturing systems. The deployment 

of DLTs have several associated risks that should be taken into consideration. 

With data distributed among many ledgers and nodes, legal risks associated 

with DLT deployment remain. For highly regulated manufacturing processes 

like pharmaceuticals or medical devices, DLT based supply chains can be 

considered joint ventures where the liability for any transgressions will now be 

spread across all the participating nodes in the DLT system [5]. Public 

blockchains like Ethereum provide very low barrier to entry for new 

participants and since it does not mandate authentication, bad actors can creep 

in and create challenges for regulation of manufacturing processes. Private or 

consortium blockchain frameworks can help mitigate those problems, however 

many of them still suffer from inefficient fungible asset transfer models and do 

not provide the required commercial confidentiality for business operations [6].   

(vii)   Concerns pertaining to the corruption of data of digital assets in cloud-based 

systems via infiltrators with malicious intent have been raised in the past and 

they remain a source of impediment for widespread adoption of cloud enabled 

technologies in the manufacturing domain. Although blockchain platforms like 

Ethereum can help with data integrity issues, the sheer magnitude of data 

generated from manufacturing renders such platforms less effective for high 
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data throughput scenarios. Ethereum based blockchain solutions, due to their 

restrictive nature and security features are not good data storage solutions. This 

also limits the capacity of Ethereum based distributed CMaaS platforms to 

appropriately encapsulate complex product life cycle data as is mandated in 

modern ISO standards like STEP and STEP-NC. Chapter 4 has proposed a 

solution for the problem through a hybrid blockchain architecture, but there is 

need of more unified architectures that reduce the number of steps of 

information exchange. 
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